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Abstract

Towards High-Endurance, Nonvolatile, CMOS-Compatible Ferroelectric Memories for
Next-Generation Computing

by

Ava Jiang Tan

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering – Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Sayeef Salahuddin, Chair

As modern computing workloads become more and more data-centric, there has been an
increasing need in recent years to develop memory solutions which can adequately pro-
vide the high performance, speed, and energy efficiencies required by data-intensive ap-
plications. Simultaneously, with the timely discovery of ferroelectricity in a well-investigated
CMOS-compatible material – hafnium oxide, or HfO2 – memory devices integrating fer-
roelectrics have also made a resurgence on the nonvolatile memory landscape.

This work presents the ground-up development of a novel CMOS-compatible ferroelectric
oxide, doped HfO2, and demonstrates its successful integration into ferroelectric mem-
ory capacitors (FeRAMs), transistors (FeFETs), and content addressable memory cells
(FeCAMs). As HfO2-based memories are still a nascent technology, special emphasis is
placed on developing a deeper physical understanding of the various engineering chal-
lenges associated with process integration and device performance. Underlying reliability
concerns related to limited cycling endurance and premature device failure are identified,
and methods to mitigate some of these bottlenecks are presented and investigated. Based
upon the understanding derived from identifying the physical root causes for degrada-
tion, a highly effective gate oxide engineering technique for boosting the endurance met-
ric of the FeFET by roughly 5 orders of magnitude, which enables the highest endurance
numbers reported on FeFETs with a crystalline silicon channel to date, is demonstrated.
Lastly, the successful fabrication and characterization of content addressable memory cells
based on the FeFET is reported. The simple 2-FeFET FeCAM cell boasts both nonvolatility
and substantially smaller on-chip footprint in contrast to its existing SRAM-based CMOS
counterpart.

The overall objective of this work is to provide a pathway forward for continued develop-
ment on a CMOS-compatible nonvolatile memory element that can be used for embed-
ded memory applications or for in-memory computing. The operational properties of the
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doped HfO2-based FeFET, in considering its intrinsic fast write/read speeds, low voltage
requirements, and retention robustness, makes it well-suited to accommodate demanding
modern computational needs by sealing the gaps between conventional memory, logic,
and continued device scaling.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The Need for More Memory
We live in an increasingly information-centric era. Data is all around us, constantly being
extracted from our actions and reintegrated into our daily decisions. It is clear that the
digital age has completely transformed the way we interact with the world around us over
the last decade. Increasing global connectivity and data creation afforded by Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies, traditional and cloud datacenters, and edge infrastructure has
created an explosion in the demand for memory storage solutions.

The use of data today is transforming the way we 

live, work, and play. Businesses in industries 

around the world are using data to transform 

themselves to become more agile, improve 

customer experience, introduce new business 

models, and develop new sources of competitive 

advantage. Consumers are living in an 

increasingly digital world, depending on online 

and mobile channels to connect with friends and 

family, access goods and services, and run nearly 

every aspect of their lives, even while asleep.

Much of today’s economy relies on data, and this 

reliance will only increase in the future as 

companies capture, catalog, and cash in on data 

in every step of their supply chain; enterprises 

collect vast sums of customer data to provide 

greater levels of personalization; and consumers 

integrate social media, entertainment, cloud 

storage, and real-time personalized services into 

their streams of life. 

The consequence of this increasing reliance on 

data will be a never-ending expansion in the size 

of the Global Datasphere. Estimated to be 33 ZB 

in 2018, IDC forecasts the Global Datasphere to 

grow to 175 ZB by 2025. (Figure 1). See Appendix 

for methodology and data/device categories.

Global Datasphere Expansion 
is Never-ending

Chapter 1 Characterizing the Global Datasphere

Figure 1 – Annual Size of the Global Datasphere

Annual Size of the Global Datasphere

MRI image creation is driving storage requirements significantly. 
The trend is more images with thinner slices and 3D capability. 
We've gone from 2,000 images to over 20,000 for an MRI of a 
human head, and stronger magnets and higher resolution 
pictures means more data stored.

– Senior Director in IT, Major Healthcare Provider
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Figure 1.1: Projected size of the Global Datasphere (the total amount of data created, cap-
tured, or replicated) each year from 2010 through 2025. Figure adapted from [110].

The International Data Corporation (IDC) forecasts a growth in the Global Datasphere,
which roughly represents the total summation of all data transmitted, replicated or re-
ceived, of 175 zettabytes (ZB) by the year 2025. This number is equivalent to one trillion
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gigabytes. To illustrate its staggering size, consider the fact that if one were to download
175 ZB of data at a typical download speed of 25 Mbps, then it would take 1.8 billion years
to download the entirety of the projected 2025 Global Datasphere ([110]).

Clearly, these ever-increasing requirements for fast data access, throughput, and sheer
storage size must be supplemented accordingly by disruptive technological advancements
in memory solutions. For well over 30 years to date, standard CMOS memory solutions
such as SRAM (static random access memory), DRAM (dynamic random access mem-
ory), and flash memory have been able to fulfill the provisional needs [25, 133]. Each of
SRAM, DRAM, and flash memory technologies has secured a well-defined role within the
so-called “memory hierarchy.” This memory hierarchy complements the requirements of
processor core in that the most frequently accessed memories are also the fastest (albeit
the most expensive), designed to achieve high write and read endurance; the memories
accessed less frequently are designed to hold a much higher capacity, are less expensive,
and are nonvolatile in nature.

The memory hierarchy is depicted in Figure 1.2(a). It is organized in a pyramid struc-
ture according to increasing cost/speed from bottom to top, and increasing size (repre-
sented by the area of each “slice” that each memory technology occupies within the pyra-
mid) from top to bottom. Similarly, the speed and endurance expectations of these mem-
ories is illustrated in Figure 1.2(b).

Figure 1.2: (a) The organization of the traditional memory hierarchy. Storage class mem-
ory (SCM) will be designed to sit somewhere in the middle of the hierarchy. (b) A plot
of programming speed vs. endurance for several established memories as well as storage
class memory. Figure adapted from [142].
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A division of memories called storage class memories (highlighted in orange in the
subfigures of Figure 1.2) encompasses many emerging memory solutions that are de-
signed to bridge the gap in performance and cost that exists in the traditional memory
hierarchy. For instance, at the time of the writing of this dissertation (May 2021), In-
tel’s Optane 3D XPoint technology is an illustrative example of a recently commercialized
memory solution designed to blur the distinctions between traditional storage and mem-
ory, which was achieved primarily through its low latency accesses that rival the latency
of the system itself [34, 52]. The need for innovations in storage class memories stems
from the fact that there exists a clear delineation between lower endurance, slower, but
cheaper solid state memories and the higher endurance, faster, and more expensive cache
memory technologies, as illustrated in Figure 1.2(b). A storage solution that can be oper-
ated at reasonable speeds but is more responsive than, for example, current NAND SSD’s,
can provide a cost-effective alternative to using more expensive DRAM. It is therefore an-
ticipated that storage class memories can help to bridge this existing rift between more
mature memory technologies [45].

1.2 Perspective on Emerging Nonvolatile Memory
Technologies

Of all the current mainstream memory technologies, flash memories are the quintessential
example of a nonvolatile memory that has a well-defined role in the memory landscape
with little possibility of being supplanted in the very near future. In fact, the first non-
volatile memory element ever demonstrated – upon which modern day flash technology
is based – was the floating gate transistor in 1967 by Kahng and Sze of Bell Labs [25, 59].
Flash has since become the dominant technology for storage in mobile devices and fur-
thermore has enjoyed extended usage as a complementary storage technology for hard
disk drives in large-scale and cloud computing systems [133]. The technology has wit-
nessed tremendous growth in the past two decades especially, accounting for $35 billion
in revenue worldwide in 2016 alone [31]. That said, flash technologies have undergone
and will need to continue to undergo significant changes be able to continue supporting
technological demands [145]. From the development of NOR and NAND architectures to
multi-bit cell storage, flash memories have already evolved substantially since their incep-
tion in 1967.

A variety of emerging nonvolatile memories are currently under intense research de-
velopment and consideration for future storage class memories and as potential replace-
ment candidates for established technologies [25, 78, 133, 144]. Notable emerging non-
volatile memories under consideration include MRAM (magnetoresistive random access
memory), PCM (phase change memory), ReRAM (resistive random access memory), and
ferroelectric memories such as FeRAM (ferroelectric random access memory) and the Fe-
FET (ferroelectric field effect transistor). The latter two technologies based on ferroelectric
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materials will serve as the primary focus of this dissertation. The following subsections
will act as a primer to explore the features, advantages, and disadvantages of the afore-
mentioned technologies.

MRAM: Magnetoresistive Random Access Memory
Magnetoresistive random access memories are a class of nonvolatile memories that store
data as magnetic states, and are read by determining the resistance of the memory (which
is associated with a particular data state). The heart of any MRAM technology is the MTJ,
or magnetic tunnel junction. Therefore, the mechanism for determining the state of the
device – by determining resistance – is the same regardless of MRAM type; the differences
arise from the write mechanisms and methods by which the data is written to the device
[3]. MRAMs are therefore broadly categorized into three different types according to the
switching/writing mechanism: 1) Toggle MRAM by magnetic field-induced switching; 2)
STT-MRAM (spin transfer torque) by the transfer of a magnetic moment via current; and
SOT-MRAM (spin orbit torque) which uses additional spin-orbit coupling to enhance the
spin transfer.

polarized, due to the asymmetric band structure of the
ferromagnetic electrodes, giving rise to the TMR as

shown in Fig. 1. The relative orientation of the magneti-

zations in these two layers determines the resistance of

the MTJ device. For most materials, the resistance is low

when the magnetizations of the two layers are parallel,

because the majority band electrons can tunnel into the

majority band on the opposite side of the barrier. When

the orientation is antiparallel, the resistance is high since
the majority band electrons have to tunnel into the mi-

nority band of the opposite electrode.

The simplest possible STT-MRAM design has the

following components:

— free layer (FL);

— tunnel barrier (TB);

— reference layer (RL).

The free layer, sometimes called the recording layer
or the storage layer, is the ferromagnetic layer retaining

the stored information. This layer is often made of

CoFeB material of different compositions [4]. The tunnel

barrier is a thin (around 1 nm) insulating nonmagnetic

layer that provides means to switch and read the state of

the free layer with a spin-polarized tunneling current. In

the past ten years, MgO tunneling barriers have been

most heavily studied due to the giant TMR effect, though
other materials, such as AlOx, and TiO, have been used

[5] and AlOx is used in production toggle MRAM. The

other magnetic layer—the reference layer—provides a

stable reference magnetization direction for the FL read-

ing and switching. This layer is designed to have mag-

netic anisotropy much higher than the FL so that it

never switches during memory operation.

Although multibit concepts exist, the MTJ devices

that have been demonstrated in practical MRAM circuits

have two stable magnetic states that store one bit of data

as a parallel/antiparallel magnetic state with a low/high

resistance as described above. To achieve this, such a

magnetic device has a free layer engineered to have a uni-

axial magnetic anisotropy, so that the magnetization

tends to lie along an easy axis in one or the other direc-
tion. Since the magnetization of ordinary ferromagnetic

thin films is constrained to be in the film plane by the

thin-film shape anisotropy, the in-plane easy axis is cre-

ated mainly by patterning the free layer into a shape with

a long direction (easy axis) and a short direction (hard

axis). The intrinsic anisotropy of the material may also

contribute to the total uniaxial anisotropy. On the other

hand, devices having their easy axis perpendicular to the
film plane can have a number of advantages, discussed

further in the sections that follow. A free layer engi-

neered to have a perpendicular easy axis has stable states

with the magnetization either up or down, with respect

to a horizontal film plane, and the in-plane directions are

hard. Such layers employ materials having a strong per-

pendicular anisotropy that can overcome the thin-film

shape anisotropy, also discussed below. For any of these
devices, the stability of the stored data over time and

temperature is determined by the energy barrier between

the two stable magnetic states, which is in turn related to

the strength of the uniaxial anisotropy and the volume of

magnetic material involved in the reversal process.

To create a memory array from MTJ devices, each de-

vice is typically integrated with an isolation transistor

(see Fig. 2) that can be turned on to pass a current selec-
tively through the MTJ devices of interest, such as during

the read operation. For spin-torque MRAM, the same

transistor is used to pass the switching current through

the target MTJ devices. Since each memory cell typically

has one transistor and one MTJ, this particular architec-

ture is known as the 1T-1MTJ MRAM architecture.

Other architectures have been proposed and evaluated

for various purposes, but the 1T-1MTJ cell is the most
commonly used.

Fig. 1. Sketch of a MTJ: two ferromagnetic layers (in red/blue)

typically made of CoFe-based alloys separated by a tunnel

barrier (black) most often made of MgO about 1 nm thick.

Explanation of the TMR effect: parallel state has good band

matching and low resistance, whereas antiparallel state has

poor band matching: either absence of available carriers

of a given spin or inadequacy of available states in the

receiving electrode.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the organization of field-written MRAM. Each cell

comprises an MTJ connected in series with a select transistor.
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Figure 1.3: Example of a typical MTJ device consisting of two ferromagnetic layers sepa-
rated by a tunnel barrier layer. Figure adapted from [3].

As shown in Figure 1.3, a tunnel barrier layer (typically MgO) is sandwiched between
two ferromagnetic layers (typically Co-Fe alloys, one pinned and one free) in an MTJ de-
vice. When the magnetizations in both ferromagnetic layers are oriented in parallel, there
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is good band matching, and therefore the electrons can easily tunnel through the barrier
and into the majority band of the other layer, giving rise to the low-resistance state (as
shown on the left of Figure 1.3). When the magnetizations are aligned to be antiparallel,
the electrons instead must tunnel into the minority band, and inadequate receiving states
to tunnel into and/or available carriers gives rise to the high-resistance state (as shown in
the right of Figure 1.3. In effect, these two resistance states change the amount of spin-
polarized quantum mechanical tunneling current which is able to flow through the MTJ
device [3, 115]. This is called the tunneling magnetoresistance effect (TMR).

Toggle MRAM technology based on Savtchenko switching, by which a current-driven
magnetic field modulates the magnetization of the storage layer, has been in mass pro-
duction since 2006 [3, 114]. Writing is typically accomplished by flowing large, orthogo-
nal currents in order to induce orthogonal magnetic fields at a particular location corre-
sponding to an MRAM cell; once the required field strength for switching is reached, the
magnetization of the free layer in the MTJ then switches [12, 74]. However, as the earliest
writing scheme for MRAM technology, it was quickly bottlenecked by the fact that the
amount of current required to write to a device is inversely proportional to the area of the
storage element – hence, field assisted MRAM has been limited to 90 nm node technology
and is unable to be scaled to smaller dimensions.

STT-MRAM, on the other hand, requires no generation of an external magnetic field
to switch the magnetization, which greatly improves the current-limit issue experienced
in toggle MRAM. In STT-MRAM, spin-polarized current is directly sent through the MTJ
itself, which also simplifies the design of the MRAM cell. The transfer of the spin angu-
lar momentum then exerts a torque on the free magnetic layer, and if the torque is strong
enough, it can then change the magnetization from parallel to antiparallel (or vice-versa)
depending on the direction of injected current through the device. However, STT-MRAM
still suffers from relatively high programming currents, and therefore high energy con-
sumption as well [12]. Additional issues such as reduced lifetime due to breakdown of
the oxide layer of the MTJ, degraded TMR under applied voltage, bit-flipping due to the
fact that the write and read mechanisms use the same access path, and long write latencies
for the intended application.

SOT-MRAM alleviates many issues seen in STT-MRAM technology by introducing an
additional terminal to separate out the read path from the write path and by ensuring that
the switching current does not flow through the barrier layer [123]. In this technology,
the MTJ is typically fabricated directly on top of a heavy metal channel which is in con-
tact with the free layer. Direction of current flow from source to write line determines
the magnetization of the free layer and therefore the bit stored [12], and the word line
accesses the cell during reads. In comparison to STT-MRAM, it is clear that this memory
demonstrates faster switching capabilities. However, still the question of scalability and
footprint efficiency remains, as two additional access transistors per cell must be used. As
SOT-MRAM technology is still relatively in its infancy [115], only time can tell if existing
shortcomings will be addressed.
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PCM: Phase Change Memory
Among the most mature novel nonvolatile memory technologies is phase change memory,
or PCM. It has been a key enabling technology for nanoscale, nonvolatile storage. As
mentioned previously, Intel’s 3D XPoint storage solution, branded as Intel Optane, was
released in 2018 and is believed to use a phase-change material as the storage element
[46].

The principle of operation relies on changing the nature of a chalcogenide glass sand-
wiched between two electrodes from either the crystalline or amorphous states by passing
current through the device. The phase change material therefore can alternate between a
low-resistance or high-resistance state, as illustrated in Figure 1.4, and therefore can mod-
ulate its resistivity. Therefore, by detecting the resistance of the device, one can determine
the state of the memory. The SET operation involves applying a longer electrical pulse to
heat most of the cell above the crystallization temperature to induce crystallization; the
RESET operation involves applying a larger electrical pulse to melt the center of the cell,
and must be abrupt enough to quench the material in the amorphous phase [18].J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 53 (2020) 213002 Topical Review
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Figure 1. Operation principle of PCM. The mushroom-type PCM device displayed consists of a layer of phase-change material
sandwitched between a top electrode (TE) and a narrower bottom electrode (BE). A long low current pulse (SET) is applied to bring the
PCM device to the low-resistance crystalline state. A short high current pulse (RESET) is applied to bring the PCM device to the
high-resistance amorphous state.

Optane in 2018, a non-volatile memory based on PCM that
can be used to enhance the existing memory-storage system,
demonstrates the viability of PCM to be used as a digital
memory in a standard computing system. Because of this, a
detailed understanding of the underlying physical mechan-
isms and state dynamics of PCM is important for finding out
how the technology can be further optimized. Such an under-
standing would also be helpful to find out how PCM proper-
ties can best be used for emerging non-von Neumann com-
puting applications. Despite the fact that the memory effect
in phase-change materials was discovered over 50 years ago,
there are several open questions relating to electrical transport,
the crystallization mechanism, relaxation effects, and inherent
stochasticity in PCM, all of which are central to its operating
principle.

In this article, we provide an overview of the current under-
standing of the PCM device physics that underlie the WRITE
and READ operations. In section 2, we present a historical
overview of PCM along with its basic operation principles and
potential applications. In section 3, we cover the device phys-
ics related to the WRITE operation, including thermal charac-
teristics, crystallization mechanism, threshold switching, and
inherent WRITE stochasticity. In section 4, we cover the
mechanisms that play a role in the READ operation, including
the temperature and voltage dependence of electrical transport,
resistance drift, and noise.

2. Essentials of phase-change memory

2.1. Historical overview

PCM exploits the behavior of so-called phase-change mater-
ials that can be switched reversibly between amorphous
and crystalline phases of different electrical resistivity. The
amorphous phase tends to have high electrical resistiv-
ity, while the crystalline phase exhibits a low resistivity,

sometimes three or four orders of magnitude lower. This large
resistance contrast is used to store information in PCM (the
high-resistance state can represent a logical ‘0’ while the low-
resistance state can represent a logical ‘1’). Thus, a PCM
device essentially consists of a layer of phase-change material
sandwiched between two metal electrodes (see figure 1).

In the mid-1950s, the semiconducting properties of
chalcogenide-based glasses were discovered by Kolomiets
and Goryunova at the Ioffe Physical-Technical Institute [3].
In 1968, Ovshinsky of Energy Conversion Devices observed
a fast reversible switching effect in the Si12Te48As30Ge10
(STAG) composition [4]. He also observed, for the first time,
a memory effect when slightly changing the STAG material
composition, whereby the retention of the low-resistance state
obtained after switching was maintained even in the absence
of voltage [4]. Ovshinsky noted possible commercial applic-
ations of using these materials as the active region of elec-
tronic switches and memory cells [5]. Already in 1970, a
256-bit array of amorphous semiconductor memory cells was
developed by Neale, Nelson and Moore [6].

Further attempts to develop reliable PCM cells from the
1970s up to the early 2000s encountered significant difficulties
due to device degradation and instability of operation. Thus,
the interest in making electrical memory cells with phase-
change materials gradually decreased. However, since the
1990s, phase-change materials became widely used in optical
memory devices and still currently serve as the information
storage medium in CDs, DVDs and Blu-Ray disks [7]. In
optical memory, the phase-change material is heated with a
laser source and it is the contrast in optical reflectivity between
the amorphous and crystalline phases that is used to store
information.

The research results and success of optical storage with
phase-change materials led to a renewed interest in PCM in
the early 2000s. Companies such as Intel, Samsung, STMi-
croelectronics and SKHynix licensed the technology from

2

Figure 1.4: Example of a typical PCM device transitioning through the low-resistance state
(crystalline) and the high-resistance state (amorphous). Adapted from [46].

Properties such as potential multi-level storage, fast access/write times, and good en-
durance are positive attributes to PCM technologies. However, it is clear that issues such
as further scaling/integration challenges in advanced technology nodes still exist and re-
main to be addressed. Like MRAM, the current required to write to PCM is delivered
through an access device, which could be a transistor or diode; in order for sufficient cur-
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rent delivery, these access devices generally need to be much larger than the PCM element
itself, which ultimately limits storage density [108]. More generally, PCM technology is
still afflicted with issues of reliability/crosstalk, the power and current densities associated
with the RESET mechanism, the bottlenecking SET speed (which limits the write speed
of the device), and issues stemming from stochasticity [44].

ReRAM: Resistive Random Access Memory
Much like phase change memory, resistive memories also consist of a material capable
of resistivity change sandwiched between two metal electrodes. They are broadly cate-
gorized into two different types: oxide RRAM and conductive bridging RAM (CBRAM).
Upon the application of an electric field, in oxide RRAM, oxygen vacancies are generated
and can create conductive filaments connecting one electrode to another, thus changing
the device resistance. In CBRAM, the filament is formed with diffusive metal ions that are
formed by the oxidation of the metal electrodes [27, 133, 144]. In both cases, the filaments
which form will vary the resistance of the device and therefore differentiate between the
low and high states.
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Fig. 3. RRAM. (a) Set operation increases the conductive filament
length, while the reset operation decreases the conductive filament length.
(b) Transmission electron micrograph of RRAM cell.

Unlike [33] and [34] that suggest bitwise HD operations inside
RRAM cells, we utilize the following properties of RRAM
in our demonstration: digital storage (i.e., store a 0 or 1),
gradual reset (i.e., ability to increment the RRAM resistance
in a fine-grained manner), and its stochasticity (i.e., variations
in RRAM resistance) for HD computing (see Section III).

Three main operations are typically performed on an RRAM
cell: set, reset, and read. The set operation transforms the cell
from high-resistance state (HRS) to low-resistance state (LRS)
by applying a positive voltage (i.e., set voltage, Vset) across
the top and bottom electrodes [13]. In our chip, the set
voltage is 2.6 V. A transistor is used to limit the current
for the set operation (called the compliance current). This
creates or lengthens a filament of oxygen vacancies from
the bottom electrode to the top electrode. As the length
of the conductive filament increases, the resistance of the
RRAM decreases [13]. In most cases, a higher set voltage
(called forming voltage, 4 V in our chip) is applied to form
the filament (once) after fabrication. However, forming-less
RRAM cells have also been demonstrated [13], [35]. A reset
operation transforms the cell from LRS to HRS by applying
a negative voltage (i.e., reset voltage, Vreset) across the top
and bottom electrodes, rupturing the filaments between the
electrodes. In our chip, the reset voltage is −2.6 V. RRAM
cells with <2-V set/reset voltage (∼10-ns pulse duration)
and 10–100 HRS/LRS resistance ratio have been demon-
strated [13], [36]. RRAM is also subject to variations in its
resistance, stemming from the stochastic size and shape of the
conductive filament after a set or reset operation [13]. A read
operation detects the state of the cell (e.g., HRS or LRS) by
sensing the current after applying a small voltage (e.g., 0.5 V
in our chip) across the two electrodes. This voltage is small
enough to not change the resistance of the cell.

Although RRAM has limited write (i.e., set/reset) endurance
(1012 cycles at the cell level [36] and 105–107 cycles at the
array level [37], [38]), HD computing is robust to endurance-
related errors [18]. Moreover, our nanosystem only performs
onewrite cycle (i.e., set and reset) for each text sample inferred
or trained and can endure one year of continuous operation
(i.e., repeatedly training the entire training set and inferencing
all of the sentences in the data set) on the data set given an
RRAM write endurance of 107 cycles.

Although many cell structures (e.g., 1 transistor–1 RRAM
cell, 1 transistor–n RRAM cell, 1 selector–1 RRAM cell [13])
may be used, in our chip, we use the 1 transistor–1
RRAM cell (1T-1R) structure (see Fig. 5) as it prevents
current overshoot during the set operation [13]. Array-level
implementations using the 1T-1R RRAM structure have been
demonstrated up to 16 Gb of capacity [39].

A single RRAM cell can store a single bit or multiple
bits (see [40]). To demonstrate multi-bit storage in RRAM
cells, one or a combination of set or reset parameters are
adjusted to change the resistance of the cell to an intermediate
value (between LRS and HRS): compliance current in the
set operation, reset voltage, and set or reset pulse duration.
These parameters can also be adjusted to gradually increase the
RRAM cell resistance (i.e., increasing the resistance incremen-
tally). This gradual increase in RRAM cell resistance has been
demonstrated for a variety of switching layers (i.e., the mate-
rial in which the filament forms, such as HfOX [41]) [13]
by using short pulse durations (50-μs pulses in this paper)
during the reset operation. In this paper, we call this behavior
as gradual reset.

3) Monolithic 3D Integration: Monolithic 3D integration
is a process, whereby tiers of circuits (i.e., a layer of logic,
memory, or sensors) are fabricated on top of each other on the
same substrate. Monolithic 3D integration uses inter-layer vias
(ILVs), standard vias used to connect adjacent metal layers in
the interconnect stack of today’s silicon CMOS technologies,
to connect between tiers of circuits. This is in contrast to
chip stacking using through-silicon vias (TSVs) with typical
pitches of around 10 μm [9]. ILVs can have the same pitch as
metal interconnects (100 nm at 28-nm technology node [42]),
enabling significantly denser vertical connectivity compared
to TSVs [43], a key to tight integration between logic and
memory.

Monolithic 3D integration requires low-temperature fab-
rication for upper tiers of circuits (<400 °C) as higher
temperatures can damage existing circuits (transistors and
interconnects) on the bottom tiers. While this is difficult for
traditional silicon CMOS technologies (e.g., high-temperature
requirements for dopant activation >1000 °C), it is naturally
enabled by CNFETs and RRAM due to their low-temperature
fabrication [13], [44]. For our chip, we fabricate CNFETs and
RRAM in which all fabrication steps on the wafer have a
maximum temperature of 200 °C. Monolithic 3D integration
of CNFETs, RRAM, and silicon transistors has been demon-
strated [45], demonstrating compatibility with silicon CMOS.
Recently, a four-layer monolithic 3D nanosystem consisting of
>2 million CNFETs with 1-Mb RRAM on top of >1 million
silicon transistors has been demonstrated [11].

III. IMPLEMENTING HD COMPUTING IN HARDWARE

Fig. 4 shows the overall architecture of our nanosys-
tem. It contains three main blocks: random projection unit,
HD encoder, and HD classifier. Inputs (text characters) are
streamed into the random projection unit and mapped to HVs
(explained in detail in Section III-A); the HD encoder applies
HD operations (HD permutation, HD multiplication, and HD

Authorized licensed use limited to: Univ of Calif Berkeley. Downloaded on March 20,2021 at 05:07:51 UTC from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

Figure 1.5: Example of a typical ReRAM device with a metal oxide layer consisting of HfOx.
(a) To switch between the low and high resistance states, a SET or RESET voltage is applied
to the device to induce the formation or the dissolving of conductive filaments through
the metal oxide layer. (b) A TEM showing the two-terminal ReRAM device structure with
a TiN top electrode, HfOx layer, and Pt bottom electrode. Adapted from [136].
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In most oxide RRAM devices, a stress step called the forming operation, during which a
higher voltage is applied to the device, is required to form the filament for the first time
after fabrication [9, 27, 136]. The forming process essentially induces a soft breakdown of
the dielectric material, which allows oxygen atoms to be kicked out of the lattice, leaving
behind oxygen vacancies in the film [149]. In fact, not only does the forming operation
pose a challenge as this process itself is difficult to control and requires high voltages, but
even subsequent control of the filament formation from cycle to cycle and from device to
device remains a challenge to be addressed [115]. The filament control issue translates
to a large spread in the electrical characteristics of oxide RRAM devices, leading to repro-
ducibility and variability concerns [133].

In comparing conductive bridging RAM to oxide RRAM, the movement of metal atoms
via drift/diffusion is generally much easier in comparison to oxygen vacancies. This leads
to a degradation of endurance and retention characteristics in comparison to oxide RRAM,
with oxide RRAM typically outperforming CBRAM for endurance by many orders of mag-
nitude [149]. To improve upon this issue, it is critical to be able to precisely control the
lateral/vertical diffusion of metal cations in CBRAM. Though some binary oxides have
shown promise for alleviating this issue, additional drawbacks such as larger reset cur-
rents and additional variability of the high-resistance state are introduced [27].

Finally, yet another consideration for two-terminal RRAM devices when integrated
into crosspoint arrays is the need to develop accompanying selector devices which pro-
vide significant nonlinearity to suppress sneak currents and improve read margin. Tran-
sistors have generally been ruled out due to the need for high-temperature processing and
larger area footprint; at the present moment, a two-terminal selector that will not limit the
performance/reliability of the RRAM device are still under development [27].

A Comment on the Emerging Memory Landscape
At this point in time, there clearly exist many avenues of research dedicated to various
resistance-based memories. Upon evaluation of the various benefits and drawbacks asso-
ciated with each of the aforementioned technologies, it becomes rather apparent that we
are far from developing an “ideal” or “universal” memory technology that excels above the
rest. Due to the various strengths and weaknesses that both bolster and hamper each par-
ticular technology, it is probable that each solution could satisfy overlapping but shifted
segments of the memory hierarchy within the space allowed for storage class memories
or other applications. To first order, many solutions seem appropriate for embedded non-
volatile memories. Time will tell whether other emerging nonvolatile memories will fol-
low in the footsteps of phase change memory/3D XPoint technology and claim a space in
the storage class memory market as well.

Another possible application of emerging NVMs lies in the space of specialized mem-
ory hardware to realize non-von Neumann computing paradigms. In traditional computer
organization, data needs to be continually transferred to and from memory and the CPU
via data and address busses. In modern computing systems, it is apparent that the la-
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tency and energy consumption of the system is actually mostly dominated by this transfer
process – not by the actual computation on the data itself. This problem is commonly
referred to as the “von-Neumann bottleneck” [77]. Many so-called in-memory comput-
ing and brain-inspired computing paradigms are still in early development, but emerging
memories are quickly proving to be an attractive solution for their respective hardware
implementations.

1.3 Ferroelectricity: A Brief History and Overview

Historical Background on Ferroelectrics
The history of ferroelectric material synthesis can be traced back as far as the mid-1600’s,
to a small town on the southwest coast of France named La Rochelle [32, 75]. A French
apothecary, Elie Seignette, developed a curious medicinal salt – sodium potassium tartrate
tetrahydrate, or NaKC4H4O6 ·4H2O – which was then used for well over two centuries as a
mild drug. It wasn’t until the 1800’s that Rochelle salt, or “sel polychreste” as Mr. Seignette
called it, came under intense study for its physical properties. In 1824, David Brewster was
the first to observe the property of pyroelectricity in Rochelle salt, along with a number
of other crystals; shortly afterwards, in 1880, the Curie brothers Pierre and Paul-Jacques
conducted the first systematic studies of the piezoelectric effect in Rochelle salt.

In 1917, during the era of World War I, the United States became involved with the
development of Rochelle salt to address burgeoning needs in submarine warfare. In par-
ticular, an American physicist and electrical engineer, Walter G. Cady, spearheaded contri-
butions to the science of piezoelectricity, laying claim to early measurements of the elastic
properties, dielectric constant, and first reported observation of the Curie temperature of
Rochelle salt. His work directly paved the way for the development of the piezoelectrically
stabilized resonator [32].

Joseph Valasek is another important contributor to the early understanding of the be-
havior of Rochelle salt. From 1921 to 1924, while he was a graduate student, he conducted a
study to draw parallels between the magnetic properties of ferromagnetics and the dielec-
tric properties of Rochelle salt, and these studies would later help establish the term ferro-
electricity to describe his observations. He published the first documented hysteresis curve
of a ferroelectric material [130] and, perhaps as importantly, the temperature-dependent
piezoelectric response plot for Rochelle salt, which suggests a narrow temperature range
for piezoelectric activity [129].

From this point onward, additional materials were soon discovered to also possess fer-
roelectricity - for example, potassium dihydrogen phosphate, KH2PO4 (KDP), by Georg
Busch and Paul Scherrer in the mid 1930’s [32]. In the 1940’s, many perovskite families
appeared on the ferroelectrics scene. In particular, barium titanate, BaTiO3, emerged as
a man-made perovskite ferroelectric for use in sonar systems for submarine detection
during the Second World War. In fact, the discovery of ferroelectricity in BaTiO3 was
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extremely important, as it proved that ferroelectricity could exist in simple oxides and
didn’t have to be correlated with the presence of hydrogen bonding (as was the case with
other materials to date). Other material systems such as PbZrO3-PbTiO3 (lead zirconate
titanate, or PZT) and (Ba,Sr)TiO3 (barium strontium titanate, or BST), have since followed
suit and been developed for applications such as transducers, accelerometers, and ultra-
sonic generators [1].

Initial studies to utilize ferroelectrics in nonvolatile memories began in the 1960’s, but
due to film quality issues, their use was largely limited until the 1980’s. However, by the
1990’s, ferroelectrics began to enjoy extended applications in memories, RF/microwave
devices, and other kinds of sensors, actuators, and systems [76].

Description of Ferroelectric Behavior: A Primer
The “ferro” aspect of the name ferroelectricity is actually a common misnomer, as it arose
from the early analogies drawn between the properties of ferroelectrics and ferromagnet-
ics; the presence of iron, or Fe, in the material is not at all a requisite for its ferroelec-
tric properties. In short, a material possesses ferroelectricity if it can maintain a nonzero,
switchable electrical polarization without the presence of an electric field. Switching from
one polarization state to another occurs on the application of an electric field higher than
the coercive field, which is the minimum required field needed to initiate switching [50].

2.2 Origin of Ferroelectrics 19
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Figure 2.4 Illustration of crystal structure symmetry breaking-induced ferroelectricity in
BaTiO3.

• Among these 20 point groups, 10 of them have a unique polar direction, and
these 10 polar classes are pyroelectrics. Among these pyroelectrics, only those
whose polar can be reversed by external electric field are ferroelectrics.
BaTiO3 is an example of a typical ferroelectric crystal with perovskite struc-

ture as illustrated in Figure 2.4. Above the Curie temperature Tc, the paraelectric
cubic structure is centrosymmetric, whereas in the tetragonal phase below Tc, it
is energetically favorable for the O2− ions to be shifted slightly below face centers,
and Ti4+ ions are shifted upward from the unit cell center. !e relative change in
positions of the Ti4+ and O2− ions produces a spontaneous polarization Ps as well
as the non-centrosymmetric structure. More ferroelectric phases of BaTiO3 will
be introduced later.

2.2.2 Soft Phonon Mode

Ionic displacement can be expected through lattice vibrations at a finite temper-
ature. Figure 2.5 shows some of the possible lattice vibrations in a perovskite-like
crystal, where
Panel (a) shows an initial cubic (symmetrical) structure.
Panel (b) is a symmetrically elongated one.
Panel (c) has coherently shifted center cations exhibiting ferroelectricity. If the

shift is anti-polarized, it results in antiferroelectricity (AFE) that will be intro-
duced later.

a) b)

Figure 1.6: Crystal structure of barium titanate, BaTiO3. (a) Above the Curie temperature,
T > TC , BaTiO3 takes on the cubic crystalline structure, which is centrosymmetric. (b) At
T < TC , it is more thermodynamically favorable for BaTiO3 to take on the tetragonal phase,
in which the central Ti4+ ion shifts upward while the O2− ions shift downward (or vice
versa), thus causing a spontaneous polarization. Adapted from [33].

In all ferroelectric materials, there must necessarily exist space inversion symmetry
breaking. In other words, the nonzero switchable spontaneous dipole moment of a ferro-
electric arises from the absence of a center of symmetry in the crystallographic nature of
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the material. However, for all ferroelectric materials, this property of noncentrosymmetry
exists only below a certain critical transformation temperature known as the Curie temper-
ature, or TC ; above each ferroelectric’s unique Curie temperature, the material transforms
into a paralectric state and loses the ability to have remanent polarization.

In 1954, A. F. Devonshire developed a phenomenological model of ferroelectrics ac-
cording to the thermal, structural, and electromechanical properties of BaTiO3 [50]. His
work built directly upon the previous work of Landau and Ginzberg explaining phase
transistions in different materials. This resulting Landau-Devonshire-Ginzberg theory of
ferroelectrics to date remains one of the critical tools used to understand and model ferro-
electric behavior. Devonshire chose to describe the thermodynamic state of a ferroelectric
crystal in terms of the free energy:

U =
1

2
αP 2 +

1

4
βP 4 +

1

6
γP 6 + ...− EP (1.1)

where α is assumed to be temperature dependent as α = α0(T − TC), and the EP term
describes the coupling to the applied electric field. As the free energy should not be con-
tingent on the orientation of the polarization, the Taylor series expansion consists only of
an even number of powers. Furthermore, this equation describes the behavior of the fer-
roelectric across all temperature ranges – even when it is in the paraelectric phase. From
this free energy equation it is possible to derive the temperature-dependent relative per-
mittivity of a ferroelectric material and many other quantities describing the ferroelectric
[33].

U

P
𝝰 >	0

U

P
𝝰 <	0

a) b)

-Ps Ps

Figure 1.7: Qualitative depiction of the energy landscape for a crystal (a) with α param-
eter greater than 0 (where T > TC), one stable minima at P = 0, and is therefore in the
paraelectric state; and (b) with α parameter less than 0 (where T < TC), with two stable
minima in this case at±PS , giving rise to its ferroelectric nature and hysteretic properties.
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Following the Landau-Devonshire theory described above and based on the qualitative
depictions of the associated energy landscapes for a paraelectric and ferroelectric crystal in
Figure 1.7 (which excludes the effect of an external field), it is possible to understand the
origin of hysteresis in ferroelectric materials. For the case where β > 0, corresponding to
a second-order phase transition which entails the spontaneous polarization continuously
decreasing to 0 as a function of increasing temperature, the free energy describing the
material likewise evolves continuously as a function of decreasing temperature from the
diagram shown in Figure 1.7(a) to 1.7(b).

As it is evident that there exist at least two minima for a ferroelectric below the Curie
temperature with some energy barrier which separates them, one can now consider the
effect of an applied external electric field, as depicted in Figure 1.8. This plot of measured
ferroelectric polarization in response to applied electric field, or P-E loop, is a signature of
any ferroelectric material. As the applied field is increased in magnitude beyond a certain
amount required to surmount the energy barrier, the dipoles of the ferroelectric are then
switched from one polarization orientation to the second. Hence, at zero applied field,
the ferroelectric is expected to be sitting in one of two remanent polarization states. Note
that the ferroelectric depicted in Figure 1.8 is highly idealized, and for real ferroelectrics
the switching transition is not expected to be as sharp or symmetric.

78 Premi Chandra and Peter B. Littlewood

Fig. 5. Schematic picture of hysteresis in an idealized ferroelectric

spontaneous polarization, the dielectric stiffness and the linear susceptibility
are shown in Fig. 4. We note that at T = Tc the three minima are energeti-
cally degenerate. As a result, the system’s behavior at T = Tc will depend on
whether it is approaching Tc from lower or higher temperatures. More specif-
ically, the system will be in one of the two finite polarization (P �= 0) minima
if it is heated from an initial low temperature Ti < Tc, whereas it will be in a
paraelectric state (P = 0) if the initial temperature is high (Ti > Tc). Indeed,
the phenomenon of thermal hysteresis, where the transition temperature de-
pends on whether the sample is heated or cooled, is prevalent in a number
of first-order ferroelectrics including barum titanate [3]. We emphasize that
it is only for T0 < Tc that the ferroelectric minima are thermodynamically
favorable.

In a ferroelectric below T0 there are (at least) two minima of the free
energy, corresponding to spontaneous polarizations of different spatial ori-
entations. The barrier between these minima means that a small electric
field will not immediately switch the polarization. We note that the Landau–
Devonshire theory described here predicts hysteresis [3, 4], shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 5, in the ideal (and fictitious) case where all the dipoles have
to be overturned together to switch from one polarization orientation to the
other.

We note that for ferroelectrics with either continuous or discontinuous
transitions, values of the Landau coefficients can be determined by compar-
ing experimental measurements of κ and Ps to the Landau–Devonshire ex-
pressions; such parameter sets for a number of commonly studied materials
are included in an appendix at the end of this chapter.

Figure 1.8: Idealized polarization vs. electric field characteristic of a ferroelectric, showing
how polarization changes as a function of applied electric field E. Hysteresis arises from
the switching from one stable minima to another. Figure adapted from [21].
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Several chapters of this dissertation will focus on presenting and analyzing the behav-
ior of ferroelectric materials when integrated into various device structures, and will go
into detail about how ferroelectric properties are exactly captured and quantified.

1.4 Dissertation Organization and Research Objectives
This dissertation discusses the development, characterization, and applications of CMOS-
compatible ferroelectric materials based on hafnium oxide (HfO2) to realize next-generation
emerging nonvolatile memories.

In Chapter 2, the material properties of doped HfO2 material systems are explored,
with an emphasis on zirconium and silicon doping. The influence of these dopants on the
resulting ferroelectric properties are evaluated in addition to film parameters such as film
thickness, annealing temperature, etc. Additional methods of materials characterization
are also presented and discussed alongside electrical data.

In Chapter 3, the prospect of using HfO2-based ferroelectric oxides as an insulator re-
placement for DRAM technologies is explored. Ferroelectric memory capacitors incorpo-
rating Si-doped HfO2 are evaluated for their retention, imprint, and fatiguing properties.
Possible mechanisms for ferroelectric capacitor device wearout are proposed.

In Chapter 4, the ferroelectric FET (FeFET) is introduced and analyzed. This chapter
focuses entirely on the electrical characterization of the FeFET, with an emphasis on un-
derstanding the programmability of the FeFET fabricated using SOI (silicon on insulator)
substrates.

In Chapter 5, reliability concerns surrounding the HfO2-based FeFET are introduced
and explored. Extensive time-dependent and temperature-dependent electrical character-
ization is employed to better understand the mechanisms driving device failure. Lastly,
a technique to rapidly predict the endurance characteristics afforded by a particular gate
stack design is proposed and evaluated against real device data.

In Chapter 6, a variety of processing techniques to improve the performance of HfO2-
based FeFET are explored and evaluated. These techniques rely heavily on interfacial
oxide engineering and understanding its impact on device performance.

In Chapter 7, the FeFET is evaluated for prospective in-memory computing applica-
tions. A two-transistor FeFET content addressable memory cell (FeCAM cell) is demon-
strated experimentally, and additional circuits and architectures based on the FeFET are
also considered.

In Chapter 8, the main contributions of this work are summarized, and suggestions for
future directions are given.
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Chapter 2

Hafnium Oxide: A CMOS Compatible
Ferroelectric

2.1 The Discovery of Ferroelectricity in HfO2

In 2007, Intel spearheaded the first major redesign of the CMOS logic transistor since the
late 1960’s [13]. Until that point, the semiconductor industry had relied exclusively on the
usage of silicon dioxide, or SiO2, as the insulating gate dielectric in transistor technology.
In order to continue shrinking the size of each generation of transistors, the principles of
scaling dictated that the gate oxide thickness must also scale down in order to provide
good gate control over the transistor channel. However, at that point in time, the scaling
of SiO2 had run into an impenetrable wall: at a mere five atoms in thickness, SiO2 could
not afford any further reductions, as direct tunneling of electrons through an impossibly
thin dielectric would cause substantial off-current leakage and therefore wasted power. It
was time for the semiconductor industry to move forward to another gate oxide material
with better insulating electrical properties.

The solution required a total upheaval of existing semiconductor integration processes
which involved not only the replacement of SiO2 with a so-called high-κ dielectric, but also
the replacement of polysilicon gates with metal. The high-κ used, after an investigation of
a variety of different options ranging from Al2O3 to ZrO2 to La2O3, was ultimately hafnium
oxide.

Hafnium oxide has been known to exist in just three major crystalline phases at atmo-
spheric pressure: the monoclinic phase (at room temperature), the tetragonal phase (at
temperatures above 2050 K), and the cubic crystalline phase (at temperatures above 2803
K) [132]. Additional followup work on hafnium oxide in the following years then showed
that the incorporation of dopants such as zirconium or silicon in pure hafnia could actu-
ally increase the dielectric constant of HfO2 further than what would be expected from
pure monoclinic phase HfO2 by inducing the stabilization of the tetragonal phase at room
temperature as well [15, 126].
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Then, in 2011, Böscke et al. showed that the monoclinic phase formation could be
greatly inhibited if a mechanical capping layer was present on the doped HfO2 film dur-
ing crystallization, leading to the formation of the orthorhombic crystalline phase of HfO2

[14]. This was considered to be a breakthrough discovery, as until that point, all of the
commonly reported bulk crystalline phases of HfO2 were centrosymmetric. As discussed
in the ferroelectrics behavior primer in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, the existence of ferro-
electricity in a material is very closely tied to its crystalline structure; non-centrosymmetry
is a requisite for properties such as ferroelectricity or piezoelectricity to exist in a material.
The process of inducing the orthorhombic phase in HfO2 is illustrated accordingly in Fig-
ure 2.1.

is believed to take place in a metastable tetragonal phase. If

the film is not capped, a partial transformation into the

monoclinic phase occurs. In the presence of a cap, the shear-

ing of the unit cell is mechanically inhibited and a transfor-

mation into the orthorhombic HfO2 Pbc21 phase may take

place (Fig. 5).

The exact origin of the antiferroelectric behavior is not

clear. The potentially antiferroelectric nature of a metastable

tetragonal phase in ZrO2 was suggested earlier.13 This form

is isostructural to the high temperature tetragonal phase, but

with a lower c/a ratio close to 1, and has also been reported

in doped HfO2.16 The double hysteresis can be explained by

field induced phase transformations close to the ferroelectric

transition, as observed in relaxor ferroelectrics.17,18

A major role of SiO2 in this system is to increase the

crystallization temperature of Si:HfO2, favoring a controlled

crystallization after capping. A secondary role of SiO2 is

reducing the stability of the monoclinic phase.4 Considering

the low level of doping, SiO2 is not an active component of

the ferroelectric phase. Due to the similarity to HfO2, we

expect that ferroelectric behavior occurs in ZrO2 based thin

films as well.

In conclusion, we have reported evidence for the forma-

tion of ferroelectric and antiferroelectric crystalline phases in

SiO2 doped HfO2 thin films. Based on XRD measurements

and analogies to Mg:ZrO2, it was argued that the ferroelec-

tric phase is orthorhombic with a Pbc21 space group. The

phase is formed due to inhibition of the t!m transformation

by mechanical confinement. The occurrence of ferroelectric-

ity in Si:HfO2 is remarkable as it represents one of very

few metal oxides which are thermodynamically stable on

silicon,19 potentially enabling a number of device concepts

relying on silicon/ferroelectric junctions.20 The high valence

band offset of HfO2 to silicon allows low leakage devices,

unlike other materials as SrTiO3.21
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FIG. 5. (Color online) The formation of the orthorhombic phase proceeds

by transformation from the tetragonal phase during cooling with a cap. The

bottom row indicates two different polarization states of the ferroelectric

phase. (Large atoms are oxygen and small atoms are hafnium).
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Figure 2.1: The addition of dopants to a pure hafnia film enables the formation of the
tetragonal phase, which can then stabilize the transition to the previously metastable or-
thorhombic crystalline phase of HfO2 which is intimately tied to ferroelectricity. Adapted
from [14].

Though previously identified orthorhombic phases of HfO2 were known to exist (space
groups Pbca and Pbcm), they were identified as centrosymmetric and therefore could not
be a possible origin for the ferroelectric properties. However, the diffraction pattern ob-
served matched that of a rare orthorhombic phase with space group Pbc21 in Mg stabilized
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ZrO2. As ZrO2 and HfO2 are extremely similar in crystal chemistry, it is also very probable
that they have the same crystalline phases.

The role of the dopant in hafnium oxide was initially found to be a critical component in
inducing ferroelectric properties in the resulting film. It was discovered that the inclusion
of a dopant greatly elevated the crystallization temperature and helped to promote a con-
trolled crystallization into the orthorhombic phase. The dopant also helps to reduce the
stability of the bulk monoclinic phase of HfO2, which as mentioned previously has both
a lower dielectric constant and is centrosymmetric. To date, several dopants have been
reported to successfully stabilize ferroelectric properties in HfO2. Among them include
silicon, as discussed in [14, 87]; yttrium [88], aluminum [91], gadolinium [82], lanthanum
[116], and many others, as shown in Figure 2.2. In fact, several other dopants yet untested
are predicted to also induce ferroelectricity in hafnium oxide. It is therefore concluded
that the presence of dopants influence the phase stability of various crystalline phases of
HfO2, achieving the overall goal of destabilizing the monoclinic crystalline phase at room
temperature [86].

 

 
III. RENEWED SCALING POTENTIAL FOR FRAM 

Capacitor-based FRAM has successfully claimed a niche 
market, where extremely low write and read power in 
combination with a fast and random access based NVM 
concept is required. However, due to the limited scalability and 
challenging integration of perovskite based 1T-1C FRAM 
these niches must tolerate its rather large cost per bit. 

The FeFET concept based on perovskites faces similar 
issues in terms of manufacturability and scalability. However, 
despite numerous attempts and some clear advantages 
compared to capacitor-based FRAM (e.g. nondestructive read 
and smaller cell size) a FeFET memory has until now not been 
commercialized. This is mainly due to the persistent retention 
issues evolving from the metal-ferroelectric-insulator-
semiconductor (MFIS) structure of this 1T FRAM as compared 
to the metal-ferroelectric-metal (MFM) capacitor of the 1T-1C 
solution [9]. 

In this section the superior scaling perspective of FE-HfO2 
compared to perovskite systems will be elucidated for both 
memory concepts. Ultimate scaling limits based on voltage, 
material and simple geometrical considerations will be given. 

A. Capacitor Based Ferroelectric Memory (1T-1C FRAM)  
Scaling the lateral footprint of the MFM capacitor, while at 

the same time maintaining a sufficiently large sensing margin 
between the switching and non-switching state, remains a 
major challenge for high density 1T-1C FRAM. Following the 
pathway of the closely related DRAM by extending the 
capacitor into the third dimension either in a classical 
horizontal [10] or a vertical [11] manner has been proven to be 
extremely difficult. This is mainly due to an insufficient thin 
film technology and the large physical thickness and 
complicated crystal structure of perovskites severely restricting 
the diameter of a trench or stack capacitor. Film thickness in 
perovskites does not easily scale due to degrading ferroelectric 
properties and a strong increase in leakage current. 

Considering these scaling issues of the MFM capacitor in 
the context of FE-HfO2, four distinct advantages of this novel 
ferroelectric can be identified: 

• ALD technologies for hafnium and zirconium oxide 
based systems and related metal nitride electrodes in 
high aspect ratio structures have proven maturity on a 
manufacturing level. 

• Stable ferroelectric properties of FE-HfO2 have been 
proven for physical thicknesses down to 5 nm [6] 

• The high band gap of FE-HfO2 and its high conduction 
band offset to nitride-based electrodes allows for low 
leakage current operation at strongly reduced thickness 

• The atypical combination of a rather large remanent 
polarization and a low dielectric constant in FE-HfO2 
further improves the non-switching to switching 
polarization sensing margin. 

The proof of concept for a 3D integrated FE-HfO2 has most 
recently been demonstrated in [8]. It was shown that the planar 
Pr of FE-HfO2 is largely preserved when integrated into deep 
trench capacitors with an aspect ratio of 13:1 (see also Figure 
1d). This minimal polarization penalty for 3D integration 
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Figure 1. Drawn to scale schematics of state of the art perovskite based 1T (a, Ref. A [3]) and 1T-1C (c, Ref. C [2]) ferroelectric memories compared to 
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Figure 2.  P-E-hystereses of HfO2 based metal-insulator-metal 
capacitors reveal FE-properties for various dopants X (<10 mol%) in 
HfO2, for the HfO2-ZrO2 solid solution as well as for undoped HfO2 
processed under suitable conditions. The Pr of the ferroelectric films 
ranges from 10 - 45 µC/cm2. 
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Figure 2.2: Many different dopants have been empirically found to stabilize the ferroelec-
tric properties in HfO2, and to varying degrees. Adapted from [89].

Following the line of reasoning presented above, it is therefore very probable that
the ferroelectric properties of hafnium oxide could also be induced through other factors
which similarly influence the stability of the monoclinic phase at room temperature – and
that ferroelectricity in HfO2 is not exclusively triggered by the presence of dopants. In
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fact, under particular processing conditions, ferroelectric properties could also be demon-
strated in pure HfO2 completely devoid of dopants, as discussed in [107]. The authors in
[107] investigated a thickness series of pure HfO2 thin films ranging from 4 to 20 nm inte-
grated into symmetric MFM (metal-ferroelectric-metal) capacitors with titanium nitride
(TiN) as electrodes. Ferroelectric properties were distinctly identified in samples ranging
from 6 to 12 nm, with the 4 nm film remaining amorphous regardless of crystallization
anneal and the thicker films becoming increasingly monoclinic in phase fraction. The au-
thors concluded that the deposition of the top TiN electrode well below the crystallization
temperature of the film played a substantial role in stabilizing the ferroelectric properties
once the films were subjected to the high-temperature crystallization anneal. The thicker
films which showed vanishingly small ferroelectric properties were more prone to pre-
mature crystallization effects during the long thermal budget of the ALD (atomic layer
deposition) process, and therefore contained a higher and higher volume fraction of the
monoclinic phase. This study suggests that phase manipulation could result from grain
size engineering as well as mechanical encapsulation of the film with a metal capping
layer.

Clearly, it is also possible to utilize the metal capping layer as an experimental param-
eter in reducing the possible partial transformation of the underlying film into the mon-
oclinic phase as well. With the presence of the capping layer, the shearing of the unit cell
of the crystal is inhibited mechanically, thus leading to a possible transformation to the
orthorhombic Pbc21 crystalline phase [14]. Much like the way that electrode materials in-
fluence the properties of traditional perovskite ferroelectrics, it is also expected that choice
of electrode will affect factors such as interfacial oxygen vacancy levels, lattice matching,
and so on in HfO2-based ferroelectrics. Whereas the bottom electrode on which the films
are grown serves as the substrate and therefore can act as a nucleation layer/template for
lattice matching, the top electrode cannot affect the growth conditions but can impact the
residual stress in the film as well as the thermal budget witnessed during top metal de-
position [97]. To date, the most commonly investigated electrode materials are TiN and
TaN [73, 90], but other materials such as Pt, Ir, Ru, Ti/Au, Ti/Pd, and W have also been
investigated [19, 61, 72, 99, 113].

2.2 Investigation of Zr-Doped HfO2

Though the binary oxides of HfO2 and ZrO2, in isolation, have been extensively studied,
it was only in 2012 where it was discovered that the two combined over the entire com-
positional range could result in films that were primarily tetragonal, orthorhombic, or
monoclinic in phase. This directly translates to films across the compositional spectrum
possessing antiferroelectric, ferroelectric, or completely dielectric properties – depending
on the percentage of ZrO2 present, which could vary from 0% (pure hafnia) to 100% (and
therefore pure zirconia) [90].
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Fabrication of Zr-Doped HfO2 Thin Films
The most commonly preferred technique used to grow thin hafnium oxide films is ALD,
or atomic layer deposition. Atomic layer deposition is a growth technique which allows
for monolayer by monolayer growth of a material, enabling the deposition of films with
precise thickness control. Atomic layer deposition has become a preferred industry stan-
dard for film growth as it allows for extremely conformal thin films, therefore facilitating
the realization of 3D architectures and readily scalable devices.

A composition 
of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2

A composition 
of Hf0.66Zr0.33O2

Subject film 
to RTA with 
a metal cap

hafnia           zirconia          

Figure 2.3: A cartoon of monolayer by monolayer growth of an ALD film is shown on the
left. The stoichiometry of the resulting film is achieved simply by varying the ratio of haf-
nia to zirconia monolayers. After ALD growth, the film is subjected to a high temperature
crystallization anneal, confined by a metal capping layer, to achieve a polycrystalline film
as confirmed by TEM (scale bar = 5 nm). TEM image is adapted from [61].

Atomic layer deposition of Zr-doped HfO2, otherwise referred to as HZO or HfxZr1-xO2,
is performed in a Fiji Ultratech/Cambridge Nanotech tool. The chuck, chamber, and pre-
cursor manifold are all heated to a temperature of 250 ◦C for deposition. The respective
hafnium and zirconium precursors used are tetrakis(dimethylamino)hafnium (TDMAHf)
and tetrakis(dimethylamino)zirconium precursors (TDMAZr), which are heated to 75 ◦C,
and water vapor is used as the oxidant.

For devices characterized in the metal-ferroelectric-metal structure (MFM), the TiN
substrates are first prepared by sputtering TiN on a Si wafer covered by 100 nm of thermal
SiO2. For devices characterized in the metal-insulator-ferroelectric-semiconductor struc-
ture (MFIS), the Si substrates (p-type, and heavily doped to 1019/cm3) are prepared by
first removing the native oxide through a 1 minute diluted 10:1 HF dip, and cleaned of
organic substances by a 10 minute dip in sulfuric acid heated to 120 ◦C. Then, an inten-
tional thin 1.5 nm of SiO2 is regrown by rapid thermal oxidation (by annealing the freshly
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cleaned substrate in an RTA, or rapid thermal annealing, chamber). The oxidation condi-
tion is in 100% O2 ambient, at 900 ◦C for 20 seconds.

Following the deposition of HfxZr1-xO2 as described above and as depicted in Fig-
ure 2.3, 10 - 30 nm of TiN is sputtered on the device stack, which is subsequently an-
nealed in the RTA chamber at temperatures between 500 ◦C - 700 ◦C for 30 seconds. TiN
is then chemically etched away in a solution of SC1, a solution which is comprised of
H2O2:NH4OH:H2O (hydrogen peroxide, ammonium hydroxide, and water) in a ratio of
1:1:10, at 50 ◦C. Finally, Ti/Au electrodes are patterned on the HfxZr1-xO2 stacks for elec-
trical characterization through a combination of lithography and lift-off in acetone. The
device stacks for samples grown on TiN and Si are shown in Figure 2.4(a) and (b), respec-
tively.

a) b)

Figure 2.4: 2D cross-sectional cartoons for the device stacks characterized incorporat-
ing HfxZr1-xO2. (a) Device stack in the MFM (metal-ferroelectric metal) structure, fab-
ricated on a SiO2 wafer. (b) Device stack in the MFIS (metal-ferroelectric-insulator-
semiconductor) structure.

Electrical and Material Properties
As shown in Figure 2.5, PE loop measurements performed on HfxZr1-xO2 films with Zr
concentrations from 0% to 50% reveal their ferroelectric nature. However, Zr-rich (con-
centrations of greater than 50%) films on TiN substrates exhibit antiferroelectric charac-
teristics, as seen in Figure 2.5(b).

As discussed previously, ferroelectricity in HfO2 has been attributed to the stabilization
of the non-centrosymmetric orthorhombic phase. The grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction
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Figure 2.5: Polarization vs. electric field (PE loop) characteristics for (a) ferroelectric Hf-
rich films on a bottom electrode of TiN, annealed at a temperature of 500 ◦C, and (b)
antiferroelectric Zr-rich films on a bottom electrode of TiN, annealed at 500 ◦C.

Figure 2.6: Remanent polarization vs. Zr doping concentration for HfxZr1-xO2 films on
TiN, annealed at 500 ◦C.
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(GIXRD) data from the fabricated films confirms the presence of this phase in the poly-
crystalline layer, as seen in Figure 2.7(a). The stabilization of this particular phase is aided
by the mechanical confinement provided by the TiN capping layer, which suppresses a
transition to the monoclinic phase during cooling [86].

However, it is noteworthy that films that are Zr-rich typically appear to be more anti-
ferroelectric in nature despite the presence of the TiN capping layer. The increased concen-
tration of Zr induces the formation of the tetragonal phase upon cooling (Figure 2.7(b)),
which is consistent with the observation that antiferroelectricity in pure ZrO2 is linked to
the presence of the tetragonal phase [111]. The remanent polarization as a function of
Zr concentration is also presented in Figure 2.6 as a metric for how increasing Zr doping
concentration changes the dielectric nature of the film from paraelectric to ferroelectric to
antiferroelectric.

Figure 2.7: Grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD) data for (a) Hf0.8Zr0.2O2 on TiN
substrate and b) Hf0.3Zr0.7O2 on both Si and TiN substrates

Annealing temperature also plays an important role in determining the resulting film
properties. Higher annealing temperatures can enhance grain boundary development and
diffusion of electrode materials, resulting in increased leakage pathways and the forma-
tion of so-called “dead layers” [72]. As seen in Figure 2.8(a), for an Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 film
grown on TiN substrate, the 700 ◦C temperature anneal results in a film with a higher
coercive field. This result supports the observation that higher temperature anneals do
indeed stimulate the growth of non-ferroelectric interfacial “dead layers”.

In contrast to the antiferroelectric Zr-rich samples on TiN substrates discussed above,
Zr-rich films on Si substrates show ferroelectric behavior at an annealing temperature of
500 ◦C (Figure 2.8). The underlying reason for this phenomenon is intimately linked to the
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of different processing conditions. (a) For a Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 film on
TiN substrates, the ferroelectric properties can vary significantly if the film is annealed at
different temperatures. (b) For a Hf0.3Zr0.7O2 film annealed at a fixed temperature of 500
◦C, it appears to be ferroelectric on a Si substrate but antiferroelectric on a TiN substrate.

Figure 2.9: Extracted dielectric constant data from C-V measurements with an applied AC
signal at 100 kHz, taken on (a) a ferroelectric Hf0.7Zr0.3O2 film grown on TiN substrate at
500 ◦C, and (b) an antiferroelectric Hf0.3Zr0.7O2 film grown on TiN substrate at 500 ◦C.
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difference in lattice constants of the crystalline films on either Si or TiN substrates, which
as discussed previously, act as a template for the deposited film to grow upon.

C-V measurements have also been performed on the fabricated structures to extract
dielectric constant data. As can be seen in Figure 2.9(a) and (b), the peaks in the dielectric
constant profile are indicative of ferroelectric/antiferroelectric switching. In contrast to
the double-peaked “butterfly” loop characteristic exhibited by the ferroelectric material in
Figure 2.9(a), the antiferroelectric material in Figure 2.9(b) displays a total of 4 switching
transitions.

Though Zr-doped HfO2 remains a heavily studied materials system due to the fine-
grained control achievable over its ferroelectric/antiferroelectric/dielectric properties, thanks
to the fact that HfO2 and ZrO2 form solid solutions across the entire compositional range,
its one fatal drawback is its limited thermal processing range. As discussed in the previ-
ous subsection, annealing temperatures must be kept in the vicinity of 500 ◦C, in order to
avoid the creation of additional “dead layers”, increased leakage through the film due to
diffusion of electrode materials and/or increased crystallization, etc. Therefore, it is highly
desirable to investigate other doped HfO2 systems which may allow for an increased ther-
mal budget to accommodate typical CMOS back end of the line (BEOL) processing, or
any additional post-processing steps which occur at elevated temperatures for extended
periods of time.

2.3 Investigation of Si-Doped HfO2

The process flow to realize the MFM devices to characterize Si-doped HfO2 is shown in
Figure 2.10, which comprises a simple 4-step process.

Form back electrode of ~10 
nm Iridium by sputtering

Deposit Si-doped HfO2 by 
ALD

Form top electrode of ~10 
nm Iridium by sputtering 
through a shadow mask

Anneal stack using RTP tool

Si Substrate

10 nm Iridium
Si:HfO2

10 nm 
Ir

10 nm 
Ir

Figure 2.10: Fabrication process flow to realize Si-doped MFM capacitors for study.
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Silicon substrates were first sputtered with a blanket layer of 10 nm iridium for the back
electrode. The ferroelectric HfO2 layer was grown by ALD using alternating growth cycles
of HfO2 and SiO2, using ozone as the oxidant, appropriately chosen to achieve specific
thicknesses and doping concentrations. Film thicknesses from between 4 nm to 8 nm were
grown, targeting a silicon doping concentration in the range of 5-6 mol% Si to maximize
the ferroelectric properties of the resulting film [72]. Next, 10 nm iridium was sputtered
on top of the stack through a shadow mask with 200 µm diameter holes to form an array
of capacitors. The samples were then diced and annealed under varying conditions.

a) b)

Figure 2.11: (a) 2D contour map showing the dependence of remanent polarization on
annealing temperature and Si-doped HfO2 film thickness. (b) 2D contour map for coercive
field dependence on annealing temperature and HfO2 film thickness.

All of the samples with various film thicknesses were separately annealed at tempera-
tures ranging from 600 – 1000 ◦C, and afterwards were measured with a Radiant Precision
LC II Ferroelectric Tester. From the measured PE loops, the PR (remanent polarization at
zero applied voltage) and EC (coercive field at which ferroelectric switching initiates)
were extracted. Both of these ferroelectric parameters are plotted as a function of anneal
temperature and film thickness in 2D contour plots shown in Figure 2.11. In general, it
appears that remanent polarization can be maximized by choosing an anneal temperature
on the lower end of the range investigated, and choosing a film thickness on the higher
end. However, for coercive field strength, the point where it appears to be minimized is
somewhere in the middle of the thickness and temperature ranges investigated. HfO2 is
well-known to possess an extraordinarily high coercive field in comparison to more tra-
ditional ferroelectrics [86], and therefore it will also be imperative to understand where
in the process parameter tradeoff space, for example, the lowest coercive field strength
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can be achieved in order to realize low-voltage operation of a device which integrates this
material.
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Figure 2.12: GIXRD spectra of a 4 nm Si-doped HfO2 film, showing strong presence of the
orthorhombic crystalline phase.

Film crystallinity is verified through X-ray diffraction (XRD) as shown in Figure 2.12.
The representative 4 nm film shows its strongest intensity strong peak around 30.5 ◦, which
corresponds to the orthorhombic crystalline phase. However, as expected, other crys-
talline phases are also clearly present in the spectra due to the polycrystalline nature of
thin HfO2 – namely, the tetragonal and monoclinic phases.

The polycrystalline nature of the film can also be verified in Figure 2.13, which shows
a TEM image of a ferroelectric HfO2 capacitor device with a ferroelectric layer thickness of
roughly 8-9 nm. Due to the use of an imperfect shadow mask to deposit the Ir top electrode
to complete the capacitor structure, there exists some variation in the thickness of the top
electrode. The measured thickness of the ferroelectric HfO2 layer is also impacted by the
presence of a slight interfacial oxide layer between the top Ir electrode and the HfO2 film.
The presence of this interfacial layer will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 3, which
will delve into the electrical characterization of the Si-doped HfO2 capacitors for memory
applications.

Lastly, the measured mol % of Si doping in the characterized Si-doped HfO2 films as
determined by XPS (x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy) are tabulated in Table 2.1. For
virtually all other dopants in HfO2 aside from Zr, it is important to control the doping
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Figure 2.13: TEM image of a representative 8-9 nm thick Si-doped HfO2 memory capacitor
with iridium electrodes. TEM scale bar is 5 nm.

Sample Thickness Measured mol % of Si Doping
4 nm 5.77%
5 nm 4.42%
6 nm 4.69%
8 nm 5.35%

Table 2.1: XPS data showing mol % concentration of Si in ferroelectric HfO2 (an indicator
of ferroelectricity).

percentage to within a small mol % of the total film composition in order to achieve the
desired ferroelectric properties. For a Si-doped HfO2 film on the order of 9 nm or less in
thickness, this range appears to be between 3-7 mol %, with peak remanent polarization
values achieved close to 4-5 mol % [147].

In comparing the results on Si-doped HfO2 to Zr-doped HfO2, the biggest advantage
is perhaps the elevated thermal budget, allowing for more flexibility in processing. In
terms of scalability and ease of doping, Zr-doped HfO2 has the edge, with a 1:1 ALD cycle
ratio of hafnia to zirconia ostensibly allowing for extreme ease of doping at highly scaled
thickness regimes. Indeed, recent work has shown the scalability of Zr-doped HfO2 to
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the sub-2 nm regime [24]. The ability to scale becomes substantially more difficult for
HfO2 systems which require no more than just a few mol % doping in order to achieve
ferroelectricity.
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Chapter 3

Ferroelectric HfO2-based RAM (FeRAM)

3.1 DRAM and its Technology Challenges
In the mid-1960’s, IBM scientist Robert Dennard came up with the basis of the DRAM
(dynamic random access memory) cell, which consists of one capacitor as a storage ele-
ment and a transistor which controls the amount of charge stored on the capacitor [135].
This memory cell is often referred to as the “1T1C” or one-transistor, one-capacitor cell
architecture, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: A one-transistor, one-capacitor (1T1C) DRAM memory cell. Figure adapted
from [143].
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The word line, or address line, is connected to the gate of the access transistor, and the
bit line is connected to the source of the transistor. When data is written to or read from the
storage capacitor, the word line is activated to provide access to the capacitor. The bit line
is then used to either sense the amount of charge written in the storage capacitor during a
read operation, or to provide a voltage when a new value is to be written to the capacitor
[42]. The different current levels read out on the bit line correspond directly the amount
of charge stored on the capacitor itself, thus allowing the encoding of a binary logic state
1 or 0. Therefore, it is apparent that the capacitor must be large enough to able to store a
measurable amount of charge in order to distinguish between two written states.

Furthermore, one caveat of the DRAM cell is that the imperfect access transistor pro-
vides a leakage path through which charge can “leak” away from the storage capacitor.
This means that, in order to maintain the written state of the DRAM capacitor, the DRAM
memory must be periodically refreshed to maintain the stored data. Therefore, unlike the
other nonvolatile memories introduced in Chapter 1 of this dissertation, DRAM is a kind
of volatile memory solution, in which the stored data will be lost when the system is pow-
ered off and dynamic refreshing (and hence, the origin of the name dynamic) cannot be
performed.

etch and film depositions, continued 3D NAND scaling 

currently has no obvious roadblocks. 

The DRAM scaling path is more complex than 

NAND’s. DRAM scaling continues along a planar path 

following a conventional scaling strategy.  In contrast to 3D 

NAND, DRAM requires an aggressive lithography 

roadmap (both resolution and alignment).  As feature sizes 

are scaled, more advanced lithography is required. Figure 2 

shows the feature sizes where the lithography transitions to 

more complex technology. The cost for the lithography step 

also increases with large error bars on the relative costs 

depending on both the pace of cost maturity for extreme 

EUV as well as the methodology used for pattern 

multiplication. Eventually, EUV lithography will likely 

play a significant role in DRAM scaling, but it is not an 

absolute requirement for DRAM technology roadmap 

enablement in the next few years. It is also possible that 

other technical challenges may limit DRAM scaling before 

EUV is finally required. As shown in Figure 2, EUV 

technology still requires significant progress in terms of 

cost relative to mature pattern multiplication technology. 

Clearly, a key to successful DRAM scaling will be aligning 

lithography technology roadmap choices carefully to 

ensure costs are controlled as feature sizes are reduced and 

overlay requirements are managed. 

 

Figure 2: Lithography technology breakpoints and relative costs 

Apart from lithography and cost constraints, 

continued DRAM scaling faces several materials and 

process integration challenges. Specifically, dielectric 

constant of the cell capacitor has steadily increased over the 

last several nodes to mitigate the rapidly decreasing cell 

capacitor area. Continued increase of dielectric constant for 

future nodes faces significant engineering challenges and 

will require tremendous innovation in the materials science 

area. Shrinking cell area also forces high aspect ratio 

capacitor etches, which become a significant challenge 

with further scaling, as shown in Figure 3. 

Resistor/capacitor (RC) constraints due to shrinking digit 

lines (less than 15nm) and word lines (less than 20nm) also 

pose a significant scaling challenge.    

Figure 3: DRAM capacitor dielectric and aspect ratio trends  

Potential Emerging Memories  

To address scaling issues, industry members have 

been exploring new types of memories using new storage 

physics, as well as exploring new ways to use existing 

memories. New memories may offer alternative ways to 

use memory in systems and enable scaling beyond the 

limits of existing memories. 

Several new memory options have been evaluated for 

high performance and high-density integration viability 

(see Figure 4) over the last decade, such as resistive 

memory (ReRAM), spin torque transfer memory 

(STTRAM), and 3D XPointTM technology [3][6].  

In resistive memories, conductance through the cell 

determines the cell state. Conductance can be modulated by 

oxygen vacancy filament (Ox-ReRAM), metal filament 

(M-ReRAM), or uniform ion migration. Uniform ion 

migrating cells typically demonstrate small read margin, 

poor endurance and low sense signal, undermining their 

performance in comparison to filamentary ReRAM. In 

filamentary ReRAM, M-ReRAM has been shown to 

significantly outperform Ox-ReRAM for various cell 

metrics such as read margin, endurance, retention and 

lower current operation. [4]. 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of various emerging memory technologies 

Overall, although ReRAM technology has shown 

significant promise, it suffers from high variability and the 

lack of a viable selector. Significant work and major 

breakthroughs are still required to enable ReRAM as a 

future option for high-density memories.  

STT-RAM offers significant promise for high-speed 

and high-endurance memory, but the narrow operating 

window between TDDB, low-current operation, retention, 
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Figure 3.2: Scaling trends in DRAM technology across several technology generations. On
the left, the increasing dielectric constant κ trend enables greater charge storage for a given
unit area. On the right, increasing aspect ratios point to deeper and deeper DRAM trench
capacitors, pointing to increased vertical scaling. Figure adapted from [35].

Today, DRAM remains the standard technology used for main memory in comput-
ers. It has provided superior storage densities over other potential solutions, due to its
compact architecture as described above, and is low cost. The need for increased stor-
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age density has prompted DRAM technologies to continue scaling in the vertical, rather
than lateral, direction on chip in order to increase the capacitor size (and therefore storage
capacity). DRAM’s scaling path has therefore involved more and more aggressive lithog-
raphy requirements as feature sizes scale down to be able to make deep, yet narrow trench
capacitors. Simultaneously, there have been efforts with each technology generation to in-
crease the κ-value of the dielectric used in the storage capacitor in order to improve charge
storage in DRAM. These aforementioned trends are captured in Figure 3.2.

Historically, DRAM has been able to surmount both the device and process integration
challenges at every new technology node, for well over 50 years to date [58]. However,
it has become apparent in recent years that DRAM will run into substantial difficulties
to overcome scaling below the 10 nm node and to continue delivering on future perfor-
mance requirements [38, 120]. In order to continue patterning DRAM capacitors with
smaller and smaller feature sizes, the industry eventually must adopt advanced EUV, or
extreme ultraviolet lithography, to pattern feature sizes at 13 nm resolutions. However,
other technical challenges may impede ultimate DRAM scaling even before the adoption
of EUV patterning becomes required [35, 38].

FeRAM as a Nonvolatile DRAM Option
FeRAM (ferroelectric random access memory) technology based on established perovskites
such as PZT (lead zirconate titanate), SBT (strontium bismuth titanate), and others have
been in production for many years and are well-established in niche applications [80].
FeRAM technology bears a very similar resemblance to DRAM technology, requiring one
access transistor and a (ferroelectric) storage capacitor as well. However, the primary rea-
son for their lackluster widespread adoption stems primarily from the fact that conven-
tional perovskites suffer from thickness scaling issues – and worse yet, lack of available
deposition techniques for these materials for 3D nanostructures [43]. These issues have
forced the lateral footprint of the ferroelectric capacitor to remain rather large due to the
inability to scale PZT, for example, to below 30 nm in thickness, and therefore providing
little benefit in comparison to standard planar approaches [83]. Scaling of FeRAMs was
therefore largely limited to the 130 nm technology node.

With the advent of ferroelectric HfO2 in recent years, FeRAMs can now be revisited
for a direct DRAM comparison; to first order, both the scaling and deposition issues are
resolved through the usage of HfO2, which enables highly conformal ALD ferroelectric
films to be grown, and ferroelectric properties to persist in the sub-10 nm regime. Fur-
thermore, compared to standalone DRAM, it is possible to reduce the capacitor area by a
factor of 8 due to the higher polarization charge density achievable by ferroelectric HfO2,
thereby reducing as well the associated cost per bit of storage [122].

In the following sections, the performance of Si-doped HfO2 integrated into an FeRAM
capacitor is explored and evaluated.
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3.2 Si-doped HfO2 Memory Capacitors
Details relating to the fabrication and materials characterization of Si-doped HfO2 thin
films can be found in Chapter 2. This section will focus on the electrical characterization
of Si-doped HfO2 capacitors for memory applications. Standard memory tests such as
fatigue, retention, and imprint were conducted on the samples.

Endurance Testing
For every film thickness investigated from 4 to 8 nm, endurance/fatigue testing was con-
ducted. All films are first given 104 cycles to “wakeup” the film at an appropriate voltage
required to saturate the remanent polarization PR fully to allow the ferroelectrics to reach
their final characteristics. The wakeup effect is a well-documented effect in ferroelectrics
based on HfO2, and it specifically refers to the increase in remanent polarization with field
cycling until the onset of fatigue [62, 69, 151]. The 104 cycles are counted into the fatigue
limit accordingly.

Then, each film was cycled with a 10 kHz bipolar voltage pulse train of ±2.5 MV/cm
until failure, or 109 total stress cycles was reached. The magnitude of voltage stressing was
calculated according to the total desired field stress of ±2.5 MV/cm and the thickness of
the ferroelectric film in TEM.
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Figure 3.3: Endurance characteristics for Si-doped HfO2 films of varying thicknesses. (a)
Normalized remanent polarization for 4, 5, and 8 nm ferroelectric memory devices vs.
fatigue cycles. (b) Leakage current through the 3 respective films vs. fatigue cycles to
show correlation between film leakage over time and onset of device failure.
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As seen in Figure 3.3(a), the write endurance appears to be inversely proportional to
film thickness, with the 4 nm film witnessing a gradual decrease in remanent polarization
over its lifetime and the 8 nm film failing abruptly after 106 cycles. Notably, this behavior is
correlated with the magnitude of the leakage current through the film, as shown in Figure
3.3(b). Though the thinnest film starts off with the highest leakage current, during the
cycling process, the magnitude of this current remains more or less constant. In contrast,
the thicker 5 nm and 8 nm films witness cycling breakdown events which strongly corre-
late with a several-orders-of-magnitude jump in leakage current through the film. Device
failure for the thicker films, in this scenario, is tied to the onset of hard breakdown, which
causes irreversible damage to the insulating properties of the ferroelectric oxide.
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Figure 3.4: Switching current evolution and hysteresis for two Si-HfO2 films. (a) Current
through a 4 nm thick film, showing a switching peak which diminishes in magnitude as
the film is continually cycled. (b) Current through a 8 nm thick film, showing that the
peak switching current stays mostly constant up to hard breakdown.

These aforementioned observations, coupled with the fact that the magnitude of the
peak switching current for the 8 nm film is∼ 343 mA/cm2 vs. ∼ 213 mA/cm2 for the 4 nm
film, suggests that higher switching currents cause greater damage over time and thereby
trigger the onset of early device failure. The switching current evolution for both films are
plotted in Figure 3.4. There is a strong correlation between peak switching current and
film thickness – namely, it is apparent that the initial peak switching current through the
ferroelectric increases as a function of film thickness.

Furthermore, in comparing the data from Figure 3.4(a) and (b), it is apparent that
the switching behavior evolution changes dramatically as a function of film thickness. It is
observed that for the 4 nm film, the peak switching current at the coercive voltage at a mag-
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nitude of around ∼ 200 mA/cm2 actually diminishes slowly over time, becoming smaller
in magnitude and broader as well. This is a clear signature of domain switching suppres-
sion, and points to the existence of a broad range of switching fields in the areas of the
capacitor which are fatigued [36]. However, for the 8 nm film, this behavior of switching
evolution is not witnessed before the device ultimately breaks down. According to [36], it
is highly probable that the formation of non-ferroelectric interfacial layers at the electrodes
as the film is cycled can effectively screen the external electric field, thereby reducing the
actual electric field applied to the ferroelectric layer (and causing incomplete polarization
switching). It is also possible that dielectric degradation and consequent charge trap-
ping can also cause the ferroelectric to witness a lower applied field [105]. In comparing
the films of different thicknesses, it appears that the influence of this interfacial layer on
endurance degradation increases substantially with reduced film thickness. Further stud-
ies should focus on examining TEM cross-sections of devices prior to and after cycling
to confirm the formation of the interfacial “dead layer” and correlate its presence to the
endurance characteristics.

Elevated Temperature Retention/Imprint Testing
Retention tests were conducted using the methods as described in [84] and subjecting the
programmed samples to an elevated temperature of 100 ◦C.

Seq #1

11 12 14

Seq #2

21 23 24

Seq #3

31 32 34

Seq #4
41 43 44

Same State + (data “0”) = 21 – 11

New Same State + (data “0”) = 23 – 12

Opposite State + (data “1”) = 14 - 24

Same State - (data “1”) = 41 – 31

New Same State - (data “1”) = 43 – 32

Opposite State - (data “0”) = 34 - 44

Figure 3.5: Voltage pulse sequences applied to 4 ferroelectric capacitors with identical
characteristics in order to determine same state, new same state, and opposite state reten-
tion.
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In order to measure retention for a ferroelectric capacitor, it is necessary to switch the
capacitor first and measure the resulting switched polarization – and it is important to
note that this total switched charge varies according to the previously written state, hence
why there exist 6 total metrics to quantify endurance, as shown in Figure 3.5. The test
consists of applying four distinct pulse sequences to four different ferroelectric capacitors
with identical ferroelectric properties at various time intervals throughout the test, and
with each measurement, integrating the current response during each of the correspond-
ing pulse trains (and therefore calculating the total associated charge for each numbered
pulse). The charge calculated will correspond to a purely dielectric response if the pre-
vious applied pulse was of the same polarity (for example, pulse 12), and will likewise
correspond to a ferroelectric switching current if the previous applied pulse is of opposite
polarity (for example, pulse 14). Once the switching currents are integrated accordingly,
the total charge corresponding to the retention of the same state, new same state, and op-
posite state (and their binary counterparts) can therefore be calculated using the simple
subtractions outlined in Figure 3.5 and then plotted as a function of time.
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Figure 3.6: Voltage pulse sequences applied to 4 ferroelectric capacitors with identical
characteristics in order to determine same state, new same state, and opposite state reten-
tion.

Retention testing on a representative 8 nm ferroelectric film is shown in Figure 3.6.
After 10 days at 100 ◦C, the film retains most of its polarization, and is projected to retain
more than 50% of the initial opposite state switched polarization (which appears to be the
limiting state due to imprint) after 10 years. Imprint, therefore, is one additional memory
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test that should be conducted on ferroelectric capacitors in order to fully understand the
retention behavior of the state which first limits the retention.
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Figure 3.7: (a) A device showing imprint after being programmed with an assigned bit
“0” for three weeks at an elevated temperature of 100 ◦C. Imprint is evident by shifts in
±EC . (b) A device showing imprint after being programmed with an assigned bit “1” for
three weeks at 100 ◦C.

The imprint characteristics of each programmed capacitor for the “0” and “1” states
were assessed by comparing the PE loop characteristics of the device after 3 weeks at 100
◦C to the fresh device prior to the thermal testing. As seen in Figure 3.7(a) and (b), a
clear shifting to the left is visible for the capacitor programmed in the “0” state, and a
shifting to the right is visible for the capacitor programmed in the “1” state. The imprinting
effect causes the required coercive voltages for a given capacitor to become more and more
asymmetric over time due to the shifting of the entire hysteresis loop on the x-axis, which
also negatively impacts the total switched charge associated with the state opposite to the
one which was written. If the total switched charge associated with the opposite state
decreases, then the margin for state determination for the state in question also decreases,
thus limiting the overall opposite state retention.

Future studies on Si-doped HfO2 memory capacitors should involve the improvement
of endurance, as both the read and write operations will require switching the state of the
capacitor. Furthermore, if Si-doped capacitors are intended to act as a nonvolatile DRAM
replacement, the endurance requirements will necessarily need to be even more stringent
in order to satisfy the high access requirements for main memory.
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Chapter 4

Electrical Characterization of the
Ferroelectric Transistor (FeFET)

4.1 Principles of FeFET Operation
In short, a ferroelectric field effect transistor (or FeFET) can be best described as a standard
MOSFET, with the gate insulator replaced by a ferroelectric oxide instead of a standard
dielectric material.

 
 

Fig. 1. Physical gate length scaling of FeFET compared to 
the eNVM logic platforms. 

 
Fig. 2. The two non-volatile states of a FDSOI FeFET are realized by two stable 
polarization states of the ferroelectric layer in the transistor. A positive or negative 
voltage pulse at the gate can switch the polarization and hence the binary 
information. Readout is sensing the shift in the ID-VG curve. 

 
Fig. 3. TEM cross sections of embedded FeFET memory devices and logic n- and pFET 
integrated into the 22FDSOI Platform. 

 
Fig. 4. Logic pFET Ion-Ioff performance of the 
22nm eNVM technology is matched [3].

 
Fig. 5. Low- and high-VT (+/í3.8 V, 10 �s) ID-
VG curves of a subnominal WxL=80x20 nm 
FDSOI FeFET device. 

 
Fig. 6. Impact of back-bias on the ID-VG 
curves of a standard WxL=170x24 nm 
FDSOI FeFET device. 

 
Fig. 7. Impact of forward and reverse back-bias 
on the MW readout of a WxL=170x24 nm FDSOI 
FeFET device. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. TCAD electrical field distribution 
within a ferroelectric FDSOI transistor 
(VD=VS=0 V, VG=í5 V, VB=floating). 

 
Fig. 9. Bipolar endurance cycling (+/í3.5 V, 
10 �s) of a WxL=170x24 nm FDSOI FeFET 
device. 

 
 

Fig. 10. 32 MBit test macro includes direct 
memory access (DMA) & JTAG for direct cell 
readout, design verification and test debugging. 
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a) b) c)

Figure 4.1: (a) After a positive gate bias, the FeFET’s polarization points towards the chan-
nel, putting the device in the low VT state. (b) After a negative gate bias, the FeFET’s po-
larization points towards the gate, putting the device in the high VT state. (c) The shifts
in VT correspond to hysteresis as seen in the device IDVG characteristics. Figure adapted
from [40].
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Whereas a conventional MOSFET has a single threshold voltage which dictates the on-
set of channel inversion – which is when the channel begins to fill with carriers that con-
duct current – the FeFET’s threshold voltage is polarization-dependent and shifts according
to the magnitude, duration, and polarity of the previously applied gate voltage. The effect
of polarization switching and threshold voltage shifting is depicted in Figure 4.1. The Fe-
FET’s variable threshold voltage gives rise to hysteresis in the device’s IDVG characteristics,
which corresponds to the memory window (MW) achievable. As shown in Figure 4.1(c),
when measuring the drain current of the device at a fixed read voltage, VR, the level of the
readout drain current ID is indicative of whether a positive or a negative gate bias was last
seen by the device.

silicon
source drain

ferroelectric

metal

interfacial insulator

VG

𝚿FE
𝚿IL𝚿S

Figure 4.2: Gate stack of a generic FeFET incorporating a dielectric interfacial layer and a
ferroelectric oxide. For a given applied gate voltage, the surface potential ΨS , the interfa-
cial oxide voltage ΨIL, and the ferroelectric oxide voltage ΨFE must be taken into account
to properly model the hysteretic threshold voltage behavior.

The FeFET’s variable threshold voltage can also be understood following a simplistic
model of voltage distribution across the entire gate stack with an applied VG and its effects
on ferroelectric polarization [81]. Assuming no additional nonideal sources of charge
contribution (i.e, from trapping at material interfaces or within the bulk of any oxides
depicted in Figure 4.2), the applied gate voltage can be expressed as:

VG = ΨS + ΨIL + ΨFE + ΦMS (4.1)

where ΨS represents the surface potential of the semiconductor channel, ΨIL represents
the voltage across the dielectric interfacial layer, ΨFE represents the voltage across the
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ferroelectric layer, and ΦMS is the workfunction difference between the gate metal and the
semiconductor. The voltage drop across the interfacial layer is a direct function of the
semiconductor’s surface potential, as described by standard MOSFET operational theory.
The voltage drop across the ferroelectric can be expressed as:

ΨFE =
tFE

κFE

× [QS(Ψs)− P (EFE)] (4.2)

where tFE represents the thickness of the ferroelectric, κFE represents its dielectric con-
stant, andQs the induced charge in the semiconductor as a function of semiconductor sur-
face potential. Equation 4.2 indicates that the voltage across the ferroelectric is a function
of both surface potential and the history-dependent behavior of the ferroelectric, which
manifests itself as the polarization of the ferroelectric, P (EFE). There are many methods
to capture the polarization P as a function of the previously applied voltage/electric field,
EFE . The most commonly used models include the Priesach model as well as a more phys-
ical model based on the single domain Landau model, which was introduced in Chapter
1 of this dissertation.
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Figure 4.3: Equilibrium band diagram explanations of FeFET variable VT (not drawn to
scale). (a) After a negative gate bias, the FeFET’s polarization points towards the gate,
putting the device in the high VT state. (b) After a positive gate bias, the FeFET’s polar-
ization points towards the channel, putting the device in the low VT state.

Figure 4.3 provides additional insight into the effect of ferroelectric polarization on the
resulting VT of the FeFET. The example shown here is for an n-channel FeFET fabricated
on p-type silicon. Considering a generic MFIS FeFET structure, after the application of a
negative gate bias (as shown in Figure 4.3(a)), the ferroelectric polarization is pointing
towards the gate. The ferroelectric dipoles are represented as “+” and ”-” signs in the
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ferroelectric layer. Without loss of generality, the alignment of ferroelectric dipoles in such
a way drives the semiconductor into accumulation (of holes) at equilibrium. Similarly,
in Figure 4.3(b), the reversal of polarization is effectively represented as the flipping of
dipoles, which therefore drives the semiconductor into inversion (with electrons filling
the channel) at equilibrium. Therefore, the former scenario corresponds to the high VT
state, as additional voltage will need to be applied to the gate to invert the channel; the
latter scenario corresponds to the low VT state, as the channel in this example has already
been inverted.

Following the discussion above, it is clear that at the flatband condition of the FeFET
(where all charges associated with every capacitor in the gate stack, from the ferroelectric
capacitance to interfacial layer capacitance to semiconductor depletion capacitance, must
be zero), the ferroelectric must be at one of its two possible coercive voltages, ±VC . This
can also be understood by considering the PE hysteresis loop of the ferroelectric – the only
way for the surface charge of the ferroelectric to be equal to zero is when the ferroelectric
is switching. This therefore allows one to approximate the memory window of the FeFET
as follows [81]:

MW = V +
C − V

−
C = 2 · |VC | = 2 · EC · tFE ≈ ∆VFB ≈ ∆VT (4.3)

Of course, Equation 4.3 does not take into consideration the effect of nonidealities such
as fixed, trapped, or interface charges. This derivation as well as the band diagram exam-
ples in Figure 4.3 above also assume that the polarization is strong enough to fully drive the
MFIS FeFET from inversion to accumulation and vice versa during switching. The picture
is complicated if the polarization charge is not strong enough to achieve this, which will to
first order cause the actual memory window to be smaller than predicted in Equation 4.3
[81]. Equation 4.3 indicates that a larger coercive field and ferroelectric layer thickness will
result in a device with a larger memory window. In actuality, when working with a given
material system, it is very likely that modulation of the coercive field will be significantly
more challenging than changing the film thickness.

4.2 FeFET Device Structure

Baseline FeFET Device
The baseline FeFET characterized is shown in Figure 4.4, which details the device design,
the gate oxide stack, and corresponding TEM. To fabricate the device, after thinning down
the device active layer on 150 mm SOI (silicon on insulator) substrates through a combina-
tion of wet oxidation and HF etching to 30 nm in thickness, the active regions are defined
and the ferroelectric gate oxide is deposited via atomic layer deposition. Once the tungsten
gate is defined, the source/drain regions are implanted with As+ ions, thereby completing
the self-aligned gate-first process.
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The activation of the implanted source/drain regions and the crystallization of the fer-
roelectric HfO2 layer are carried out simultaneously with one rapid thermal annealing
(RTA) step at 500 ◦C for 30 seconds. The devices are then isolated with a thick 350 nm in-
terlayer dielectric of SiO2, and an additional metal deposition/etch step is utilized to make
contact to the source/drain/gate regions. Additional details regarding the fabrication pro-
cess flows used to realize the devices characterized here are described in Appendix A.

Based on Figure 4.4(b), the HfO2 layer is roughly 1.3 nm thick, and the Zr-doped HfO2

layer is 4.2 nm thick. The 15 cycles of pure hafnia were deposited in an effort to reduce
charge injection from the substrate through the oxide stack without compromising the
overall EOT of the stack, as it follows from conventional ferroelectric theory that reduced
charge injection plus a higher-κ IL (and therefore increased total capacitance) would re-
duce the depolarization effect and thereby improve the retention properties of the device.
The ratio of cycles of Hf to Zr is chosen as 4:1 as previously investigated in [61].
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Figure 4.4: Baseline FeFET device structure characterized. (a) 2D cross-section across
channel of the FeFET, showing the gate stack composition and active device layer. (b)
TEM (tunneling electron microscopy) image of the gate stack of a fabricated device with
W/L = 1/1 µm.
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4.3 FeFET Programmability

Baseline FeFET Device
To understand projected FeFET performance, it is imperative to first characterize the pro-
grammability of representative single FeFET devices. Programmability of a device refers
to assessing the memory window size achievable for a given applied gate voltage of a
defined magnitude and duration. All devices discussed in this section are characterized
using a Keysight B1500A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer, in conjunction with a HV-
SPGU (high voltage semiconductor pulse generator unit), which allows for flexible spec-
ifications of test pulses with user-defined widths and magnitudes.
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Figure 4.5: (a) The pulsing and IDVG sweeping sequence applied to the gate of the FeFET
in order to assess the total achievable memory window of the device. Both ±V and th can
vary. (b) A typical IDVG achieved using programming conditions of +5.5V at 25 ns, and
-5.5V at 35 ns. The device characterized has W/L = 500/250 nm.

Programmability is tested following the test sequence shown in Figure 4.5(a). The
device is programmed in the low VT state by first applying a pulse of duration th and
magnitude +V at the gate, and then taking a DC IDVG sweep over a much smaller voltage
range, which can then be used to determine the VT of the device after programming. The
same procedure is then repeated to assess the second state as well, using a voltage pulse
of magnitude−V . In the example device shown in Figure 4.5(b), the IDVG sweep range is
-0.5 to +1.5V. This small range sweep is chosen to have a negligible disturbance on state –
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ideally, well below the coercive voltages of the FeFET. Figure 4.5(b) details the IDVG hys-
teresis traced out by this programmability test, and the memory window here is defined
as the difference in±VT at a constant current level of 10 pA. This hysteresis changes in size
with program pulse magnitude and duration and, as it turns out, is asymmetric for the
device in question.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the change in±VT , defined at a constant current criteria of ID = 10
pA, at varying programming voltages and durations, for a single FeFET memory device.
The inset of Figure 4.6(a) incorporates the data from Figure 4.5(b) as an inset to illustrate
typical IDVG’s after applying programming pulses of +5.5V at 25 ns, and -5.5V at 35 ns.
In general, the trends shown in Figure 4.6(a) and (b) demonstrate that the magnitude of
±VT increases with increasing voltage magnitude and/or duration. The memory window
saturates once full switching of the ferroelectric layer is achieved, and charge trapping
within the oxide inhibits further shifts in ±VT .
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Figure 4.6: Programmability of the FeFET device. (a) Curves of constant −VT obtained
at varying pulse durations/amplitudes to illustrate the voltage/time tradeoff for a single
FeFET with W/L = 500/250 nm. Inset includes IDVG characteristics. (b) Curves of constant
+VT obtained at varying pulse durations/amplitudes for the single FeFET.

One observation of note in understanding the programmability results detailed in Fig-
ure 4.5 is the fact that the FeFETs are fabricated on silicon on insulator substrates thinned
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down to just 30 nm in thickness. In comparing Figure 4.5(a) to Figure 4.5(b), as well as
the asymmetric choice of pulse durations (25 ns for the positive pulse versus 35 ns for the
negative pulse), it is clear that these devices suffer from a slight asymmetry in program-
ming conditions, with changes in the high VT state appearing much more gradually in
comparison to changes in the low VT state. This effect is a result of the fact that the thin 30
nm SOI body is quite hole deficient within its volume, and therefore the semiconductor
potential is closely coupled to the gate voltage, particularly when negative gate biases are
applied (which would put the device in accumulation) [7]. Therefore, a smaller percent-
age of the applied voltage is seen by the ferroelectric as well, in this scenario. With fewer
holes present in the system to aid in switching and a smaller effective voltage drop across
the ferroelectric, it is therefore required to apply additional voltage (or increase the pulse
duration) to achieve a greater ∆VT .
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Figure 4.7: The applied ideal pulse of +5V, 25 ns with 10 ns rise/fall times plotted against
the actual voltage waveforms measured, using an oscilloscope, at the gate of a transistor
with W/L = 500/250 nm.

One additional option for improved programmability results would be to utilize the
GIDL (gate-induced drain leakage) current to supply additional holes in the system to
aid in switching, as shown in [7]. This could potentially allow for more symmetric pro-
gramming conditions to be used at the gate terminal to write and erase the FeFET. How-
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ever, this strategy is achieved at the expense of also involving the drain terminal in the
programming of the FeFET device.

Though Figure 4.6 illustrates the measurable program and erase speeds of the FeFET,
it should be noted that at the lower limit of pulse speeds tested, significant oscillation of
the gate voltage pulse was observed, as shown in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 plots the defined
gate voltage pulse sent to the device by the SPGU, and also plots the resulting waveforms
seen at the gate terminal (captured with an oscilloscope, model Agilent DSO1024A). Fur-
thermore, the peak voltage values seen by the device were degraded as the pulse widths
were reduced below 50 ns. These effects are due to the non-negligible contribution of ex-
trinsic device impedances at shorter programming pulse durations. For this reason, long
channel devices (Lg ≥ 250 nm) were used to enable robust program/erase condition test-
ing, as going down to very small gate lengths (Lg ∼ 50 nm) requires the use of a much
thinner SOI body, which would thereby significantly increase the associated device series
resistance and requiring even longer programming pulses.

Optimized FeFET Device
Programmability results for an optimized FeFET device are detailed in this subsection.
The process flow and exact process optimizations will be discussed in Chapter 6 and Ap-
pendix A of this dissertation.

The primary differences to highlight between the baseline FeFET and the optimized
FeFET are 1) the difference in gate oxide thickness – the baseline FeFET uses an additional
1.5 nm of non-ferroelectric HfO2, whereas the optimized FeFET uses only 4.5 nm of Zr-
doped HfO2; and 2) the interfacial layer itself – the baseline FeFET uses roughly 8Å of SiO2

grown in SC1, whereas the optimized FeFET uses a nitrided, thermally grown interfacial
layer.

Figure 4.8(a) shows results of a doubly swept IDVG curve of the optimized FeFET.
Nearly a 1V memory window can be achieved with just ±2.5V sweep. Compared to the
published literature, this is quite a low voltage requirement. For example, the baseline de-
vices discussed above and as reported in [125] do not demonstrate any appreciable MW
at ±2.5V.

Nonetheless, the required voltage to operate the device is a strong function of switching
time. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.8(b) and (c), the measured device current at a read
voltage of VG = ±0.25V is shown as a function of pulse width. Voltages in the range of
±2.5− 3V and pulse widths in the range of 100 ns - 10 µs are investigated. We define the
high current/low VT state as the ERS state, and the low current/high VT state as the PGM

state. It is shown that below a pulse duration of 1 µs,±2.5V is not good enough to provide
the current level seen in the DC hysteresis in Figure 4.8(a). As the voltage amplitude
increases, the current increases, signifying switching of a larger amount of polarization,
as expected. At VG = 3V, the current approaches the level seen in DC hysteresis, even for
a pulse width of ∼ 100 ns. Similarly, for the PGM state, VG = −3V brings the current level
down to almost the level seen in the DC hysteresis at a pulse width of ∼ 250 ns. Again, it
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Figure 4.8: (a) IDVG of a typical FeFET with 4.5 nm HZO on a 1.5 nm nitrided IL. The
device is doubly-swept from ±2.5V at a drain bias of VD = 50 mV. (b) Typical ERS char-
acteristics for the FeFET. (c) Typical PGM characteristics for the FeFET. Voltage magnitudes
range from ±2.5− 3V and pulse durations from 100 ns to 10 µs.

is important to note the asymmetry of the PGM and ERS characteristics, which are predicted
in fully depleted SOI FeFETs as the accumulation of a thin SOI body is hindered by lack
of holes [7].

Lastly, the retention behavior of the optimized FeFET is shown in Figure 4.9. The reten-
tion characteristics appear to be virtually unaffected for a testing duration of 104 seconds
for both states at both room temperature, 25 ◦C, and elevated temperature at 85 ◦C. The su-
perior retention performance of the FeFET can be understood by considering the property
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of the ferroelectric material most closely linked to retention, which is the coercive fieldEC .
In a typical FeFET, the phenomena which causes the loss of state information over time

is an effect called depolarization, which can be thought of as an additional electric field
component at equilibrium which triggers the loss of the remaining polarization in the
device [81]. Therefore, the coercive field comes into the picture in considering how “close”
the ferroelectric material comes to its EC at zero applied gate bias. If the intrinsic coercive
field of the material is much higher, then the retention characteristics are projected to be
better as well for the FeFET. This is perhaps one of the biggest benefits and drawbacks of
the HfO2 FeFET – although its coercive field is typically an order of magnitude higher than
that of conventional perovskite ferroelectrics [81], leading to generally superior retention
characteristics, the high coercive field in many cases also forces the device to be operated
at higher applied electric fields (and therefore voltages) as well. In the next chapter, which
focuses exclusively on understanding FeFET reliability issues, it will become clear how the
intrinsically high EC of HfO2 adversely impacts device performance in other ways.
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Figure 4.9: Retention testing at room temperature (25 ◦C) and at elevated (85 ◦C) for 104

seconds. Gate read voltage is chosen to the same at both testing conditions after correcting
for the leftward VT shift due to an effective substrate doping change at elevated tempera-
ture.
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Chapter 5

FeFET Reliability: Building a Deeper
Understanding

5.1 Introduction and Background on FeFET Reliability
In comparison to many other emerging nonvolatile memory technologies, the FeFET based
on doped hafnium oxides boasts many advantages, not limited to but including its com-
pact one-transistor cell structure, its low programming power, flexibility with CMOS pro-
cessing, and so on [25]. However, at the present, the HfO2 FeFET suffers from several
reliability issues which must necessarily be resolved. Some of these issues stem from the
motion and evolution of oxygen vacancies and interstitials in the imperfect HfO2 layer,
from the spread in grain sizes, as well as from its intrinsically high coercive field (which
is beneficial from a retention perspective, but disadvantageous from a low-voltage oper-
ating perspective, as discussed in Chapter 4) [94, 103]. The different reliability concerns
for HfO2-based FeFETs will be addressed and explored in detail in this chapter.

Device to Device Variability
Control of device variability is an issue battled by nearly every exploratory memory tech-
nology under consideration, although the underlying physical mechanisms leading to
these variability issues are distinct. In the HfO2 based FeFET, several different factors
relating to process integration, dielectric versus ferroelectric grain distribution, spread in
grain sizes, the stochasticity from ferroelectric switching, defect distribution within the
film, etc. all pose potential sources of variation [71, 94, 95, 104, 103]. Though there are
corrective methods which can be taken at the system level in terms of optimizing write
pulses (i.e, by increasing pulse widths and/or amplitudes) and other similar potential
schemes, it is first and foremost more advantageous to control issues related to process-
ing schemes or film deposition engineering in order to alleviate fundamental issues in the
underlying technology.
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Abstract—Variation due to the intrinsic ferroelectric switching
process has been known to cause serious challenges for the FeFET
variation control. This work complements that understanding by
investigating, for the first time, the impact of extrinsic variation
sources on the variation of FeFETs. We show that: 1) poorer
electrostatics in a FeFET due to a thicker oxide does not degrade
the overall variation when comparing to a baseline FinFET with
an equal oxide thickness as the FeFET and a thin oxide reference
transistor; 2) variation sources from the ferroelectric parameters
constitute a significant portion in the overall FeFET variation,
whereas the underlying transistor variation is marginal. These
results highlight that besides the intrinsic ferroelectric switching
control, ferroelectric parameters uniformity should also be one
of the primary optimization targets towards building reliable
FeFET-based non-volatile memory.

Index Terms—Ferroelectric, HfO2, Process variation, FeFET,
FinFET, Reliability, Nonvolatile Memory, NVM, TCAD.

I. INTRODUCTION

Doped HfO2 based Ferroelectric FET (FeFET) has excellent
performance, high scalability and CMOS-compatibility, mak-
ing it a highly competitive candidate for embedded nonvolatile
memory (NVM) [1]–[6]. One serious challenge for FeFET is
the degradation of device-to-device variation with area scaling,
preventing it from achieving high memory density. This vari-
ation degradation is attributed to the variation of the intrinsic
polarization switching process in the ferroelectric (FE), due to
the reduced number of domains, domain inhomogeneity, and
domain switching stochasticity [7].

Though the intrinsic FE variation sources can explain this
degradation, it remains unclear how the extrinsic variation
sources impact FeFET variation. Till now, the impact of
process variation on FeFET is rarely studied. Mainly, the effect
of overall variation dependence of FeFET to the distinct mech-
anisms, e.g., ferroelectric (FE) degradation and the underlying
FET degradation, has not been conducted. Understanding such
mechanisms along with the contribution of each of them is
critical for the reliability optimization of FeFET NVM. It
also has a significant impact on the sensing circuit design
because process variation is a key concern to ensure correct
read operations at runtime.

Such extrinsic variation sources include the FE parameters,
namely the remnant polarization (PR) and coercive field (EC),
and the various variation sources that impact the underlying
transistor such as random dopant fluctuation (RDF), metal
work function variation (WFV), interface trap (IFT), and
surface roughness (TFE /TIL variation) (see Fig.1).

In order to address the existing knowledge gap and provide
insights on the dominating factor in shaping the FeFET overall
process variation, this work studies, for the first time, the
impact of all these extrinsic sources on the FeFET variation,
through well-calibrated TCAD simulations. Our results reveal
that the underlying transistor variations do not significantly
increase the FeFET variation, but the FE parameters have a
much stronger impact. Thus, variation mitigation strategies
should target not only controlling the intrinsic FE switching
process but also the uniformity of FE parameters.
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Fig. 1. Device-to-device variation sources in a FeFET include the intrinsic
FE variation induced by the switching process [7], extrinsic FE parameters
variation, and underlying transistor variation.

II. TCAD SETUP AND CALIBRATION FOR
FERROELECTRIC-FINFET (FE-FINFET)

In this work, we studied the impact of device-to-device
variation on advanced ferroelectric FinFET devices. A 14nm
n-type FinFET device is adopted as a reference device for

978-1-7281-3199-3/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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Figure 5.1: Sources of possible FeFET variability, categorized into intrinsic & extrinsic
sources of variation, and underlying transistor variation (unrelated to the ferroelectric
material itself). Figure adapted from [95].

Within the ferroelectric material itself, film concerns such as the presence of charged
defects and various crystalline phases of HfO2 (some ferroelectric, others not) directly im-
pact the nucleation of ferroelectric domains, also affecting the electrostatics of the HfO2

layer and affecting the internal field of the material [103]. These effects manifest in the
wakeup effects clearly present in many HfO2 material systems, which affect the starting
characteristics of the ferroelectric device (therefore requiring “wasted” cycling efforts in
order to unpin or evenly redistribute defects, unpin domains, or modulate the crystallinity
of the film – an example is discussed in Chapter 3 in the testing of Si-doped HfO2 capaci-
tors).

An example demonstrating the possible variation that can be present in pristine Fe-
FET devices is shown in Figure 5.2. The devices characterized, as discussed in [23], are
nominally identical in dimension and geometry (with W/L = 1 µm/0.35 µm). The low
VT states, illustrated by the blue IDVG sweeps, are obtained with +5V, 1 ms pulses, and
the high VT states are obtained with -5V, 1 ms pulses; the conditions are chosen to fully
polarize the FeFET in one state or the other. Despite this carefully chosen condition, it is
clear that intrinsic variation is present in both VT states. In fact, the spread in both ±VT is
on the order of hundreds of millivolts.

From a modeling perspective, this variation in memory window hysteresis can be con-
sidered as the result of a non-uniform distribution of coercive fields within the gate oxide
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CHATTERJEE et al.: CHALLENGES TO PARTIAL SWITCHING OF Hf0.8Zr0.2O2 GATED FeFET 1425

Fig. 4. Distribution of transfer characteristics for seven different fab-
ricated transistors in the fully polarized states. Black curves indicate
state 1, and blue curves indicate state 4.

Fig. 5. Distribution of transfer characteristics for the partially switched
states. Black curves indicate state 1 for reference, while magenta (a)
and red (b) curves indicate the partially switched states - states 2 and 3,
respectively.

Endurance results are depicted in figs. 3a and 3b. Read
operations do not affect the state. P/E endurance is measured
by transitioning repeatedly between the indicated state and
state 1. The data marked state 1 are measured during the P/E
endurance measurement of state 4, i.e. they correspond to full
switching. P/E operations involving full switching result in
oxide breakdown after ∼107 cycles. Breakdown recovery is
observed after 24 hours [16]. No breakdown is observed due
to partial switching, although our measurement capabilities are
limited to below 108 cycles.

Finally, device-to-device variability on a single die is mea-
sured (seven devices in total). The pulse scheme described
above is applied to all devices, and the resultant transfer char-
acteristics are shown in figs. 4, 5a, and 5b, and summarized

TABLE I
VARIATIONS OF THE READ CURRENTS FOR EACH OF THE FOUR

DIFFERENT STATES INVESTIGATED, REPORTED AS THE

RATIO OF THE STANDARD DEVIATION TO THE MEAN

in table I. Relative variation is defined as standard devia-
tion/mean (σ/μ) of the drain conductance at VG = 0. There
is a significant increase in relative variation for the partially
switched states. It can be seen in figs. 5a and 5b that no
grains have switched for two of the devices at the partial
switching amplitudes, while for other devices the spread of
threshold voltage is increased. The variation persists regardless
application of previous pulses of lesser amplitude, suggesting
that it is the non-uniformity of coercive field distributions
across devices which is responsible.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated multilevel memory operation of
a single transistor gated with ferroelectric Hf0.8Zr0.2O2.
A single device shows excellent memory characteristics for
four states (two bits), with >108 sec elevated temperature
retention and >107 cycles of program/erase endurance. Fur-
thermore, the low total gate stack thickness, thinner than [17]
or comparable to [18] FeFETs fabricated in state-of-the-art
processes, is promising from the viewpoint of scaling. Reduc-
ing the SiO2 layer thickness could lower the program voltage
even further, as would reducing the HZO thickness. However,
there are significant challenges in realizing this behavior on an
array level. We find that even for large area devices (0.35 μm2)
fabricated on the same die, it is difficult to obtain uniform
behavior. In particular, the partially switched states introduce
a 50-100% increase in the relative variation. This highlights
the additional difficulty of using a ferroelectric device for
ANN weight storage and/or on-chip embedded memory as
compared to a conventional 1T FeFET memory. In conclusion,
our study finds that while a single device shows repeatability of
producing intermediate states in switching, these intermediate
states are not deterministic across many devices. This might
indicate a fundamental challenge, as domain nucleation is a
stochastic process and therefore nucleation in various devices
might initiate at different electric fields. This does not lead to
additional variation for fully switched states, as all domains
are nucleated and switched completely. Finally, we note that
because of the low read voltage, it is feasible to employ a read-
while-program feedback protocol, where the programming
voltage is dynamically adjusted to reach the desired state [19].
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Figure 5.2: An example of an FeFET demonstrating a spread in IDVG hysteresis across 7
different devices measured. For both states, the PGM and ERS states are chosen to fully
polarize the device. Figure adapted from [23].

itself, if one chooses to model the gate oxide as a collection of ferroelectric (and addi-
tionally, non-ferroelectric) grains with varying properties such as remanent polarization
and coercive field. Ultimately, the physical root cause of such a distribution is tied to the
varying aforementioned material and processing factors. New engineering methods of
controlling the HfO2 film properties at sub-10 nm scales will therefore be imperative in
achieving better device-to-device variation at a fundamental level.

Bulk Charge Trapping and Endurance
In addition to affecting the pristine device characteristics as described in the previous sub-
section, the imperfections within the HfO2 film also heavily influence the endurance cy-
cling characteristics and electrical performance throughout the device’s lifetime. The first
issue to consider is the phenomena of charge trapping, an effect which directly counteracts
ferroelectric switching. Charge trapping is a particularly troublesome concern in HfO2-
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based FeFETs, due to the fact that HfO2 material systems tend to possess high intrinsic
defect densities [146]. Figure 5.3 details the exact mechanism for how electron charge
trapping in the device gate stack counteracts the ∆VT associated with ferroelectric switch-
ing. According to this nonideal effect, one can expect that the total memory window size
achievable in an FeFET will be greatly reduced if charge trapping is a substantial concern.
The direction of IDVG hysteresis induced by trapping and detrapping of electron charges
in the gate stack is the exact opposite of the direction of hysteresis of ferroelectric polar-
ization.
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Fig. 1. (a) Impact of trapped electric charges and (b) ferroelectric polar-
ization on the threshold voltage of a field effect transistor and shift of its
ID–VG characteristic.

leakage current) are attributed to the intrinsic HfO2 defects.
Oxygen vacancies [11], [20], [21] and oxygen interstitial
atoms [11], [21], [22] are considered to be the main origin
of traps in HfO2-based materials. It has been suggested that
oxygen vacancies introduce shallow (ET = 0.3–1.0 eV) as
well as deep electron trap states (ET > 1.5 eV) into the HfO2
band gap depending on their charging state [9], [19]–[21], [23].

Therefore, an impact of charge trapping on the performance
of HfO2-based FeFETs can be expected. As can be seen from
Fig. 1 the charge trapping induces VTH shift, which is opposite
to the VTH shift caused by the ferroelectric switching for
the same polarity of the gate voltage. For example, electrons
trapped within the gate dielectric at positive gate voltage
result in a positive shift of the ID–VG characteristic. On the
other side, positive ferroelectric polarization induced by the
same positive gate voltage leads to a negative ID–VG shift.
Therefore, a superposition of both mechanisms will result
in the reduction of the memory window for FeFET devices.
Moreover, parasitic charge trapping effects were argued to
cause the endurance degradation of HfO2-based FeFETs [24].
However, no solid evidence of the charge trapping effects
in these devices was presented so far. Therefore, the scope
of the present paper is to study the trapping phenomena in
HfO2-based ferroelectric memory transistors. The trapping
kinetics and its interplay with the ferroelectric switching were
analyzed. Moreover, we discuss the possibility to eliminate
trapping as well as the impact of trapping on retention and
endurance as the main memory characteristics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The HfO2-based FeFETs studied in this paper were
manufactured using a state-of-the-art 28-nm high-k metal-gate
technology [2]. The gate-stack consists of a 1.2-nm interfa-
cial SiON layer, 9-nm Si-doped HfO2 (Si:HfO2) layer, and
8-nm TiN metal layer. Devices with three different composi-
tions of Si:HfO2 films (3.7, 4.4, and 5.6 mol% SiO2) were
manufactured. The gate structure of the studied ferroelectric
transistors is very similar to that of a high-k metal gate logic
transistor. The main difference of a FeFET stack is a thicker
and crystalline Si-doped HfO2 film that is used instead of
about 2 nm thin amorphous HfO2 layer. All measurements
shown in this paper were performed on devices with a

gate width (WG ) and gate length (LG ) of 300 and 32 nm,
respectively.

The charge-trapping and detrapping within the high-k layer
of logic transistors are commonly characterized by means of a
single-pulse ID–VG technique [8], [25], [26]. It can provide a
time resolution of several nanoseconds [27], which allows to
study the fast transient nature of the trapping and detrapping
effects within the high-k layers. In this paper, we applied the
single-pulse technique to examine the trapping phenomena in
Si:HfO2-based ferroelectric transistor memories. Due to the
similarity of the gate-stack structure of the studied devices
to logic transistors, similar time constants for trapping and
detrapping processes in the range of several microseconds or
even less are expected.

The single-pulse measurements were performed on a tran-
sistor structure, which was connected in an inverter circuit
configuration with a load resistance [26]. A stress pulse
was applied to the gate (VG), whereas the drain is biased
at a constant voltage. An oscilloscope was used to sense
simultaneously the voltages at the drain that is later converted
into a drain current (ID). This measurement procedure allowed
recording the ID–VG characteristics directly at the rising
and falling edges of a gate stress pulse. Thereby the time
delay between the stressing and the sensing and, therefore,
the amount of charge possibly lost during this delay were
practically eliminated. A quantitative estimation of the amount
of charge trapped during the stress pulse was made from the
threshold voltage shift (�VTH) of the ID–VG characteristics
as proposed in [28]. The measurement setup used in this
paper allowed exploiting the single gate pulses with rise/fall
transition times of 500 ns, while the drain voltage was set
to 300 mV in order to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.
The VTH values were extracted using a constant drain current
criterion ITH of 3 · 10−6 A · (WG/LG) [29], [30].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Device Behavior Dependent on the Si:HfO2 Composition

The composition of Si:HfO2 has a strong influence on the
crystalline structure of the films and, as a result, on their
electrical properties. SiO2 doping of 3–4 mol% enables the
stabilization of a ferroelectric phase (orthorhombic Pbc21)
and, thus, obtaining the ferroelectric behavior in HfO2
films [7], [31]. The same trend was observed for transistor
structures, including HfO2 layers with varying silicon con-
tent (3.7, 4.4, and 5.6 mol% SiO2) (Fig. 2). The response
of the ID–VG characteristics on the negative (−6 V) and
positive (+6 V) gate pulses of 100 ns length changed depend-
ing on the composition of the gate insulator. Devices with
Si:HfO2 layers containing 3.7 and 4.4 mol % SiO2 showed an
ID–VG shift opposite to the polarity of the applied gate pulses,
which is characteristic for ferroelectric switching. HfO2 layers
with 5.6 mol% SiO2, on the other hand, exhibited a prevailing
charge trapping properties. Here, the ID–VG characteristics
shifted in the direction similar to the polarity of the applied
gate pulse. A more extended range of compositions for
Si:HfO2 used as a gate dielectrics of CMOS transistors was
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the interplay between electron charge trapping and ferroelectric
switching. (a) In a transistor, electrons can become trapped in the gate oxide upon the
application of a positive gate bias, and the net effect is a right shift or +VT shift (shown in
red). (b) In an FeFET, the polarization points towards the channel upon the application of
a positive gate bias, and the net effect is a left shift or −VT shift (shown in green). Figure
adapted from [146].

The extent of charge trapping within the gate stack has been found to be highly con-
tingent on the voltage pulse magnitude and duration applied at the gate – in much the
same way that ferroelectric polarization is influenced by the gate programming conditions.
Therefore, for devices in which bulk charge trapping is a substantial issue, it is important
to determine the exact PGM/ERS conditions for which the onset of charge trapping severely
compensates the ferroelectric polarization. In [146], the authors first applied a negative
pulse at the gate of -6V, 100 ns, in order to establish a saturated negative polarization state
in the device. Then, pulses of increasing positive magnitude (+2V to +5V) and duration
(100 ns to 100 µs) were applied, reestablishing the negative polarization state between
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tests with the -6V, 100 ns pulse.
It was then established that charge trapping in the ferroelectric correlates with ferroelec-

tric switching, due to the fact that the internal fields within the device stack generated by
the polarization charge the interfacial layer/ferroelectric HfO2 interface greatly increases
the voltage drop across the thin interfacial layer. This effect essentially decreases the po-
tential barrier seen by carriers tunneling across it, giving rise to increased charge injection
and trapping in the device stack. In order to mitigate this effect, the element of time in mea-
surement was shown to have a substantial influence, with increasing delay times from 100
ns up to 100 ms greatly improving the resulting endurance metric. The increased time al-
lows for the detrapping of charges from within the gate stack prior to the application of a
new gate pulse, which improves the positive feedback cycle of trapped charges intrigating
further oxide trap generation.

Additionally, in [53], it was found that the charge trapping effect in measurement could
also be suppressed by taking pulsed IDVG measurements, rather than DC IDVG measure-
ments. Such a measurement reduces the amount of time the entire gate stack witnesses a
given applied bias and therefore reduces the time during which charge injection can occur.
The reduction of charge injection and trapping was clearly seen in the complete reversal of
the hysteretic direction (from entirely charge trapping hysteresis in DC characteristics) to
a nearly 1V ferroelectric memory window. This example is an extreme illustration of the
effects of parasitic charge trapping in a device, showing the extent to which the memory
capability of the FeFET can be entirely destroyed by use of a poor quality HfO2 gate oxide
with higher defect density than polarization charge.

Interfacial Oxide Wearout and Endurance
In addition to charge compensation due to the charge trapping in the gate stack, one final
and major concern for FeFET reliability relates to the wearout of the interfacial oxide layer
in the device stack. This interfacial oxide is virtually unavoidable in fabricating FeFETs on
a silicon channel, and many works utilize either a thin SiO2 interfacial layer or nitrided
SiO2 layer [2, 85, 92, 127, 148, 150].

As briefly discussed in the previous subsection, the polarization charge which gives
rise to the ferroelectric properties of the HfO2 layer actually also increases the magnitude
of injected charge across the interfacial layer across the stack, when compared to an nor-
mal transistor designed with a non-ferroelectric HfO2 layer. Compounded with the fact
that HfO2 intrinsically has a large coercive field, this translates to high electric field stress
and substantial charge injection seen by the thin, low-κ interfacial SiO2/SiON over time.
Perhaps then, unsurprisingly, this leads to a discussion of the ultimate bottlenecking re-
liability issue seen in the HfO2 FeFET to date: gate stack failure not due to the break-
down/wearout of the ferroelectric layer itself, but of the interfacial layer.

Empirically, many researchers have indeed reported troublesome endurance results on
HfO2-based FeFETs. For example, in reports such as [2, 49, 137, 148, 150], the endurance
of the FeFET is very clearly limited to the range of 104− 106 cycles at best. To put this met-
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ric in context, it is noted that the ultimate endurance limit of flash memory technology
– a well-established storage solution for persistent memory, as described in the introduc-
tory Chapter 1 – is already held to an endurance requirement of 104 − 106. As one of the
projected applications of FeFETs is in the storage class memory space, which requires sub-
stantially greater accesses (in terms of both reads and writes), it is imperative to improve
this number substantially to make HfO2 amenable for such an application.

A table summarizing recent reported FeFET endurance results is shown below. For the
sake of ease of comparison, the endurance of each evaluated device is taken at 25% of the
starting memory window size.

Device FE Layer PGM/ERS MW Write Endurance
(to 25% MWinit)

Retention

[124] A. J. Tan
et al.

4.5 nm
HZO

5.5V, 25 ns/
-5.5V, 35 ns 0.75V ∼ 105 >10 years

at 85 ◦C
[87] J. Muller

et al.
10 nm

Si-HfO2

5V, 100 ns/
-5V, 100 ns 0.75V ∼ 104 − 105 >10 years

at RT
[40] S. Dunkel

et al.
tFE N/A
Si-HfO2

3.8V, 10 µs/
-3.8V, 10 µs 0.41V ∼ 104 <7 days

at 250 ◦C
[2] T. Ali

et al.
10 nm

Si-HfO2

6V, 300 ns/
-6V, 300 ns 1.5V ∼ 105 >10 years

at 85 ◦C
[28] K. T. Chen

et al.
5 nm
HZO

4.8V, 500 µs/
-4.8V, 500 µs 0.6V ∼ 103 >10 years

at RT
[148] Yurchuk

et al.
9 nm

Si-HfO2

4V, 100 ns/
-6V, 100 ns 0.7V ∼ 104 N/A

[150] Zeng
et al.

10 nm
HZO

4.85V, 100 ns/
-4.85V, 100 ns 1V ∼ 104 N/A

Table 5.1: Comparison of endurance metrics across several recent works in the literature on
HfO2-based FeFETs. Several other parameters relevant for assessment of memory perfor-
mance, alongside endurance, are given. HZO is an abbreviation for Zr-doped HfO2. tFE

indicates ferroelectric film thickness, and N/A indicates that the authors did not disclose
the characteristic in question.

The key result, in considering Table 5.1, is to notice that when normalized to 25% of
initial starting memory window size (to account for variation in different processing tech-
niques, device geometries, film compositions, thicknesses, etc.), the ultimate endurance
of the HfO2 FeFET on silicon channel is extremely limited. Furthermore, the publication
dates on the works in Table 5.1 span a range of 6 years, from 2014 to 2020. Clearly, the is-
sue of limited FeFET endurance has plagued the research community since the first initial
attempts to integrate ferroelectric HfO2 into memory transistors.
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The results discussed in [124] in Table 5.1 above are expanded upon in detail below.
Details governing the programmability of the device as well as processing steps are found
in Chapters 4 and 7. Figure 5.4 tracks both the high and low VT states (the PGM and ERS

states, respectively) as a function of fatigue cycles. The cycling condition is chosen to be
5.5V, 25 ns, and -5.5V, 35 ns. The reason for choosing slightly different pulse durations is
explained in Chapter 4, and has to do with the FDSOI device structure (and lack of ability
to accumulate holes and therefore bend the silicon bands when negative gate voltages are
applied).

Figure 5.4: Tracking the ±VT states of an FeFET as a function of fatigue cycles for a single
device with W/L = 500/250 nm at a constant current criteria of 10 pA. Inset shows the
initial starting memory window for the measured FeFET, with dashed lines indicating the
constant current criteria which defines the threshold voltage.

Figure 5.4 shows that a gradual shrinking of the memory window occurs during the
FeFET’s lifetime. The +VT state tends to drift to the left, and the −VT state similarly tends
to drift to the right. Over the duration of the cycling test, the total ∆VT corresponding to
the memory window becomes smaller, and eventually disappears once charge trapping
hysteresis dominates the device characteristics.
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5.2 Impact of Hot Electron Effect on Endurance
One characteristic of note in Table 5.1 is the range of film thicknesses investigated for the
gate stack in ferroelectric HfO2 transistors. Most studies on FeFETs utilize HfO2 films
which are typically between 9 - 30 nm in thickness [30, 86], as this is the range for which
the ferroelectric properties can be stabilized and maximized. However, in order to reduce
both the switching voltage required for the ferroelectric and degradation of the interfacial
layer, scaling of the ferroelectric layer thickness is necessary. Furthermore, in order for
FeFETs to be a scalable memory technology, it will be imperative to continue investigating
thinner ferroelectric HfO2 films that can enable good device performance at shorter device
gate lengths. Therefore, the FeFETs characterized in this work will all use ferroelectric
oxide thicknesses on the order of 4.5 nm.

One surprising result when working with such thin ferroelectric oxides is that the
degradation mechanisms are more complicated than the simplistic picture of interfacial
layer degradation introduced in this chapter. For ferroelectric oxides on the order of 5 nm
or less, bulk charge trapping (which is typically a big concern in gate stacks with ≥9 nm
HfO2) is more or less negligible; rather, it is hot electron injection from the gate side which
is primarily responsible for endurance degradation over time.

BOX
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TiN

interfacial layer

HfZrO (80/20)
W Gate

Ti

Ti

Ti

TiN TiN

~350 nm ILD 

10 nm
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a) b)

Figure 5.5: Baseline FeFET device structure characterized. (a) 2D cross-section across
channel of the FeFET, showing the gate stack composition and materials used in the pro-
cess flow. (b) TEM (tunneling electron microscopy) image of the gate stack of a fabricated
device.
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Figure 5.5(a) and (b) show a schematic and a cross-sectional TEM image, respectively,
of an FeFET characterized in the investigation of additional endurance degradation mech-
anisms. The process flow to realize the FDSOI FeFET on SOI uses a gate-first, self-aligned
process as described in [124] and in detail again in Chapter 7 of this dissertation.

FeFET Programmability as a Function of Temperature

Figure 5.6: FeFET programmability as a function of measurement temperature. (a) Coun-
terclockwise (CCW) IDVG’s obtained after applying ±3.3V, 1 µs pulses as a function of
T. (b) Despite general left shift of ±VT with T, shift in −VT is lesser due to the increased
switchability of the FE when starting with a fully inverted channel.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 detail the programmability of the FeFET as a function of measure-
ment temperature and programming pulse widths (tpw) at a fixed gate voltage (VG) of
±3.3V. Notably, the memory window increases for tpw = 1 µs as the background mea-
surement temperature decreases from 300K to 100K, as shown in Figure 5.6(a). This effect
is attributed to the dependence of ferroelectric domain wall motion on temperature; as
measurement temperature increases, increased thermal fluctuation makes the depinning
of domain walls less abrupt, leading to a smoother switching characteristic [39]. The abso-
lute threshold voltages which govern the memory window characteristic are also plotted
in Figure 5.6(b) at each discrete measurement temperature. Here, it is again clear that the
memory window widens as temperature decreases. The left shifting of VT to larger values
with increasing temperature is primarily a consequence of effective body doping at the
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various temperatures and to first order is unrelated to the properties of the ferroelectric
later.

It is evident that at lower measurement temperatures, the memory becomes larger for
a fixed VG and tpw, assuming the applied VG is always greater than the coercive voltage.
This trend is captured in Figure 5.7(b) for a range of different pulse widths. Figure 5.7(a)
details the widening of the memory window for a fixed pulse amplitude of ±3.3V and
increasing tpw from 100 ns to 10 µs at room temperature.

Figure 5.7: FeFET programmability as a function of measurement temperature (contin-
ued). (a) CCW IDVG’s obtained after variable width (tpw) pulses, ±3.3V magnitude, at
room temperature. (b) Memory window as a function of tpw, ±3.3V pulses, at tempera-
tures ranging from from 100 – 300K.

FeFET Endurance as a Function of Temperature
Based on the programmability results shown in the previous subsection, a cycling condi-
tion of ±3.3V, 1 µs is chosen to test FeFET endurance at every measurement temperature.
Determination of the written FeFET state is conducted according to the procedure outlined
in Figure 4.5(a) in Chapter 4, where th = 1 µs and ±V = ±3.3V.

The degradation of the memory window and its dependence on measurement tem-
perature is captured in Figure 5.8 as well as Figure 5.9. Figure 5.8 plots the results of
the endurance cycling test at every investigated measurement temperature, with the to-
tal memory window size normalized to the starting memory window size at that given
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Figure 5.8: FeFET memory window, normalized to the starting memory window size for
ease of comparison, as a function of fatigue cycles for measurement temperatures ranging
100 – 300K.

temperature, for ease of comparison. It is evident that the memory window degradation
characteristics show a clear dependence on measurement temperature, with the memory
window persisting for a greater number of endurance cycles as the background temper-
ature decreases. Previously suggested mechanisms for endurance degradation – namely,
the electric-field driven degradation of the interfacial layer – cannot exactly explain this
strong temperature-dependent result. Figure 5.8(a) therefore provides the first insight
into an additional source of endurance degradation which is appears to have a particu-
larly substantial effect in highly scaled FeFETs.

Figure 5.9(a) takes the two extreme temperatures investigated – room temperature
(300K) and 100K – and tracks the shift in ±VT until the end of the endurance test. If
defect generation were primarily electric-field driven, as suggested by prior works, one
would not necessarily expect the memory window to survive longer at lower measure-
ment temperatures [102]. To understand this temperature-dependent degradation effect
further, it is important to observe the left-shifting of both the high and low VT states with
cycling (as seen in Figure 5.9(a)). Furthermore, it is seen that this shift is exacerbated at
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Figure 5.9: Temperature-dependent endurance characteristics of the FeFET. (a) Both ±VT
suffer from a left shift due to hole trapping, an effect which worsens with increasing mea-
surement temperature. (b) Number of fatigue cycles to reach 20% of the initial memory
window size, MWinitial, as function of measurement temperature.

higher measurement temperatures. The nature and direction of the shift suggests strong
hole injection which occurs during endurance testing. It is important to note here that the
p-body FDSOI is n+ doped at the source and drain, with no substrate contact to provide
additional holes to the body. Therefore, the only way a substantial number of holes can be
generated in this scenario (which then become trapped in the gate oxide) is through hot
electron-induced damage at the substrate, specifically during the application of negative
gate biases.

One additional observation of note is that, unlike the results shown in the introduc-
tory section of this chapter in Figure 5.4 which shows a right shifting of the −VT state,
the endurance behavior of these FeFETs is distinctly different. The device structure for
both devices is nearly the same, with the primary difference being the absence of the 1.5
nm of non-ferroelectric HfO2 in the devices characterized in this subsection. This can be
confirmed by comparing the TEMs shown in Figure 4.4(b) and Figure 5.5(b), with the
latter corresponding to the devices characterized in the temperature-dependent studies
and the former corresponding to the device characterized in the introductory section of
this chapter. With a reduction of less than 2 nm in physical thickness between the two dif-
ferent device splits, it is clear that this temperature-dependent degradation effect is also
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intrinsically tied to the gate stack thickness.
Figures 5.10(a) and (b) support the hypothesis of hot electron-induced damage and

subsequent hole injection into the gate stack as a major contributor to device degradation.
Figure 5.10(a) tracks the change in the device’s subthreshold swing (SS) for the +VT IDVG
sweep during the state determination test, both before and after a total of 105 fatigue cycles
has been applied. The subthreshold swing after cycling clearly increases with measure-
ment temperature, indicating a stronger and stronger trap generation from broken bonds
near the channel. The holes released during this interfacial bond breakage therefore be-
come trapped in the gate stack over time, leading to a greater and greater left shifting of
both VT states. Figure 5.10(b) plots the percentage increase in the subthreshold swing
prior to and after cycling as a function of measurement temperature, to clearly illustrate
the trend.

Figure 5.10: Evolution of the interface properties of the FeFET as a function of measure-
ment temperature. (a) Subthreshold swing (SS) before and after 105 fatigue cycles for
temperatures ranging from 100 – 300K. (b) Percentage increase in SS with temperature,
derived directly from from Figure 5.10(a).

Assessing Bulk Charge Trapping in Scaled FeFETs
The distinct disparity in the nature of endurance characteristics discussed in the previous
subsection, resulting from a mere reduction in gate stack thickness of 1.5 nm, points to a
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need to revisit another commonly cited source of endurance degradation introduced in the
introductory section of this chapter: bulk charge trapping in high-κ oxides. It is important
to understand whether this effect plays any substantial role in endurance performance for
highly scaled FeFETs, as its effect has mostly been investigated in gate oxides with thicker
stacks.

One proxy for understanding this effect is to investigate the evolution of the gate leak-
age through the device stack during the cycling tests. As seen in Figure 5.11, there appears
to be a very minimal increase in gate current, or IG, after cycling, regardless of measure-
ment temperature. The percentage increase in gate leakage is also plotted as a function
of measurement temperature in Figure 5.11(c), and it remains relatively constant. These
observations suggest that bulk high-κ charge trapping plays an insignificant role in en-
durance degradation in these devices, as one would otherwise expect orders of magnitude
increase in IG [102].

Figure 5.11: Evolution of the gate leakage in the FeFET as a function of measurement
temperature. (a) IGVG’s before and after 105 endurance cycles for T = 100K. (a) IGVG’s
before and after 105 endurance cycles for T = 300K. (d) Percentage increase in IG after 105

cycles as a function of measurement temperature. The increase in IG is not only negligible,
but shows no real temperature dependence.

To further understand the possibility for as well as the extent of bulk charge trapping
in the FeFET, one can also conduct a so-called charge-trapping measurement, which will di-
rectly measure the hysteresis due to charge trapping in the gate stack. The details of such
a charge-trapping measurement are detailed in Figure 5.12. This transient current mea-
surement involves first applying a state-setting pre-pulse to the gate of the FeFET in or-
der to switch the polarization fully. Then, after allowing the drain voltage some time to
ramp up and stabilize, the the drain current ID measured during application of the sec-
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ond gate pulse, which is of the same polarity as the first. This second pulse will capture
the hysteresis purely from charge trapping and not ferroelectric switching. It is impor-
tant also to mention that the duration of the pulse will determine the amount of charge
trapping hysteresis measured, as the traps which are able to respond may have varying
time constants corresponding to their location in the bandgap. A pulse duration of 500
µs is chosen accordingly to ensure that the slowest bulk traps are able to respond during
the measurement. Plotting the resulting time-dependent drain current, ID(t), against the
time-dependent gate voltage, VG(t), will then yield the charge trapping hysteresis.

V(t)

t

VD(t)

VG(t)

thold = 500 µs

tr = 
10 µs

tf =
10 µs50 

mV

3.3V

tp =
100 µs
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Measurement 
Taken

Figure 5.12: Transient current measurement and pulse scheme for capturing charge trap-
ping within the high-κ ferroelectric oxide. No measurement is taken during the state-
setting pre-pulse; the current measurement is taken only during the second pulse of the
same polarity.

Curiously, the charge trapping hysteresis remains largely unchanged both before and
after cycling to 105, as shown in Figure 5.13(a) and (b); furthermore, the magnitude of the
hysteresis is virtually temperature-independent. In contrast, charge trapping measure-
ments simulated in Figure 5.13(c) and (d) using the GinestraTM modeling platform [4] at
100K and 300K, assuming standard high-κ bulk charge trapping effects, predict increased
hysteresis as background temperature decreases. This simulation result is consistent with
what is observed in standard charge trapping flash memories and in FeFETs with thicker
gate oxides.

Essentially, bulk trap emission, if dominant, is an effect which should increase as mea-
surement temperature decreases, as the trapped defects cannot emit as efficiently with
reduced kinetic energy in the system. This ought to lead to a larger and larger charge
trapping hysteresis. Not only is there a negligible difference in the magnitude of initial
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Figure 5.13: Results of the charge trapping measurement at different measurement tem-
peratures, compared against simulation results. (a) VG(t) vs. ID(t) plotted before and
after 105 endurance cycles, at 300K. (b) Same as (a), but for a measurement temperature
of 100K. Intrinsic and post-cycling charge trapping hysteresis are comparable. (d) Simu-
lated charge trapping at 300K. (e) Simulated charge trapping at 100K.
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charge trapping hysteresis at either 100K or 300K, as evidenced in Figure 5.13(a) and (b),
but the magnitude of charge trapping hysteresis also does not appear to change substan-
tially after the endurance test.

The aforementioned observations, combined with the VT left-shifting trends seen in
Figure 5.9(a) and the subthreshold swing data in Figures 5.10(a) and (b), suggest that hot
electron-induced damage is very likely the primary and dominant source of degradation
in FeFETs with highly scaled gate thicknesses. This mechanism of hot electron injection
and subsequent hole damage to the oxide is illustrated in the band diagram of Figure 5.14.

Si WHZOSi
O
2

Figure 5.14: Simulated band diagram of the FeFET gate stack after endurance cycling.
When VG = −3.3V is applied, positively charged holes enter the Zr-doped HfO2 layer
close to the channel interface, push both VT ’s to the left, and eventually close the memory
window.

Through rigorous temperature-dependent characterization and simulations, it is shown
that the typical causes for endurance degradation for previously studied FeFETs, namely
bulk charge trapping, are not a primary concern in thin ferroelectric HfO2 layers. It is
demonstrated that hot electron-induced damage close to the channel/interfacial layer is
the main mechanism for endurance degradation in 4.5 nm HfO2 FeFETs. Appropriate de-
vice design to minimize the hot electron effect may also mitigate endurance degradation
in scaled FeFETs. Some of these solutions will be explored in Chapter 6 of this dissertation.
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5.3 Predicting Reliability Challenges Quickly
The discussion in previous subsections has centered around identifying and exploring the
various degradation mechanisms which contribute to premature failure of the HfO2-based
FeFET. However, in order to predict and assess the FeFET’s electrical performance effi-
ciently, it might be prohibitively expensive and time-consuming to run several full-fledged
FeFET wafer splits, each possibly requiring multiple steps of lithography, deposition and
etch.

Substrate 
(SOI or p++ Si)

8-12 Å Interfacial Layer

45 cycles Hf0.8Zr0.2O2

60 nm W (Gate)

Figure 5.15: 3D schematic of a typical SOI FeFET and associated gate stack design. When
performing predictive testing in the MOSCAP structure, the substrate used for testing is
highly doped p-type bulk silicon rather than SOI.

The testing methodology introduced in this section provides a systematic, reliable, and
rapid method to qualitatively predict the FE endurance of prospective gate stack designs
prior to running a full FeFET fabrication process. The idea behind this testing methodol-
ogy is to take the critical component which governs the performance and reliability of a
MOS transistor – the gate stack – and test it in a simple MOS capacitor, or MFIS (metal-
ferroelectric-insulator-semiconductor) structure first. Figure 5.15 shows cartoon schemat-
ics of the SOI FeFET tested and its corresponding gate stack design, which is then repli-
cated in the MOSCAP testing structures.
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MOSCAP Device Fabrication
MOSCAPs incorporating ferroelectric Zr-doped HfO2 gate stacks, with a thickness of∼ 4.5
nm, are realized via a one-step lithography process on highly doped Si, and are compared
against real endurance results from SOI FeFETs incorporating the same oxide designs.

5 nm

8.2Å IL

5 nm

1.2 nm IL

a) b)

Figure 5.16: Cross-sectional TEMs of gate stacks investigated in both FeFET and MFIS
structures. (a) TEM of 4.5 nm Zr-doped HfO2 on 8.2 Å of SiO2. (b) TEM of 4.5 nm Zr-
doped HfO2 on 8.2 Å of SiO2 and 4 Å of Al2O3.

Prospective Zr-doped HfO2 gate stacks with an ALD supercycle ratio of 4:1 Hf:Zr (as
investigated in [61] are grown on highly doped, p++ Si (∼ 1019 cm−3) substrates. The
tungsten gate electrode is patterned and etched after the ferroelectric crystalline phase an-
neal at 475 ◦C, 40 seconds. The SOI FeFET follows an identical gate deposition/definition
process as the MFIS structure, with additional steps to thin down the active Si to ∼ 35
nm prior to deposition of the ferroelectric oxide, device isolation via 350 nm of SiO2 after
source/drain implantation and activation, and an additional metallization step to contact
the device terminals. Figure 5.15(a) and (b) show schematics of the SOI FeFET/MFIS
MOSCAPs investigated, and their corresponding gate stacks.

Figures 5.16(a) and (b) showcase TEMs of the two different gate stacks investigated
in this work. The stack in Figure 5.16(a) consists of 45 cycles of Hf0.8Zr0.2O2 on 8Å of
self-terminated, chemical SiO2, and the stack in Figure 5.16(b) consists of an additional
5 cycles of Al2O3 (and the same 45 cycles of Hf0.8Zr0.2O2 on 8Å SiO2). In this work, the
insertion of Al2O3 is investigated as a means to reduce leakage through the thin gate stack
without heavily compromising the EOT (equivalent oxide thickness) of the gate stack.
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Measurement Procedure
The methods for testing endurance evolution in the FeFET structure is detailed in Chapter
5, and the same procedure is used for evaluating FeFET endurance in this subsection as
well. This subsection will focus on how to quantify and evaluate endurance in the MFIS
device structure.

Figure 5.17: (a) Sample doubly-swept CV on as highly doped p++ substrate. Blue shaded
area indicates the voltage sweep range over which the CVs are integrated to obtain the
total charge, indicating the separation between both memory states. (b) Bipolar cycling
and state determination for both MOSCAP and FeFET device structures.

As shown in the testing flow detailed in 5.17(b), the actual stressing sequence for both
the MFIS device and FeFET device are identical – in this case, bipolar voltage pulses of
±3.3V are applied to the gate of the device in order to fatigue the device. The state deter-
mination, likewise, is performed every decade of cycling (e.g, 10, 100, 1000, ... cycles, and
so forth) until failure.

The state determination for the FeFET is performed as discussed in Chapter 5, using a
small-window IDVG sweep to minimize read disturbance. Then, to determine the mem-
ory window of the MFIS structure, following the left panel of the flowchart in 5.17(b), a
bidirectional CV (capacitance-voltage) sweep is performed at 100 kHz, starting from -2.5
V to +2.5V and back to -2.5V. The sweep range is carefully chosen so as to visualize the
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ferroelectric hysteresis in the MFIS structure, but also to minimize substantial gate leakage
through the thin film stack at the voltage extremes.

In order to determine endurance evolution for the MFIS MOSCAP, the integrated charge,
or ∆Q, between the ±VT states of a doubly-swept CV (as shown in Figure 5.17(a)) is
tracked after each sequence of ±3.3V, 100 µs cycles. ∆Q is defined as:

∆Q =

∫ +VT

−VT

(Cfwd − Crev) · dVG (5.1)

where Cfwd and Crev indicate the forward and backward CV sweeps. For ease of compari-
son to the FeFET results, the ±VT ’sin the MOSCAP structure are loosely and analogously
defined as the two VG values at which the forward and backward CV sweeps intersect.
These values do not correspond to the “real”±VT values of the MOSCAP devices, but the
crossover points will be used to track how the memory window shifts and/or degrades
over the course of the endurance test. Tracking the total integrated charge gives insight
into the degradation behavior of the potential gate stacks

Both the shifting values of VT and rate of decrease of ∆Q are metrics which are indica-
tive of device fatigue, as charge-trapping through the FE oxide is well-understood as a
mechanism for the closure of the memory window (MW), as discussed in Chapter 5.

Measurement Results
In comparing Figures 5.18(a) and (b) (corresponding to the 45 cycle Zr-doped HfO2 and 5
cycle Al2O3/45 cycle Zr-doped HfO2 MOSCAPs, respectively), the initial starting memory
window determined by ±VT is larger for the latter compared to the former. However, the
∆Q is smaller, evident from the reduced separation between the forward and backward
sweeps. Furthermore, the insertion of Al2O3 reduces leakage through the gate stack (0.17
mA/cm2 → 0.067 mA/cm2 at +1V), which also reduces the “abruptness” of ferroelectric
switching (which is typically facilitated by leakage). However, the additional thin∼ 4Å of
non-ferroelectric Al2O3 does not reduce the predicted memory window. In fact, the initial
memory window as determined by ±VT increases with Al2O3 insertion.

However, when referring to Figure 5.18(c) and (d), it is apparent that the stack with
Al2O3 experiences a stronger degradation in overall memory window size (nearly a 1V
shift in the −VT state as compared to the sample without Al2O3, which shifts ∼ 350 mV),
and a correspondingly stronger decrease in overall ∆Q as well. These observations are
extracted from Figures 5.18(a)-(d) and summarized in Figure 5.19(a) and (b) as total nor-
malized memory window (MW) vs. cycles, and normalized ∆Q vs. cycles, respectively,
for both gate stacks. By the end of 106 fatigue cycles, ∆Q drops to 23% for the sample with
Al2O3 as compared to 53% of its starting value for the sample without Al2O3. This ob-
servation is important to note, as many FeFET researchers often engineer the device gate
stacks to increase the starting memory window size to be as large as possible. Whereas
cycling endurance of the device is often a function of the starting memory window size,
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Figure 5.18: CV and ∆Q evolution for the gate stacks investigated. (a) Double-swept CV’s
before and after endurance cycling for the 45 cycle Zr-doped HfO2 MOSCAP. (b) Total ∆Q
and±VT shifts as a function of fatigue cycles. (c) Same as (a), but for the 5 cycle Al2O3/45
cycle Zr-doped HfO2 stack. (d) Same as (b), again for the 5 cycle Al2O3/45 cycle Zr-doped
HfO2 stack.

increased charge trapping in the gate stack can ultimately offset the benefit achieved in
engineering a larger memory window.

Figure 5.20 quantitatively correlates the MOSCAP endurance to FeFET performance.
Figure 5.20(a) and (b) illustrate the shift in both ±VT states for the SOI FeFETs (W/L =
1/0.3µm) with 45 cycles Zr-doped HfO2, with and without Al2O3, respectively. Evident
from the IDVG’s taken periodically during the first thousands of cycles is the fact that al-
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Figure 5.19: Evaluation of the endurance evolution for the two gate stacks investigated.
(a) Comparison of the normalized memory window between MOSCAP with and without
Al2O3. (b) Comparison of the normalized ∆Q between both MOSCAPs.

though the device with Al2O3 starts with a larger memory window, it experiences a faster
rate of degradation than the device without. This result aligns with the prediction from
the MOSCAP endurance results in Figures 5.19(a) and (b), and is summarized in Figure
5.20(c). Finally, we note that substrate doping/geometry differences affect the final volt-
age distribution from channel to electrode and may account for quantitative differences.

In summary, a rapid and conclusive testing method has been proposed to qualitatively
predict the endurance characteristics of SOI FeFETs fabricated using ferroelectric HfO2.
This methodology can be extended to test other design aspects for endurance in addition
to oxide design (pre/post-annealing conditions, gate electrode materials, etc.).
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Figure 5.20: FeFET endurance evaluation for the two gate stacks investigated. (a) Example
of shifted IDVG’s for the FeFET made with 45 cycles Zr-doped HfO2 during endurance
testing. (b) Same as (a), but for the 5 cycle Al2O3/45 cycle Zr-doped HfO2 stack. (c)
Absolute memory as a function of fatigue cycles for both FeFETs.
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Chapter 6

Processing Techniques for the HfO2
FeFET

The primary focus of this chapter is to underline the importance of process integration
for the HfO2-based FeFET, and then to identify the cause-and-effect relationships between
process design and resulting device behavior. As with any other nascent memory technol-
ogy, it is imperative to, upon identifying key reliability and performance concerns, address
them appropriately through device design engineering.

Details regarding the processing techniques and fabrication flows used to realize all
FeFET structures are provided in Appendix A.

6.1 Interfacial Oxide Design for Interface State
Improvement

In this section, the nature of the interface states induced during the integration of ferro-
electric Zr-doped HfO2 on silicon is examined closely. Metal-ferroelectric-insulator-silicon
(MFIS) capacitors, with a thin layer of Zr-doped HfO2 grown by atomic layer deposition
as the ferroelectric and various interfacial oxide layers as the insulator, are investigated.
Since a high-temperature post-anneal is necessary to induce the formation of the ferroelec-
tric phase in this oxide stack, as discussed in Chapter 2, the integrity of the oxide/silicon
interface must be preserved after high-temperature processing. It is shown here that a
SiOxNy nitrided interlayer provides an improved midgap interface state density among
all interfacial oxides investigated. Furthermore, the density of the interface states (Dit) is
quantified using the AC conductance technique, and a model for the interface trap distri-
bution across the silicon bandgap is proposed in order to explain and verify the experi-
mental measurements.
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Experimental Design
One of the potential challenges barring successful integration of ferroelectric HfO2 on sil-
icon is the poor interface between the silicon substrate and the ferroelectric material. The
atomic layer deposition process (ALD) can be tuned to produce a high quality HfO2-based
gate oxide, but the subsequent stabilization of the ferroelectric phase involves a moderately
high temperature anneal (commonly 400 ◦C or higher), which may perturb the interface
between oxide and silicon. The effects of this so-called phase anneal on film crystallinity
are well-documented [86, 98], but the effects on device interfacial properties are yet to be
properly understood.

By utilizing the AC conductance technique proposed by Nicollian and Goetzberger
[96], the midgap trap density (Dit) is measured directly. Furthermore, it is shown that a
nitrided interfacial layer between the Zr-doped HfO2 layer and the silicon substrate mini-
mizes degradation of the interface during the ferroelectric phase anneal, yielding a device
with a peak midgap trap density in the mid-1011 cm−2 eV−1 range, which is amenable for
modern day device technologies.

Three different interfacial oxides on lightly doped (1015 cm−3) p-type silicon substrates
were investigated: chemical oxide, thermal SiO2, and thermal nitrided SiO2. The chem-
ical oxide was grown by placing a cleaned substrate in a heated solution of 2 NH4OH:5
H2O2:200 H2O, producing several monolayers of oxide. Thermal SiO2 was grown by plac-
ing a silicon substrate in a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) chamber at 900 ◦C in an O2

ambient for 20 seconds. Nitrided SiO2 was grown by placing a silicon substrate in a RTA
chamber at 900 ◦C in O2 for 10 seconds followed by N2O for 5 seconds in situ. Next, al-
ternating monolayers of HfO2 and ZrO2 were grown by ALD to achieve an overall film
composition of Hf0.5Zr0.5O2. 100 total cycles were deposited to yield a film thickness of
roughly 8.9 nm as determined by X-ray reflectometry (XRR). 60 nm of TiN was then sput-
tered onto the stacks, which were subsequently annealed in an RTA tool at 500 ◦C for 30
seconds in an N2 ambient to crystallize the Zr-doped HfO2 film.

The mixed crystalline phases in the resulting polycrystalline films were characterized
with grazing incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXRD). Electrical measurements were taken
using a Keysight B1500A Semiconductor Parameter Analyzer.

Preliminary Device Characterization and Analysis
For structural characterization, grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction was performed on the
annealed Zr-doped HfO2 films. As depicted in Figure 6.1(a), the GIXRD scan shows a
set of diffraction peaks which suggests the presence of orthorhombic and/or tetragonal
phases of hafnia [98]. The absence of diffraction peaks corresponding to the monoclinic
phases of HfO2 or ZrO2 [112] or any other impurity phases of HfxZr1−xO2 [140] can also
be seen in the same scan.

To complement the XRD results, ferroelectric properties have been further verified
through PE (polarization vs. electric field) and CV (capacitance vs. voltage) data shown
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Figure 6.1: Proof of ferroelectricity in annealed HZO films. (a) A GIXRD diffractogram,
taken with an incident angle of 0.35 ◦, suggests orthorhombic/tetragonal crystalline phases
in a 100 cycle ALD Hf0.5Zr0.5O2. (b) PE (polarization vs. electric field) measurement on
a 100 cycle ALD Hf0.5Zr0.5O2 film. (c) CV measurement on a 100 cycle ALD Hf0.5Zr0.5O2

film.

in Figures 6.1(b) and 6.1(c), respectively. The representative PE and CV data shown here
are taken on device stacks nearly identical to the ones discussed in the experimental sec-
tion, except a degenerately doped (1019 cm−3) Si substrate is used as a highly conductive
back electrode. The remanent polarization value is 14.73 µC/cm2 over a sweep range of±
10 MV/cm, as seen in Fig. 6.1(b).

After the 500 ◦C ferroelectric phase anneal, it is observed that stretch-out occurs in the
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Figure 6.2: Normalized CV curves for samples with chemical oxide (dotted purple), stan-
dard SiO2 (dash-dotted yellow), and nitrided SiO2 (solid red). (a) Representative CV
curves before the ferroelectric phase anneal. (b) Representative CV curves after anneal-
ing.

CV characteristics of the capacitors with chemical oxide or with standard SiO2 as the in-
terfacial layer, as seen in Figure 6.2. Furthermore, in comparing Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b),
the stretch-out suggests that the midgap Dit in particular increases more dramatically for
the sample with SiO2 or chemical oxide as an interfacial layer. This phenomenon suggests
that a strong degradation of the interface of the oxide/Si stack has occurred as a result of
the anneal, particularly because the Si/SiO2 system is known to exhibit an intrinsically low
interface trap density [20, 109]. The capacitor with nitrided SiO2 demonstrates the least
stretch-out, suggesting that this device structure possesses the lowest overall Dit after an-
nealing.

The CV curves in Figure 6.2 are plotted with capacitance values normalized to Cox

and applied voltage normalized to film thickness (represented as electric field) to account
for differences in equivalent oxide thickness. For comparison, a representative CV prior
to annealing is shown in the inset. The voltage sweep direction for each device is from
−3V to +3V. The cause of the strong flatband voltage shift for the sample with chemical
oxide in comparison to the samples with thermally grown interfacial oxides may be due to
differing nucleation and growth mechanisms of the ALD Zr-doped HfO2 film on surfaces
terminated via different synthesis techniques.

It is therefore hypothesized that there is substantial diffusion of hafnium and zirco-
nium atoms during the ferroelectric phase anneal to the underlying silicon substrate, dis-
rupting the interfacial bonds or forming defective silicates. This observation is in light of
numerous trap neutralization anneals developed for Si/SiO2 at temperatures comparable
to the ferroelectric phase anneal discussed here, whereby the interface trap density consis-
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tently decreases [37, 109]. We suspect that the nitrided interface provides a strong barrier
against Hf/Zr diffusion during high-temperature post-processing steps. This hypothesis
is motivated by the well-known incorporation of nitrided oxides in highly scaled gate di-
electrics in order to prevent boron diffusion to the channel silicon from the p+ polysilicon
gate [29, 41, 51]. To establish this hypothesis, however, a detailed SIMS study will be
necessary.

AC Conductance Method to Extract Dit

The Zr-doped HfO2 capacitor with nitrided SiO2 is thus chosen for further study to un-
derstand the interface trapping characteristics. The dynamic filling and emptying of trap
states located at the interface between silicon and nitrided SiO2 is characterized using the
frequency-dependent AC conductance method [96]. As trap states often occupy particu-
lar energy levels within the bandgap, they can be characterized by changing the surface
potential of the semiconductor through an applied gate voltage. When the silicon sub-
strate is depleted, fast traps located at the interface modulate the measured capacitance
and conductance values as a function of frequency [5]. Thus, it is possible to obtain infor-
mation about the trap density and time response from CV and GV (conductance-voltage)
measurements on MOSCAPs.
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Figure 6.3: Direct measurement of Dit on a MOSCAP with nitrided SiO2. CV/GV curves,
from 1 – 100 kHz, indicate minimal frequency dispersion. Inset shows a normalized con-
ductance vs. frequency curve for Dit extraction.
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Peaks in the GV curves, shown in Figure 6.3, indicate a response due to interface trap-
ping. The peak midgap conductance values, seen near an applied voltage of 0V, increases
as the measurement frequency increases from 1 – 100 kHz. Moreover, by reinterpreting
the measured capacitance and conductance data as a function of frequency, the midgap
interface trap density can be extracted [5, 96]. A representative normalized conductance
curve is plotted versus frequency (GP/ω vs. ω) in the inset of Figure 6.3.

The normalized conductance here is calculated as:

GP (ω)

ω
=

ωCoxGm

G2
m + ω2(Cox − Cm)2

(6.1)

where Cm and Gm are the measured capacitance and conductance data, respectively.

Cm Gm

Cox

Cp Gp

Figure 6.4: Setting the CV meter to Cp/Gp measurement mode assumes the equivalent
device circuit model to the parallel capacitor/resistor model as shown on the left. In-
formation about the capacitance associated with trapping responses at different surface
potentials can be extracted using the right model.

Utilizing the equivalent circuit model for a MOSCAP as discussed in [96] and illus-
trated in Figure 6.4 above,Dit can be extracted at the peakGP/ω value using the following
relation:

Dit =
2.5 ·GP (ωmax)/ω

q
(6.2)

where q is electronic charge, andωmax is the frequency at which the maximum conductance
value occurs. Using this relationship, we extract the maximum Dit in depletion for the
capacitor with nitrided SiO2 after the phase anneal as roughly 6 × 1011 cm−2 eV−1. In
comparison, the maximum midgapDit of the chemical oxide or SiO2 interlayer is 2.9×1012

cm−2 eV−1 and 2.3× 1012 cm−2 eV−1, respectively.
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A CV Model to Describe the Influence of Interface States
Finally, a CV model to capture the influence of interface trapping is presented. The “ideal”
flatband voltage of the MOSCAP, sans the effect of interface traps, is extracted from a sin-
gle high frequency CV (one taken at 1 MHz). Then, a flatband capacitance is calculated
based on the Debye length, and a flatband voltage (VFB) is also assigned. In the device
analyzed, VFB is determined to be −0.201V. The oxide capacitance, Cox, is defined as the
combined capacitance of the interfacial oxide and the Zr-doped HfO2 film, and is deter-
mined experimentally as the measured capacitance in strong accumulation.

A model CV based on standard MOSCAP theory is then constructed with and without
the effect of interface traps. To the first order, the presence of Dit manifests itself as an
additional Cit in the circuit model proposed by [96]. One can calculate an approximate
distribution of Dit across a portion of the silicon bandgap, roughly from the valence band
to midgap:

Cp =

[
1

Cmeas

− 1

Cox

]−1

(6.3)

Cit = Cp − Cs (6.4)

where Cp captures the capacitance contribution from silicon depletion and interface trap-
ping, and Cit subtracts off Cs, the expected depletion capacitance. Cs is determined, from
standard CV calculations, as the differential change in the semiconductor charge as the
surface potential is stepped.

Figure 6.5(a) contains fitted CV’s, both with and without an assumedDit distribution,
based on experimental data taken at 1 kHz and 1 MHz. Figure 6.5(b) showsDit versus the
occupational energy of the traps in the silicon bandgap for theDit data extracted using the
AC conductance method and the fitted Dit used in the 1 kHz CV model. The depletion-
regime Dit from the fitted distribution agrees well with the Dit extraction.

Lastly, we note a small peak in the Dit distribution around 200 mV from the valence
band edge. This manifests in the 1 kHz CV in Figure 6.5(a) as a characteristic “shoulder”
in depletion. The cause of this peak are traps which have a specific origin and location
relative to the interface, which could be due to Pb centers [106, 128], but also could result
from residual Hf/Zr atoms reaching the silicon interface during the phase anneal.

In conclusion, the nature of the interface states of the ferroelectric HfO2/Si material
system has been investigated in detail. Various interfacial oxides, crucial for obtaining a
good interface between the Zr-doped HfO2 and silicon, were analyzed for integrity after
the phase anneal. It is shown, using the AC conductance method, that a nitrided SiO2

interfacial layer provides the lowest midgap trap density and furthermore can withstand
the high-temperature phase anneal by acting as a barrier against dopant diffusion. Finally,
a CV model and experimental CV data were used to calculate the Dit distribution, which
has a narrow energy peak close to the valence band. Subsequent studies will focus on
optimizing the nitrided SiO2 for an improved trap distribution.
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Figure 6.5: A model CV andDit distribution can be fitted from the experimental VFB, Cox,
andNa. (a) Calculated and measured CV’s at 1 kHz and 1 MHz. (b) Comparison of fitted
Dit for CV model and measured Dit with AC conductance.
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6.2 Record High Endurance Enabled by Direct Nitridation
of Interfacial Layer

The discussion in the preceding section centers around the investigation of a nitrided SiO2

interfacial layer from an interface state improvement standpoint. This solution was pro-
posed originally in an effort to reduce trapping at the channel/oxide interface from the
onset of device operation, as it was observed that the high-temperature ferroelectric phase
anneal caused substantial Hf/Zr atom diffusion into the underlying substrate. Undoubt-
edly, as discussed in Chapter 5, the biggest reliability challenges arise from hot carriers re-
leasing energy into the silicon lattice and continuing to disrupt interfacial bonds over the
device’s lifetime. Therefore, at this stage, device engineering efforts to reduce the kinetic
energy of injected charges into the silicon substrate to improve overall FeFET endurance
and reliability are probably most imperative.

In the devices reported in this section, a high-κ interfacial layer is combined together
with a thin ferroelectric Zr-doped HfO2 film (∼ 4.5 nm). This choice is motivated by the
previous observation by many authors (such as [22], and as discussed in Chapter 5) that
the endurance cycling is strongly limited by breakdown of the interfacial layer. In fact,
in a metal-ferroelectric-metal capacitor configuration, cycling endurance metrics exceed-
ing 1010 are routinely observed [101]. In a recent report, Sharma et. al. circumvented
the IL breakdown problem by fabricating a bottom-gate, channel last transistor, where an
oxide semiconductor channel was grown directly on the FE material, thus achieving an
endurance exceeding 1012 cycles [119]. Similarly, Kim et. al. recently reported on the fab-
rication of vertical 3D NAND ferroelectric thin film transistors utilizing indium zinc oxide
as the semiconductor channel, showing a cycling endurance of up to 108 [63]. Nonethe-
less, when crystalline silicon is used as the channel material, as is required for high per-
formance memory, formation of an interfacial layer is inevitable, and therefore endurance
still remains a critical challenge to be addressed.

In the context of interfacial layer breakdown, it is known that ‘time-to-breakdown’ has
an exponential relationship to the applied electric field in the interfacial layer [117]. In
other words, a mild decrease in the electric field could still lead to a substantial increase in
the ‘time-to-breakdown’, and therefore could slow the generation of traps that eventually
counteract the ferroelectric hysteresis. For the same charge density, a high-κ interfacial
layer reduces the electric field by the ratio of its permittivity to that of SiO2. Our choice
of high-κ IL is thermal nitridation of chemically formed silicon oxide. This technique pro-
vides a simple way to achieve an interfacial layer with a permittivity ∼ 8. Thermally
grown silicon nitride also has a comparable breakdown field to SiO2 [57]. A thin 4.5 nm
of ferroelectric Zr-doped HfO2 is chosen to suppress the effects of bulk charge trapping,
as discussed in Chapter 5, and also demonstrates the thickness scalability of ferroelectric
hafnium oxides. It is shown that this combination substantially improves the device per-
formance. In a DC IDVG sweep, almost a 1V memory window can be achieved with just
±2.5V. More importantly, with bipolar stress pulsing at±3V, 250 ns, the device endurance
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exceeds 1010 cycles on silicon.

Experimental Procedure and EOT Comparison
The structure of the FeFET device characterized in this work is shown in Figure 6.6(a) and
TEMs to compare its gate stack incorporating a nitrided IL against that of a baseline device
with an SiO2 IL (characterized in Chapter 5) are shown in Figure 6.6(c) and Figure 6.6(b).
The process flow to realize the FeFET is described in Appendix A, with the interfacial
layer formation step involving thermal nitridation of the SOI substrate at 850 ◦C in NH3

ambient rather than a chemical growth of SiO2. The device layer is p-type doped with
boron to approximately 4.5×1014/cm3. The ferroelectric oxide thickness of both the control
SiO2 FeFET and the FeFET with a nitrided IL are the same (roughly 4.5 nm after 45 cycles
of deposition). The IL thicknesses of the SiO2 IL and nitrided IL are ∼8Å and ∼1.5 nm,
respectively.

Silicon

BOX

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

gate

source drain

10 nm

10 nm

8.2Å IL

1.5nm IL

Figure 6.6: (a) Schematic of a SOI, gate-first FeFET device. (b) TEM of 4.5 nm Zr-doped
HfO2 gate stack with 8.2Å SiO2 IL. (c) TEM of 4.5 nm Zr-doped HfO2 gate stack with 1.5
nm SiNxIL. (d) CV comparison of MOS capacitors with gate stacks identical to SiO2 and
SiNx IL FeFETs, taken at 100 kHz.
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Figure 6.6(d) compares the CV’s of MOS capacitors with identical gate stack designs as
the baseline FeFET (with SiO2 interfacial layer) and the FeFET with a nitrided interfacial
layer. Though the physical thickness of the gate stack of the latter is larger, its capaci-
tance is also larger. Using Synopsys TCAD, the estimate net EOT of the nitrided sample is
determined to be roughly 1 Å smaller than the baseline sample, based upon the accumu-
lation capacitance values. Therefore, one can make an estimation for the effective κ of the
interfacial layer as follows:

κNIL = κSiO2 ×
tNIL

tbaseline − δEOTnet
= 3.9× 15

7.5
= 7.8 (6.5)

where κNIL and κSiO2 indicate the κ values of the nitrided interfacial layer and SiO2 inter-
facial layer respectively; tNIL and tbaseline indicate the physical thicknesses of the nitrided
interfacial layer and SiO2 interfacial layer respectively; and δEOTnet is the simulated EOT
difference between the two interfacial layers. This calculation indicates that the interfacial
layer is nearly entirely Si3N4 by volume. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect a reduction
in the electric field in the interfacial layer by two times, which will ultimately result in a
substantial increase in the time to breakdown.

Endurance Results and Analysis
The programmability of the optimized FeFET device with the nitrided interfacial layer is
discussed in detail in Section 4.3 of Chapter 4. The biggest advantage that the redesigned
interfacial oxide offers, in comparison to the baseline SiO2 interfacial layer devices, is the
reduction in total gate voltage and associated gate pulse duration in order to achieve an
even more robust memory window and separation between the two binary memory states.
Based on the results of the programmability test, a cycling condition utilizing a pulse
width of 250 ns and a gate voltage of VG = ±3V is chosen to obtain reasonably fast and
symmetric operation.

In many studies, the endurance is quantified by measuring±VT after a certain number
of bipolar stress pulses. The ±VT determination requires one to perform sweeps over a
small voltage range, which typically takes ∼ 1 second to complete. On the other hand,
the importance of fast reading has recently been discussed (e.g. [119]). It is known from
charge pumping experiments (as discussed in [102] as well as in Chapter 5 of this dis-
sertation) that beyond several µs, charge trapping/de-trapping starts to manifest. These
effects could in principle be quite complex, and could arise from the interplay between
traps with varying time constants. Therefore, while slow sweeps to determine ±VT could
provide important insights into trap assisted phenomena, they are also expected to artifi-
cially affect the actual currents that will be observed in a real application where the device
is read quickly.

Due to these considerations, a fast reading protocol is adopted in order to determine the
state written to the device. The complete endurance testing protocol is detailed in Figure
6.7(a). During the stressing phase of the endurance test, bipolar voltage pulses of ±3V,
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Figure 6.7: (a) Endurance stressing sequence, shown in the blue panel, and subsequent
ferroelectric state determination waveforms, shown in the green panel, used to charac-
terize the FeFETs in this work. (b) Transient current readout waveform corresponding
to the high VT state (and low readout current). (c) Transient current readout waveform
corresponding to the low VT state (and high readout current).

250 ns are applied at the gate of the FeFET, with a 250 ns delay between sequential pulses
to achieve a stressing period of 1 µs total in duration. Periodically, a state determination
test is conducted to evaluate the margin between the PGM and ERS states. For this, a 10
µs read pulse is applied at the gate of the FeFET (after either the ERS or PGM pulse), after
ramping and stabilizing the drain voltage to 50 mV (see Figure 6.7(a), right panel, with a
green background). The averaged current value during this 10 µs reading period is then
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determined to be the read current. Figures 6.7(b) and (c) show the readout current during
the 10 µs reading period for the high VT (PGM) and low VT (ERS) states, respectively. In
both cases, the current saturates well within the READ duration of 10 µs.
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Figure 6.8: (a) Endurance characteristics of multiple FeFET devices cycled from 1 to 1010

fatigue cycles. Results are reported as the ratio of the low VT ID readout to the high VT ID
readout at every decade of cycling. (b) A device cycled until ∼1 order of magnitude of
current separation remains after 6× 1010 cycles.

Figure 6.8(a) shows the results of endurance testing across different devices, proving
that the devices with a nitrided IL can be reliably cycled to 1010. The data is plotted as
IERS/IPGM vs. fatigue cycles for ease of comparison. The exact current levels are shown for
a measured device in Figure 6.8(b).

Firstly, it is noted that the high and low current levels are very similar to those mea-
sured from a DC sweep. This indicates that the device is switched properly with the
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(a)
(b)

(c)

Figure 6.9: (a) IG at VG = 2.5V as a function of cycling for the same device in Figure 6.8(b),
showing a strong correlation between oxide wearout and loss of memory window. (b)
IDVG’s of an exemplary device cycled to 1012 cycles, showing some remaining ferroelectric
hysteresis at the end of the endurance test. (c) Residual ferroelectric hysteresis after 106

cycles on the baseline FeFET vs. after 108 cycles in the optimized SiNx FeFET.

PGM/ERS pulses. Interestingly, the device does not show any rapid degradation after 104−
106 cycles, as reported in most studies. Rather, the high current level shows a slow degra-
dation. The envelope of the low current similarly shows a slow degradation (increase);
yet the separation of the current levels retains a margin of 103 until 6×1010 cycles. Beyond
that point, a sudden breakdown is observed. Notably, this sudden breakdown is corre-
lated with the gate leakage through the device shooting up several orders of magnitude,
as shown in Figure 6.9(a), indicating that the gate oxide itself breaks down close to 1011
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cycles.
On the same wafer, there are devices that do not experience such a catastrophic break-

down of the ferroelectric oxide layer. For example, Figure 6.9(b) shows DC IDVG sweep
from an exemplary device cycled to 1012. The anti-clockwise ferroelectric hysteresis is still
clearly visible. This result contrasts with previous studies, where it has been shown that
total reversal of handedness of hysteresis happens after just 104-105 cycles. This also shows
that the ferroelectric itself can remain quite robust even after one trillion cycles.

Lastly, Figure 6.8(c) shows a comparison of the baseline devices reported in Chapters 5
with SiO2 interfacial layer, to the optimized FeFET with SiNx interfacial layer. By 106 cycles,
it is clear that charge trapping within the baseline device has completely counteracted the
ferroelectric hysteresis and reversed the direction of hysteresis as a result. However, by
108 fatigue cycles for the optimized SiNx FeFET, the ferroelectric hysteresis remains strong
and a memory window of nearly ∼ 0.5V can be seen in the DC IDVG sweep. This result
points to a substantially improved robustness of the interfacial layer against field cycling,
which is ultimately what extends the endurance lifetime of the FeFET.

In conclusion, this section has demonstrated the successful characterization of a FeFET
memory device with an engineered high-κ IL that shows larger than 1010 endurance cycles
at a relatively small PGM/ERS voltage of VG = ±3V and pulse width of 250 ns. Endurance
measured on multiple devices shows repeatably robust behavior to over 1010 cycles. Total
gate oxide breakdown has been identified as the main limiting factor, as opposed to de-
fect (interface and bulk) induced clockwise hysteresis reported by many previous studies.
Further optimization could reliably increase the endurance over 1012 cycles, as evidenced
from Figure 6.9(b). One potential drawback to consider of using such a high-κ IL could
be a reduction in mobility. However, somewhat reduced mobility could still be tolerable
as these devices are not expected to compete with the gate-delay of logic devices.
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Chapter 7

Ferroelectric Content Addressable
Memory for In-Memory Computing

7.1 A New Era of Computing and Memory Challenges
The core components of any computing technology involve both memory and logic units,
which are necessary for the storage of information as well as processing of the aforemen-
tioned data, respectively. Unfortunately, as CMOS technology continues to mature and ad-
vance, the gap in performance between memory and logic has not improved accordingly
[17, 68]. General-purpose computing, which forms the basis of virtually all modern-day
computing, revolves around von Neumann architecture. This architecture, first described
in a paper by John von Neumann in 1945, assumes that each computation involves look-
ing up data from memory, shuttling said data to the central processing unit (CPU) for
computation, and then sending it back to memory to be re-stored [8, 131].

This data movement to and from memory and CPU exactly illustrates the so-called
“von Neumann bottleneck”, which refers to the prohibitive restriction in bandwidth that is
witnessed when there is heavy transferring of data to and from memory and CPU, espe-
cially for tasks which are computationally heavy. Within the framework of von Neumann
architectures, various caching schemes have been proposed and developed in an effort to
improve the latency issues by bringing computation closer to memory. However, even so,
data movement to and from memory remains outstanding as the most energy-intensive
component of computation – not the actual compute operations in question [131]. For
example, if one considers the 45 nm CMOS technology node, the energy associated with
multiplying two numbers is orders of magnitude smaller than the energy associated with
fetching those same two numbers from memory [118].

Perhaps most striking is the fact that the latency issues associated with the von Neu-
mann architecture has become a key performance issue for modern-day workloads related
to artificial intelligence and machine learning applications [93, 118]. Clearly, novel solu-
tions to tackle the separation of computation and memory units by physically bringing
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them closer together on chip, are becoming more and more attractive. Some researchers
have worked on the development of specialized ASICs (application-specific integrated cir-
cuits) to overcome the von Neumann bottleneck [10, 79]. In recent years, 3D monolithic
approaches to achieve fine-grained connectedness between memory and logic units have
even been proposed [121].

Perhaps at the ultimate limit of bringing memory and logic closer together is the ap-
proach of in-memory computing, where a single unit can both perform a computational task
and store the data.

eventuates in several advantages: after power up of the supply voltage, the

circuit is in a defined state and the registers do not need to be loaded in var-

ious clock cycles. Moreover, the state of the circuit is saved in case of an

outage of the supply voltage. In the literature, several different concepts

of logic in memory were proposed based on magnetoresistive RAM

(MRAM), resistive RAM (RRAM), phase change memory (PCM), and

ferroelectric capacitors (FeCaps). Another possible implementation is the

use of nonvolatile transistors such as floating-gate transistors and ferroelectric

field effect transistors (FeFET), which have the capability to store data while

being utilized as a logic element.

Within FeFETs (or FeCaps), the usual gate oxide (or dielectric) is either

partially or fully replaced by a ferroelectric material that can store informa-

tion within its internal polarization state. Both FeCaps and FeFETs are, for

example, utilized as integrated memory elements in logic circuits, such as

nonvolatile SRAM (NV-SRAM). There they interestingly comply with

different tasks: while FeCaps store the last state of the circuit, FeFETs are

used to improve the static-noise margin (SNM). Although small, flexible,

and fast in accessing data, implementations using the FeCap require a greater
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Fig. 10.6.1 The von Neumann architecture is shown in (A). The data and program code
are stored in the same memory unit and the same buses are used as connections to the
processing unit. Thus, the von Neumann bottleneck arises, limiting the data throughput.
The transition from a conventional computational architecture to logic in memory is
shown in (B).

496 Ferroelectricity in Doped Hafnium Oxide

a) b)

Figure 7.1: A comparison of traditional computer architecture vs. logic-in-memory. (a) A
depiction of von Neumann architecture. Data and address buses shuttle data from mem-
ory to CPU and back for computation. (b) In-memory computing schemes bring memory
into the logic processing unit itself. Figure adapted from [17].

A schematic comparison of traditional von Neumann architecture against in-memory
computing is shown in Figure 7.1. The hope, therefore, is not only to alleviate the costs
associated with increased latency and energy consumption in data movement, but also
to reduce the time complexity to execute certain computational tasks. A dense array of
memory devices with the ability to also perform computations is expected to dramatically
improve parallelism [118]. It is therefore expected that there will be a shift towards spe-
cialized, non-von Neumann, data-centric approaches for machine learning/deep learning
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applications – but complete abandonment of the general purpose computer is unlikely to
happen in the foreseeable future [11].

7.2 Content Addressable Memories: Overview and
Applications
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desirable to exploit the MLC in emerging NVMs to further boost TCAM density.

Experimental Demonstration of The Proposed Ferroelectric Multi-Bit CAM Cell

Fig.2. (a) In a single bit TCAM, a ‘0’ or ‘1’ is stored and
searched in parallel, whereas (b) in a multibit TCAM,
multibit is stored and searched in parallel. In both designs,
the matched entry can be found in one search cycle.

Fig.3. The proposed (c) 2FeFET-1T multibit
CAM cell avoids issues in (a) 2FeFET and
(b) 6T2R multibit CAM designs.
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Figure 7.2: Applications of ternary content addressable memories. Highlighted in blue
are applications which involve exact search queries and are more traditional applications
of TCAMs. Highlighted in green is an approximate search application for memory-centric
computing. Figure from [70].

Ternary content addressable memories (TCAMs) are specialized memory solutions
that allow for fast parallel lookup/search of data, but typically at the expense of power
consumption. Memory cells are searched by content, rather than by address, to determine
the location and existence of a partial or exact match. For this reason, a content addressable
memory can conceptually be thought of as the inverse of random access memory. Tradi-
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tionally used for high-speed data processing for IP filters, network routers, etc., TCAMs
are recently being explored for neural network acceleration and pattern-matching in data-
intensive applications [55]. Figure 7.2 lists a few common applications of TCAMs, ranging
from exact search matching to approximate search applications. Exact match applications
include pattern/regular expression matching in finite state machines, data mining, and
reconfigurable computing. Approximate matching applications typically involve approx-
imating the Hamming distance between input query and stored data.

Naturally, research interest in TCAMs has gravitated towards the development of emerg-
ing memories to improve upon existing CAMs, which typically have low area efficiencies
and utilize many transistors [16, 26, 56, 139]. Traditional CMOS implementations of a
TCAM cell typically involves 2 SRAM cells, each of which requires 8 transistors, for a to-
tal of 16. From this point of view, utilizing emerging memories to implement TCAMs is
beneficial due to their nonvolatility and potential to realize very dense solutions.

Of these solutions based on emerging memories, ferroelectric FET solutions stand out
as they provide nonvolatility, reconfigurability, and the ability to achieve high density due
to their scalability and ease of integration with current CMOS processes [6, 138]. Fur-
thermore, they have been shown to successfully implement logic functions using a small
number of transistors [17]. When compared against magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ), re-
sistive RAM (ReRAM), and even SRAM-based TCAMs, FeFET-based TCAMs show supe-
rior array-level performance characteristics. A 4T-2FeFET cell design, for example, occu-
pies 58% of the equivalent 16T SRAM-based TCAM design, and a 64-row array boasts an
energy-delay product which is 7.5X and 149X better than similar MTJ- and ReRAM-based
designs, respectively [141].

7.3 The Ferroelectric Content Addressable Memory
(FeCAM)

In utilizing FeFET devices, the intrinsic CAM cell itself can be made to be very compact,
reducing the total transistor down from 16 to just 2, as pictured in Figure 7.3.

Within a single FeCAM cell, a bit and its complement (STR and STR, respectively, as
labeled in Figure 7.3(a)) are stored by applying voltage pulses of opposite polarity to the
gates of each respective transistor, which sets each FeFET’s threshold voltage to +VT or
−VT . Applying −5V corresponds to storing a “0”, and +5V to a “1”. During the search
phase, the select lines for each FeCAM cell are probed with the corresponding data to be
matched (with VD = 0V representing a bit “0”, and VD = 50mV representing a bit “1”). In
the case of a mismatch, neither transistor in the cell will conduct high current through the
match line, as one FeFET will witness a VD = 0V applied drain bias while the other will
be programmed in the “0” or low-current state (and thus will not contribute substantial
current to the total match line readout current). In the case of a match, either the STR or
STR FeFET will conduct high current to the match line upon select line activation.
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Figure 7.3: A FeCAM cell implemented with two FeFETs. (a) Circuit representation of a
single CAM cell, which consists of two FeFETs with their sources shorted together. (b)
Tilted 3D view of FeFET CAM cell schematic on thin SOI substrate.

SL (VD) STR (VPGM) ML (ID)
0V -5V 10.9 nA
0V +5V 3.21 pA

50mV -5V 2.79 pA
50mV +5V 13.1 nA

Table 7.1: The operation of the CAM cell can be described by the XNOR Boolean equation
and associated truth table. Highlighted in yellow are the high-current or “match” states.
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In this manner, the FeCAM cell implements the XNOR operation, as outlined in Table
7.1 and described in Equation 7.1. Table 7.1 also contains experimental data of match line
current readout for the cases of a match or a mismatch. Note that the same cell can be
utilized as a ternary FeCAM by writing a “1” or high-current state to both transistors to
force a match when a “don’t care” bit is required.

ML = XNOR(SL, STR) (7.1)

Next, retention testing of the FeFET CAM cell is carried out at 85 ◦C, as shown in Figure
7.4. In this particular test, the match line current (IML) from a CAM cell is measured as
function of time for all possible states (a miss, a match, or a forced match in the case of a
“don’t care” query). After 24 hours, the Ion/Ioff ratio degrades roughly 30%, and there
remains two orders of magnitude of current level separation after 10 years. Retention
characteristics for the FeCAM cell are similarly as robust as the retention characteristics
seen in a standalone FeFET, as discussed previously in Figure 4.9 of Chapter 4.

Figure 7.4: Retention testing at 85 ◦C for a CAM cell with device dimensions W/L = 1/1
µm. PGM/ERS conditions are −5.5V, 35 ns and +5.5V, 25 ns respectively.
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SL STR STR ML
0 0 1 H
0 1 0 L
1 0 1 L
1 1 0 H
0 1 1 H
1 1 1 H

Table 7.2: Truth table corresponding to the 6 possible states of a ternary FeCAM cell: 2
match states, 2 miss states, and 2 “forced” match states. The states in which the match line
current goes high (the 4 match states) are highlighted in yellow.

Table 7.2 delineates the expected match line current in the retention testing for each
of the three possible states (4 forced/exact match states, and 2 miss states). H indicates
that the current readout level should be high, whereasL indicates that the current readout
level should be low. This truth table supports the empirical retention results reported in
Figure 7.4.

7.4 FeCAM Circuits and Architecture

Experimental Demonstration of 2-Bit CAM Word
A proof-of-concept demonstration of a 2-bit FeCAM word is shown in this subsection, with
an additional emphasis on a discussion of device variability with respect to projected array
performance.

The truth table corresponding to the operation of the 2-bit CAM word (comprised of 4
total FeFETs) has been verified. However, although the truth table has been verified, there
is noticeable variation in the current level readouts corresponding to the various states,
which is a direct result of the fact that there is intrinsic device-to-device variation across
the FeFET wafer. For most applications, so long as these current levels can be separated
into distinct ranges, some device variability may not be an issue; however, on a much larger
scale, detailed studies will need to be conducted in order to first quantify the extent of
variation, and secondly, address how it impacts the performance for various applications
(e.g., single clock cycle lookup/pattern-matching to data in memory).

Figure 7.5 shows the on-wafer circuit layout for the 2-bit FeFET word comprised of 2
FeCAM cells, as well as the associated circuit schematic. Table 7.3 exhaustively lists the
match line current readouts for each of the possible written and probed states of the 2-bit
FeCAM word at a fixed gate read voltage of VG = 0.3V. The four possible combinations to
test correspond to 1) STR1= 0, STR2= 0 with rows highlighted in purple; 2) STR1= 1, STR2
= 0 with rows highlighted in blue; 3) STR1 = 1, STR2 = 1 with rows highlighted in green;
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2-Bit CAM WordBit 2 
Bit 1 

ML

Figure 7.5: A simple 2-bit FeCAM word, both in circuit representation (left) and on-chip
layout. The two bit cells share a common match line so that their current contributions
can sum together.

and 4) STR1 = 0, STR2 = 1 with rows highlighted in pink. The select lines corresponding
to each individual FeCAM bit must also be probed with combinations of bit “0”s and “1”s
(corresponding to VD = 0V and VD = 50mV, respectively).

The yellow highlighted match line current entries in Table 7.3 indicate the cases of a
total exact match. Conversely, red highlighted entries indicate a total exact miss. For a
perfect match, the match line current reads roughly ∼ 1 µA, and for an exact miss the
match line current is on the order of ∼ 0.1 − 1 nA. Clearly, in order to also be able to
distinguish partial matches/misses, there has to be enough of a margin between the on/off
states for every FeFET in the word, and the less variation present, the better the projected
search performance.

One final observation about the match line readout current values for the 2-bit Fe-
CAM word concerns the “partial match” states achievable (for instance, when a match is
achieved in one bit cell, but not the other, in the 2-bit case discussed in this subsection). In
this scenario, it is preferable if the match line current readout is proportional to the total
number of matched bits, if one were to extend the word length to an arbitrary n bits. And
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generally, it is true that the match line current readout is proportional to the “closeness”
of the match. However, the task of interpreting the degree of partial matching becomes
much more challenging when intrinsic device-to-device variation exists among the FeFETs
which compose each of the FeCAM cells. Partial match current readouts, as seen in Table
7.3, can range from a few hundreds of nanoamps to over 1 microamp, depending on the
FeFET which is or is not conducting. This degree of uncertainty will only worsen as the
number of bits in each FeCAM word increases. Future studies on FeCAMs must therefore
focus on tightly controlling the threshold voltage and state variation to improve the margin
of determination between the various miss, partial match, and exact match conditions.

STR1 STR1 STR2 STR2 SL1 SL1 SL2 SL2 ML
0 1 0 1 50 mV 0V 50 mV 0V 1.8 nA
0 1 0 1 0V 50 mV 50 mV 0V 759 nA
0 1 0 1 50 mV 0V 0V 50 mV 100 nA
0 1 0 1 0V 50 mV 0V 50 mV 903 nA
1 0 0 1 0V 50 mV 50 mV 0V 107 pA
1 0 0 1 0V 50 mV 0V 50 mV 155 nA
1 0 0 1 50 mV 0V 50 mV 0V 812 nA
1 0 0 1 0V 50 mV 50 mV 0V 1 µA
1 0 1 0 0V 50 mV 0V 50 mV 250 pA
1 0 1 0 0V 50 mV 50 mV 0V 165 nA
1 0 1 0 50 mV 0V 0V 50 mV 1.32 µA
1 0 1 0 50 mV 0V 50 mV 0V 1.45 µA
0 1 1 0 50 mV 0V 0V 50 mV 3 nA
0 1 1 0 50 mV 0V 50 mV 0V 293 nA
0 1 1 0 0V 50 mV 0V 50 mV 596 nA
0 1 1 0 0V 50 mV 50 mV 0V 900 nA

Table 7.3: The match line (ML) current readout for all possible probing search line bits for
a 2-bit CAM word, corresponding to each of the possible stored states in both bits STR1 and
STR2. Red highlighted entries indicate an exact miss, whereas yellow highlighted entries
indicate an exact match.

Suggested Full FeCAM Architecture
A full example FeCAM array architecture is shown in Figure 7.6. Notably, such an array
could be constructed in a 3D fashion following a back end of the line (BEOL) process with
a polysilicon channel, for example. n total FeCAM cells cascaded together to share a match
line form a word, and a string of m words forms a complete FeCAM array, thus enabling
single clock cycle determination of a match, which enables Hamming distance calculations
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for cognitive computing schemes (e.g, hyperdimensional computing [60]). Additionally,
the FeCAM cell allows parallel search in hardware, thus speeding up deep neural net-
work/convolutional neural network implementation. Further, an FeCAM crossbar array
permits distributed weight updates and multiply-accumulate operations to be performed
in-memory, thereby drastically reducing energy and time associated with shuttling weight
data to the CPU.

BLnBLnBLn-1 BLn-1

SLn SLnSLn-1 SLn-1SL1 SL1SL0 SL0
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Figure 7.6: Proposed CAM cell array of dimensionm×n for parallel searching. Peripheral
circuitry (not shown) senses and compares current levels on the match lines to determine
closest match to input data.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions, Outlook & Future
Directions

The fortuitous discovery of ferroelectricity in hafnium oxide has ushered in a new era of
materials and device research. The focus areas are broad in scope, involving developing
better and thinner CMOS-compatible ferroelectric films to realize all kinds of electronic
components from memories – as discussed in this dissertation – to negative capacitance
transistors [65, 66, 67, 134, 152], to electrostatic supercapacitors [54, 64, 100, 104], to res-
onators and high-precision actuators [47, 48], and beyond. Emerging memory applica-
tions are the centerpiece of this dissertation as there has been an explosion in data cre-
ation and usage in today’s digital age, spurring modern challenges in the processing of
data-intensive workloads. This work underscores the importance of continued materials
development, of building a deeper understanding of the reliability issues facing ferroelec-
tric HfO2 memories, and of investigating solutions in the processing and integration space
to resolve some of the technological challenges. As such, a pathway forward for continued
development on CMOS-compatible, nonvoltatile ferroelectric memories is established.

8.1 Summary of Work
In Chapter 2, two distinct hafnium oxide material systems were explored for their ferro-
electric properties and projected performance: Zr-doped HfO2 and Si-doped HfO2. For
both material systems, the entire compositional range required to elucidate ferroelectric,
antiferroelectric, and dielectric responses was investigated. For the Zr-doped HfO2 sys-
tem, it was confirmed experimentally that both zirconia and hafnia form solid solutions
across the entire compositional range of 0% HfO2 to 100% HfO2. In contrast, in the Si-
doped HfO2 system, only a narrow range of mol% Si doping is required to obtain fer-
roelectric/antiferroelectric properties. Electrical testing via PV (polarization vs. voltage)
and CV (capacitance vs. voltage) loops revealed the dielectric nature of the films grown by
atomic layer deposition, and were confirmed through secondary materials characteriza-
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tion methods such as grazing incidence x-ray diffractometry to determine film crystallinity
and x-ray spectroscopy to determine exact film composition. Other important distinctions
between the two material systems include the higher overall thermal budget tolerated by
the Si-doped HfO2 system over the Zr-doped HfO2 system (∼ 800 − 1000 ◦C for the for-
mer, versus∼ 400− 600 ◦C for the latter), and the potential for finer granularity in dopant
control in the Zr-doped HfO2 system in comparison to Si-doped HfO2.

In Chapter 3, the Si-doped capacitors characterized in Chapter 2 are chosen for fur-
ther study as potential DRAM capacitor replacements (FeRAM). As modern DRAM solu-
tions already require trench capacitors incorporating highly engineered high-κ dielectrics,
a natural solution to boost their performance is to introduce the element of nonvolatility by
replacing the dielectric with a ferroelectric. Si-doped HfO2 capacitors with film thick-
nesses ranging from 4 to 8 nm are tested for properties such as endurance, retention, and
imprint. The Si-doped HfO2 films were found to suffer from wakeup effects, needing an
initial 104 bipolar voltage pulses to unpin and cycle defects residing at electrode interfaces.
For an equivalent field stress of±2.5 MV/cm, the thinner ferroelectric films were found to
survive for the largest number of endurance cycles, exceeding 109 cycles, whereas the 8 nm
Si-doped HfO2 films experienced hard oxide breakdown at 106 cycles. In considering the
effects of the unintentional oxides which exist at the HfO2/electrode interfaces, it is there-
fore suggested, since their thicknesses do not depend on the thickness of the ferroelectric
HfO2 layer, that the interfacial layers effectively screen out more of the applied voltage
over time in capacitors with thinner HfO2 layers. Elevated temperature retention testing
reveals opposite state retention as the limiting factor in HfO2 memory capacitors, with im-
printing of the opposite state reducing the overall switchable polarization associated with
the state in question.

In Chapter 4, the intrinsic performance of the baseline ferroelectric transistor (FeFET)
is discussed and evaluated. “Baseline” refers to the usage of a chemical oxide grown in a
solution of ammonium hydroxide, hydrogen peroxide, and water to achieve a thin inter-
facial SiO2. The baseline FeFET is shown to have reasonable programmability characteris-
tics, requiring programming voltages in the range of±3− 6 V, and pulse durations on the
order of tens of nanoseconds to milliseconds. A greater spread in possible +VT states is
seen in the programmability test, suggesting that the thin, hole-deficient ∼ 30 nm FDSOI
body can only accumulate a limited number of holes upon the application of a negative
gate bias. Furthermore, it is pointed out that severe oscillations in the gate voltage are
observed at the lower limit of programming speeds tested, likely due to a combination
of device series resistance from the thin SOI body as well as other external impedances.
Therefore, the FDSOI FeFET is not an optimal candidate to use in testing the lower limits
of program/erase speeds. Lastly, the programmability and retention results from an op-
timized FeFET are discussed, with the process details divulged in Chapter 6. Interfacial
oxide engineering is shown to substantially reduce the voltage required to program the
FeFET, thus reducing the overall electrical stress witnessed by the device over its lifetime.

Chapter 5 focuses primarily on building a robust understanding of the key underlying
reliability issues facing highly scaled FeFETs. Device-to-device variability, charge trap-
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ping, and interface oxide wearout are discussed as major reliability concerns facing the
FeFET. Worst yet, as illustrated in Table 5.1, many researchers working in the space of
ferroelectric HfO2 memories report ultimate device endurance numbers on the order of
∼ 104−106 cycles, a troubling commonality highlighting perhaps a key integration or ma-
terials shortcoming. Much of the prior literature establishes high-κ bulk charge trapping
as a major culprit in closing the FeFET memory window over time, but it is shown that
for FeFETs with very thin oxides (on the order of 5 nm or less), the dominating factor
turns out to be hole-trapping from hot electrons injected from gate to substrate during
negative applied gate biases. In fact, through a combination of electrical measurement
and simulations using the Applied MDLx GinestraTM platform [4], charge trapping was
also determined to be negligible in FeFETs with very thin gate oxides. Lastly, a testing
methodology on p++ substrates to predict the endurance properties of new FeFET gate
stack designs is proposed. The efficacy of this testing methodology is confirmed through
comparisons with endurance data from actual FeFETs.

In Chapter 6, processing techniques to improve the projected performance of FeFETs
are investigated. To first order, it is important to design the interfacial oxide of the device
to be robust against the high-temperature crystallization step which is required to induce
ferroelectricity in the HfO2 gate stack. During this anneal, Zr/Hf atoms are known to
diffuse through thin and/or porous interfacial oxides, disrupting the existing interface
bonds and causing early-stage reliability concerns. It is shown that uses a nitrided SiO2

is most beneficial in ensuring that the interface trap density, or Dit, remains low after the
anneal. This observation is confirmed quantitatively through the use of the AC conductance
method for quantifying Dit, as well as through a CV model which self-consistently models
the device stack including the quantity, nature, and time constants of the probed interface
states. Next, it is shown that direct nitridation to form an interfacial layer of SiNx leads
to the most robust endurance characteristics reported in the literature to date of greater
than 1010 cycles on silicon. The orders of magnitude improvement in the endurance metric
arises from the usage of an interfacial layer with κ ≈ 7.8, in comparison to κ = 3.9 in the
case of SiO2. Reducing the program/erase voltage requirements on the FeFET directly
correlates to an increase in device “time-to-breakdown”, thereby substantially improving
cycling endurance.

In Chapter 7, potential use cases for FeFETs in specialized memory applications are
discussed. Aside from acting a potential storage class memory candidate, as discussed
in Chapter 1, the FeFET is also amenable for certain in-memory computing solutions. It
is shown that two FeFETs with their drains tied together can act as a two-transistor im-
plementation of a content addressable memory cell (FeCAM cell); in contrast, traditional
CMOS implementations of a CAM cell typically require two SRAM cells, which are com-
posed of at least 8 transistors each. The XNOR function (equivalently, the search function)
is successfully demonstrated in the 2-FeFET CAM cell, and retention characteristics are
also presented. To illustrate the detrimental impact of device-to-device variability, a 2-bit
FeCAM word is also characterized, demonstrating the influence of state variability on the
readout current levels (and, correspondingly, the current thresholds/margins which must
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be established to distinguish between a miss, partial match, and full match). Lastly, a full
FeCAM architecture comprised of m rows of n-bit words is suggested to enable single-
clock-cycle lookup of data stored in memory.

8.2 Future Directions
Based on the findings in this dissertation, several suggestions for future work and direc-
tions are given as follows.

Towards Improved Cycling Robustness
For the HfO2 FeFET, overcoming the critical bottlenecking factor of limited device en-
durance will prove to be one of the biggest challenges towards commercialization. This
work has taken several steps in identifying the physical root causes of limited endurance
and demonstrating the viability of interfacial oxide engineering. Future efforts to tackle
device endurance should investigate other potential high-κ oxides for the interfacial layer,
or perhaps at the extreme, investigate techniques to scavenge out the interfacial layer en-
tirely (which may come at the cost of severely reduced channel mobility).

Another viable option is gate workfunction engineering. As discussed in Chapter 5, the
high kinetic energy of electrons injected from the gate to substrate during negative biases
is what fundamentally causes substrate bond breakage and subsequent hole-trapping in
the ferroelectric. To counteract this issue, it is possible to use a high workfunction gate
metal – for example, platinum. On the flip side, it will be important to choose a gate
metal which does not run towards the other extreme of instigating electron-trapping with
positive applied biases.

Though many of the high endurance strategies discussed do not fundamentally involve
the ferroelectric HfO2 layer itself, this will become an inevitability once the integration-
induced reliability concerns are resolved. Results reported in Chapters 3 and 6 suggest
that the ferroelectric properties of the HfO2 layer remain intact after 109 − 1010 endurnce
cycles; however, by this point in the device’s lifetime, severe fatiguing effects become ap-
parent. In order to potentially extend the viability of the FeFET to last-level cache appli-
cations, it will be imperative to extend the cycling metric to 1012 cycles and beyond, which
will undoubtedly require careful engineering of the doped HfO2 itself.

In-Memory/Brain-Inspired Computing Applications
Building upon the discussion from Chapter 7, some additional in-memory computing and
cognitive computing ideas can be explored if one considers operating an FeFET as a multi-
state/multi-bit memory, rather than strictly as a binary memory element. To first order,
the FeCAM array proposed in Figure 7.6 can be made even more compact, if for example
a tight control of 4 possible VT states within each FeFET can be achieved (thus leading
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to a 2-bit memory implemented with just a single device). From a scalability perspec-
tive, successful VT engineering to achieve multiple states would position the FeFET as an
even more competitive emerging technology among the other two-terminal charge-based
memory candidates which require an additional selector element.

Secondly, the polycrystalline nature of ferroelectric HfO2 bestows upon it the reputa-
tion of being an “imperfect” ferroelectric in the materials research community, in stark
contrast against the traditional single-crystalline ferroelectrics studied prior. However,
from the perspective of designing neuromorphic hardware – for example, implementing
spike-timing dependent plasticity or designing hardware neural networks – the ability to
produce distinct analog responses when subjected to different input conditions is advan-
tageous in emulating synaptic behavior. Whereas a “perfect” ferroelectric more abruptly
flips its polarization once a voltage greater than the coercive voltage is applied, doped
HfO2 typically shows gradual switching characteristics. Hence, the property which leads
to an intrinsic spread in VT may be advantageous for implementing other analog-based
computing hardware.
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Appendix A

Basic Silicon on Insulator FeFET
Fabrication Flow

The baseline process flow to realize the SOI FeFET is detailed in this appendix. All FeFETs
fabricated and characterized in this dissertation are fabricated according to this process
flow. The various process steps are most flexible for accommodating new gate oxide de-
signs. The vast majority of the process steps are realized at the University of California,
Berkeley Marvell Nanofabrication Laboratory.

Deposition Etching Cleaning Annealing/
Oxidation Lithography

mrc944 lam6 msink6 rtp1 asml300
oxford2 lam7 msink7 rtp8 picotrack1

cambridge lam8 msink8 tystar1 picotrack2
axcelis
matrix

technics-c

Table A.1: Minimum suggested list of tools in the Berkeley Nanolab required to fabricate
silicon on insulator FeFETs. Backup tools are also provided in the proceeding subsections
as necessary.

Cartoon schematics of the FeFET structure are provided in Figures 4.4(a), Figure 5.15,
Figure 5.5(a), and Figure 6.6(a). The reader is strongly recommended to consult process
and equipment staff at the Berkeley Nanolab for additional assistance and for the most
current understanding of tool conditions.
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Active Device Definition
1. Starting wafer information

• Wafer type: 150 mm (6”), SOI (silicon on insulator)
• Device layer doping: p-type, Boron, 14− 22 Ω·cm
• Wafer orientation: (1-0-0)±0.5◦

• Material thicknesses: 725±25 µm handle; 0.3 µm±0.5% SiO2 buried oxide; 100±
20 nm device top layer

Prior to fabrication, it is strongly recommended to use a carbon tip scribe to label
the wafer on the frontside, preferably along the edge of the flat, away from regions
which will be patterned. Do NOT scribe the backside of the wafers as some tools
require vacuum to stabilize wafers during processing and/or use helium cooling.

2. Pre-furnace Cleaning
Tool required: msink6

a) Piranha Clean
• chemical: piranha (H2SO4, H2O2)
• temperature: 120 ◦C
• duration: 10 minutes

b) HF (hydrofluoric acid) dip
• chemical: 1:10 HF:H2O
• temperature: room temperature
• duration: 1 minute

3. Device Layer Thinning
Tool required: tystar1 (alternative: tystar2)

• recipe: 1DRYOXA
• gas ambient: O2 gas
• temperature: 1050 ◦C
• duration: 1 hour, 45 minutes

This recipe is calibrated to oxidize roughly 65-70 nm of silicon, depending on tool
conditions.

4. Removal of Oxide
Tool required: msink6
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• chemical: 1:10 HF:H2O
• temperature: room temperature
• duration: ∼ 17 minutes

5. Photoresist Coating
Tool required: picotrack1 (alternative: svgcoat6)

• recipe: T1 UV210-0.6 0.87µm (keep all default settings)
• resist type: UV210, thickness ∼ 0.87 µm

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to ensure no photoresist
streaking occurs.

6. PM Alignment Mark Patterning
Tool required: asml300

• job file: SANGWAN→ swkim
• recticle: COMBI 45440204D176
• field: PM layer
• energy: 18 mJ

7. Photoresist Developing
Tool required: picotrack2 (alternative: svgdev6)

• recipe: T2 PEB130C90s MF26A45s (keep all default settings)
• developer type: MF26A

For thicker layers, it is advised to run the development recipe twice to ensure pho-
toresist is thoroughly removed.

8. Photoresist UV Hard Baking
Tool required: axcelis

• recipe: U (keep all default settings)
• temperature: 130 ◦C

9. PM Mark Etching

a) Active silicon etch
Tools required: lam8 (alternative: sts2)
• recipe: 8001 POLY ME
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• gas flows: 150 sccm HBr, 50 sccm Cl2
• TCP RF: 300 W
• bias RF: 150 W
• etch time: ∼ 20 seconds

b) BOX (buried oxide) etch
Tools required: lam6 (alternative: centura-mxp, sts-oxide)
• recipe: 6001 OXIDE ME
• gas flows: 150 sccm Ar, 25 sccm CHF3, 25 sccm CF4

• power: 500 W
• etch time: ∼ 30 seconds

It is suggested to tune the silicon/oxide etches to ensure that the PM marks are etched
to a depth of at least 1200Å in the substrate for adequate contrast, so that the subse-
quent asml300 autoalignment is successful.

10. Photoresist Removal
Tool required: matrix (alternative: technics-c)

• power: 400 W
• temperature: 250 ◦C
• time: 2 minutes, 30 seconds

11. Photoresist Coating
Tool required: picotrack1 (alternative: svgcoat6)

• recipe: T1 UV210-0.3 0.43µm (keep all default settings)
• resist type: UV210, thickness ∼ 0.4 µm

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to ensure no photoresist
streaking occurs.

12. Active Device Area Patterning
Tool required: asml300

• job file: SANGWAN→ swkim
• reticle: AVA-EXT519
• field: layer #1
• energy: 16 mJ

13. Photoresist Developing
Tool required: picotrack2 (alternative: svgdev6)
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• recipe: T2 PEB130C90s MF26A45s (keep all default settings)
• developer type: MF26A

14. Photoresist UV Hard Baking
Tool required: axcelis

• recipe: U (keep all default settings)
• temperature: 130 ◦C

15. Active Area Etching
Tools required: lam8 (alternative: sts2)

• recipe: 8001 POLY ME
• gas flows: 150 sccm HBr, 50 sccm Cl2
• TCP RF: 300 W
• bias RF: 150 W
• etch time: ∼ 14 seconds

Etch recipe should be calibrated to etch about 30-34 nm of silicon.

16. Photoresist Removal
Tool required: matrix (alternative: technics-c)

• power: 400 W
• temperature: 250 ◦C
• time: 2 minutes, 30 seconds

17. Post-PR Removal Cleaning
Tool required: msink8

a) Piranha Clean
• chemical: piranha (H2SO4, H2O2)
• temperature: 120 ◦C
• duration: 10 minutes

b) HF (hydrofluoric acid) dip
• chemical: 1:25 HF:H2O
• temperature: room temperature
• duration: 10 seconds

As the buried oxide is now exposed at this step, it is important not to allow the
HF clean to undercut the defined silicon channel substantially.
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Gate Stack Deposition / Gate Definition
18. Pre-furnace Cleaning

Tool required: msink6

a) Piranha Clean
• chemical: piranha (H2SO4, H2O2)
• temperature: 120 ◦C
• duration: 10 minutes

b) HF (hydrofluoric acid) dip
• chemical: 1:10 HF:H2O
• temperature: room temperature
• duration: 10 seconds

As the buried oxide is now exposed at this step, it is important not to allow the HF
clean to undercut the defined silicon channel substantially.

19. OPTIONAL: Chemical SiO2 Regrowth
Tool required: msink7

• chemical: SC1 (1:1:10 of H2O2:NH4OH:H2O)
• temperature: 80 ◦C
• duration: 10 minutes

The concentration of SC1, temperature, and duration are chosen to achieve ∼ 8Å of
SiO2. The reader is encouraged to test different concentrations, temperatures and
durations to tailor chemical oxide thickness as desired. If working with a thermally
grown IL, this step should be skipped.

20. OPTIONAL: Nitrided IL Growth
Tool required: rtp8

• gas ambient: Ar/NH3 (9:1 ratio)
• temperature: 850 ◦C
• duration: 1 second

This process step realized a high-κ IL with κ ≈ 7.8 and results as reported in Section
6.2 of Chapter 6. If working with a chemically grown IL, this step should be skipped.

21. Atomic Layer Deposition of Ferroelectric HfO2

Tool required: cambridge
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• gas ambient: Ar
• oxidant: H2O
• precursors: TDMAHf, TDMAZr
• precursor temperatures: 75 ◦C
• cycles: 45, ratio of 4:1 Hf:Zr
• process temperature: 250 ◦C

Note: a lab group-owned, process specific ALD tool (Ultratech/Cambridge Fiji G2)
was used for the growth of ferroelectric HfO2. The process can be easily emulated
using the cambridge ALD tool in the Marvell Nanolab using the conditions above.

22. Sputtering of Gate Metal
Tool required: mrc944

• metal: tungsten (W)
• power: 0.9 kW
• process pressure: 8 mTorr
• chamber pressure: 8× 10−7 Torr
• passes: 9 (achieves ∼ 60 nm)

23. Photoresist Coating
Tool required: picotrack1 (alternative: svgcoat6)

• recipe: T1 UV210-0.3 0.36µm (keep all default settings)
• resist type: UV210, thickness ∼ 0.3 µm

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to ensure no photoresist
streaking occurs.

24. Gate Area Patterning
Tool required: asml300

• job file: SANGWAN→ swkim
• recticle: AVA-EXT519
• field: layer #2
• energy: 18 mJ

25. Photoresist Developing
Tool required: picotrack2 (alternative: svgdev6)
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• recipe: T2 PEB130C90s MF26A45s (keep all default settings)
• developer type: MF26A

26. Photoresist UV Hard Baking
Tool required: axcelis

• recipe: U (keep all default settings)
• temperature: 130 ◦C

27. Gate Area Etching
Tool required: lam7 (alternative: matrix-etch, centura-met)

• recipe: Ava W SF6
• gas flows: 50 sccm SF6, 10 sccm O2

• TCP RF: 125 W
• bias RF: 60 W
• etch time: ∼ 24 seconds

Etch recipe should be calibrated to etch about 60 nm of tungsten.

28. Source / Drain Implantation
Implantation is completed by INNOViON Corporation, based in San Jose, California.

• doping species: As(75)+

• total dose: 1× 1015

• energy: 20 keV
• tilt: 7 ◦

29. Photoresist Removal
Tool required: matrix (alternative: technics-c)

• power: 400 W
• temperature: 250 ◦C
• time: 2 minutes, 30 seconds

30. Ferroelectric Crystallization Anneal / Dopant Anneal
Tool required: rtp1 (alternatives: rtp3, rtp4)

• gas ambient: N2

• gas flow: 35-40 sccm
• temperature: 475◦C
• duration: 40 seconds
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Back End of Line Passivation
31. PECVD SiO2 Isolation

Tool required: oxford2 (alternative: oxfordpecvd4)

• recipe: ava 200c.rec
• gas flows: 800 sccm N2O, 100 sccm 10%SiH4/Ar
• forward power: 25 W
• temperature: 200 ◦C
• duration: 5 minutes

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to check for showerhead
patterns. Recipe duration should be calibrated to give ∼ 300 nm of SiO2.

32. Photoresist Coating
Tool required: picotrack1 (alternative: svgcoat6)

• recipe: T1 UV210-0.6 0.87µm (keep all default settings)
• resist type: UV210, thickness ∼ 0.87 µm

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to ensure no photoresist
streaking occurs.

33. Contact Hole Patterning
Tool required: asml300

• job file: SANGWAN→ swkim
• recticle: AVA-EXT519
• field: layer #3
• energy: 28 mJ

34. Photoresist Developing
Tool required: picotrack2 (alternative: svgdev6)

• recipe: T2 PEB130C90s MF26A45s (keep all default settings)
• developer type: MF26A

For thicker layers, it is advised to run the development recipe twice to ensure pho-
toresist is thoroughly removed.

35. Photoresist UV Hard Baking
Tool required: axcelis
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• recipe: U (keep all default settings)
• temperature: 130 ◦C

36. SiO2 Contact Hole Etch
Tools required: lam6 (alternative: centura-mxp, sts-oxide)

• recipe: 6001 OXIDE ME
• gas flows: 150 sccm Ar, 25 sccm CHF3, 25 sccm CF4

• power: 500 W
• etch time: ∼ 65 seconds

Etch recipe should be calibrated to slightly overetch 300 nm of SiO2.

37. Photoresist Removal
Tool required: matrix (alternative: technics-c)

• power: 400 W
• temperature: 250 ◦C
• time: 2 minutes, 30 seconds

38. Oxide Breakthrough Etch
Tools required: lam8 (alternative: sts2)

• recipe: 8003 POLY OB
• gas flows: 100 sccm CF4

• TCP RF: 200 W
• bias RF: 40 W
• etch time: ∼ 7 seconds

WARNING: This breakthrough etch step is critical to remove any oxide left in the
contact hole trenches to ensure a better contact and should not be skipped. Further-
more, the wait time between this step and the contact metallization step should be
minimized (< 10 minutes).

Contact Metallization
39. Sputtering of Contact Metal Stack

Tool required: mrc944

a) Titanium sputtering
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• metal: titanium (Ti)
• power: 2 kW
• process pressure: 8 mTorr
• chamber pressure: 8× 10−7 Torr
• passes: 8 (achieves ∼ 60 nm)

b) Titanium nitride sputtering
• metal: titanium nitride (Ti/TiN)
• power: 2 kW
• process pressure: 8 mTorr
• chamber pressure: 8× 10−7 Torr
• gas partial pressure: 25% N2

• passes: 20 (achieves ∼ 120 nm)

Set up a recipe to perform the Ti/TiN sputtering in sequence.

40. Photoresist Coating
Tool required: picotrack1 (alternative: svgcoat6)

• recipe: T1 UV210-0.6 0.87µm (keep all default settings)
• resist type: UV210, thickness ∼ 0.87 µm

Run at least one dummy wafer prior to running real wafers to ensure no photoresist
streaking occurs.

41. Contact Metal Patterning
Tool required: asml300

• job file: SANGWAN→ swkim
• recticle: AVA-EXT519
• field: layer #4
• energy: 28 mJ

42. Photoresist Developing
Tool required: picotrack2 (alternative: svgdev6)

• recipe: T2 PEB130C90s MF26A45s (keep all default settings)
• developer type: MF26A

43. Photoresist UV Hard Baking
Tool required: axcelis
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• recipe: U (keep all default settings)
• temperature: 130 ◦C

44. Contact Metal Etching
Tool required: lam7 (alternative: matrix-etch, centura-met)

• recipe: 7001 AL ME
• gas flows: 90 sccm Cl2, 45 sccm BCl3
• TCP RF: 800 W
• bias RF: 100 W
• etch time: ∼ 45 seconds

Etch recipe should be calibrated to etch through the stack of ∼ 60 nm Ti/∼ 120
nm TiN. It is suggested to monitor the endpoint signal during this etch step, as a
clear endpoint on both channels A and B should be visible when the etch has broken
through each layer of metal.

45. Photoresist Removal
Tool required: matrix (alternative: technics-c)

• power: 400 W
• temperature: 250 ◦C
• time: 2 minutes, 30 seconds

Figure A.1 is a schematic cartoon demonstrating the expected 2D cross-sections at var-
ious steps during the overall process flow.
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SiO2 p- Si FE-HfO2
Interfacial 

oxide W n+ Si Ti/TiN

Materials Key

Step 1 Step 4 Step 15

Step 21

Step 45

Step 28

Step 31 Step 36

Step 27

Figure A.1: 2D cross-sectional cartoons of the FeFET process flow at various steps, as de-
scribed and numbered in this Appendix.
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Additional Cautionary Process Notes
The process steps 1 - 45 above provide reasonable starting guidelines to realize similar Fe-
FET structures as characterized in this dissertation. Additional cautionary considerations
are provided in this subsection to help diagnose common processing challenges encoun-
tered at various steps in the process flow, based on personal experience.

Chemical Freshness at Wafer Cleaning Sinks

At various points in the process flow, it is mandatory to clean the wafers at one of three
dedicated sinks in the Marvell Nanolab: msink6, msink7, and msink8. The hydrofluoric
acid and piranha baths at msink6 and msink8 are general purpose baths, used by all members
of the Nanolab for MOS clean and non-MOS clean process, respectively. The baths are
periodically replenished/drained/supplied with additional chemicals by the staff.

During the wafer cleaning steps, it is important to monitor the temperature of the pi-
ranha bath immediately after adding hydrogen peroxide to activate it. A freshly replen-
ished piranha bath will quickly spike in temperature from 120 ◦C to around 130 ◦C due to
the highly exothermic reaction from chemicals mixing. However, a bath with old chemical
will respond sluggishly, and this is a fair indicator that it is time to replenish the bath in
order to achieve maximal cleaning efficiency of the organic compounds on the wafer.

It is also important to monitor the wafer after the HF dipping step. A dip in an old
HF bath may leave the backside or frontside of a standard silicon wafer still slightly hy-
drophilic (the surface is hydrophobic when acid/water minimally “beads” up on the wafer
surface; when it is hydrophilic, continuous regions of moisture will still be present on the
surface). The wafer surface must be totally free of native oxide prior to gate stack deposi-
tion, and therefore be completely hydrophobic.

Active/Gate Lithography Exposures

The asml300 lithography tool typically guarantees good resolution of feature sizes down
to 0.25 µm. However, on occasion, one may find that particularly for the active area or
gate finger lithography steps, the smallest feature sizes may not resolve correctly, leading
to features which are not perfectly straight (and in worst-case scenarios, features with high
length to width aspect ratios appearing visibly bent under a microscope) after develop-
ment. To avoid this, it is recommended to run a focus-exposure matrix prior to the real
photolithography run to assess the exact best focus and energy conditions for exposure at
that moment in time.

Wait Times between Deposition Steps

Timing between steps is critical during the various depositions involved to realize the
gate stack of the FeFET. It is firstly crucial to minimize the wait time after interfacial layer
growth (either using SC1 for SiO2, or thermal nitridation for SiNx) and prior to ALD of the
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ferroelectric HfO2 layer (< 20 minutes). If transferring the wafer out of the cleanroom and
to a separate facility for oxide growth, then it is strongly recommended to use a vacuum
desiccator container to carry the wafer during the transfer process.

Similarly, it is advised to minimize the wait time after ALD of the ferroelectric HfO2

layer and prior to gate metal deposition (< 20 minutes). Exposure to ambient conditions
will cause undue contamination of the various oxide/oxide/metal interfaces, adversely
impacting device performance.

ILD / Isolation SiO2 Deposition Temperature

If following the process flow above to realize gate-first FeFETs, it is important to note that
the deposition temperature for the PECVD ILD SiO2 oxide in Step 31 is set to 200 ◦C. Most
PECVD oxide deposition recipes run at 350 - 400 ◦C; however, if the ferroelectric oxide
used is Zr-doped HfO2, the film will not be able to withstand prolonged exposure at such
a high temperature. It was confirmed that a PECVD oxide recipe run at temperatures in the
ranges of 350 - 400 ◦C will cause additional unwanted crystallization of the Zr-doped HfO2

layer, additional charge trapping through the ferroelectric layer itself (which counteracts
ferroelectric hysteresis), and degraded subthreshold swing in fabricated devices.

ILD Contact Hole Etching

Etching through ∼ 250 − 300 nm of the SiO2 ILD is a necessary step in making con-
tact to the source/drain/gate regions of the device. This is also a critical processing step
which should be undertaken carefully. If the etch stops short of making contact to the
source/drain silicon regions or the metal gate, then it will be impossible to probe the de-
vice afterwards (and this mistake is extremely difficult to correct retroactively). If the etch
goes through both the active silicon layer and the buried oxide SiO2, therefore making con-
tact with the silicon handle substrate, then it is possible that the only current that can be
measured is the substrate current.

To avoid over or underetching, it is recommended to run blanket SiO2 wafers in the etch
tool (lam6, centura-mxp) prior to etching the real device wafer to first season the chamber
and also calibrate the blanket film etch rate. Then, it is imperative to also run patterned
dummy SiO2 wafers which are patterned with the same mask layer used to pattern the
contact holes. In most cases, the etch rate of the patterned SiO2 wafers will differ from
the blanket by a non-negligible amount, and will typically take longer to etch due to the
comparatively larger volume of photoresist versus oxide being etched simultaneously. It
is therefore critical to use the endpoint detection option on the etch tool to time the etch
steps, and to use a film thickness measurement system (such as the nanospec or nanoduv)
as a secondary checkpoint to endpoint detection to ensure the ILD oxide has been etched
through and that the etch stops on the silicon active layer.


